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Summary

A mixed-criticality system implements applications of different safety-criticality levels
onto the same platform. In such cases, the certification standards require that applications of different criticality levels are protected so they cannot influence each other.
Otherwise, all tasks have to be developed and certified according to the highest criticality level, dramatically increasing the development costs. In this thesis we consider
mixed-criticality real-time applications implemented on distributed partitioned architectures.
Partitioned architectures use temporal and spatial separation mechanisms to ensure that
applications of different criticality levels do not interfere with each other. With temporal partitioning, each application is allowed to run only within predefined time slots,
allocated on each processor. The sequence of time slots for all the applications on a processor are grouped within a Major Frame, which is repeated periodically. Each partition
can have its own scheduling policy; we have considered non-preemptive static cyclic
scheduling and fixed-priority preemptive scheduling policies. We assume that the
communication network implements the TTEthernet protocol, which supports TimeTriggered (TT) messages transmitted based on static schedule tables, Rate Constrained
(RC) messages with bounded end-to-end delay, and Best-Effort (BE) messages, for
which no timing guarantees are provided. TTEthernet offers spatial separation for
mixed-criticality messages through the concept of virtual links, and temporal separation, enforced through schedule tables for TT messages and bandwidth allocation for
RC messages.
The objective of this thesis is to develop methods and tools for distributed mixedcriticality real-time systems. At the processor level, we are interested to determine
(i) the mapping of tasks to processors, (ii) the assignment of tasks to partitions, (iii) the
decomposition of tasks into redundant lower criticality tasks, (iv) the sequence and size
of the partition time slots on each processor and (v) the schedule tables, such that all the
applications are schedulable and the development and certification costs are minimized.
We have proposed Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search metaheuristics to solve these
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optimization problems. The proposed algorithms have been evaluated using several
benchmarks.
At the communication network level, we are interested in the design optimization of
TTEthernet networks used to transmit mixed-criticality messages. Given the set of TT
and RC messages, and the topology of the network, we are interested to optimize (i)
the packing of messages in frames, (ii) the assignment of frames to virtual links, (iii)
the routing of virtual links and (iv) the TT static schedules, such that all frames are
schedulable and the worst-case end-to-end delay of the RC messages is minimized.
We have proposed a Tabu Search-based metaheuristic for this optimization problem.
The proposed algorithm has been evaluated using several benchmarks.
The optimization approaches have also been evaluated using realistic aerospace case
studies. In this context, we have shown how to extend the proposed optimization
frameworks to also take into account quality of service constraints. For TTEthernet
networks, we have also proposed a topology selection method to reduce the cost of the
architecture.

Summary (Danish)

Et mikset-kritikalitets system implementerer applikationer med forskellige sikkerhedskritikalitets niveauer på samme platform. I sådanne tilfælde kræver certificering standarderne at applikationer fra forskellige kritikalitets niveauer er beskyttede, så de ikke
kan påvirke hinanden. Ellers skal alle opgaver udvikles og certificeres i henhold til det
højeste kritikalitet niveau, hvilket dramatisk øger udviklingsomkostningerne. I denne
afhandling betragter vi mikset-kritikalitets realtidsapplikationer implementeret på distribuerede partitionerede arkitekturer.
Partitionerede arkitekturer benytter tidsmæssige og rumlige separations mekanismer
for at sikre, at applikationer fra de forskellige kritikalitets niveauer ikke forstyrrer hinanden. I tidsmæssig opdeling får hver applikation kun lov til at køre inden for fastlagte
tidsintervaller, fordelt på hver processor. Rækkefølgen af disse tidsintervaller, for alle
applikationerne på en processor, er grupperet i en Major Frame, der gentages med jævne mellemrum. Hver partition kan have sin egen planlægnings politik; vi har betragtet
ikke forebyggende statisk cyklisk planlægning og fast prioriterede planlægnings politikker. Vi antager, at kommunikationsnetværket implementere TTEthernet protokollen,
som understøtter tidsudløste (TT) meddelelser, der sendes baseret på statiske planlægnings tabeller, rate begrænset (RC) meddelelser, med afgrænset ende-til-ende forsinkelse, og bedste forsøgs (BE) beskeder, for hvilke der ikke gives timing garantier. TTEthernet tilbyder rumlig separation af mikset-kritikalitets beskeder via virtuelle forbindelser, og tidsmæssig separation, gennemføres ved tidsplans tabeller for TT beskeder
og båndbredde tildeling for RC meddelelser.
Formålet med denne afhandling er at udvikle metoder og værktøjer til distribuerede
mikset-kritikalitets realtidssystemer. På processor niveau, er vi interesseret i at bestemme (i) kortlægning af opgaver til processorer, (ii) tildeling af opgaver til partitioner, (iii)
nedbrydning af opgaver i redundant mindre kritiske opgaver, (iv) sekvensen og størrelse af partition tidsintervaller på hver processor og (v) tidsplans tabeller, således at alle
applikationer kan planlægges og udviklings og certificerings omkostninger minimeres.
Vi har foreslået Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search metaheuristikker til at løse disse
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optimeringsproblemer. De foreslåede algoritmer er blevet evalueret ved hjælp af flere
benchmarks.
På kommunikations og netværks niveau, er vi interesserede i design optimering af
TTEthernet netværk, der anvendes til at overføre mikset-kritikalitets beskeder. Givet
et sæt af TT og RC-beskeder, og topologien af netværket, er vi interesseret i at optimere (i) pakning af meddelelser i frames, (ii) tildeling af frames til virtuelle links, (iii)
routing af virtuelle links og (iv) TT statiske tabeller, således at alle frames kan planlægges og den værst tænkelige ende-til-ende forsinkelse af RC-beskeder bliver minimeret.
Vi har foreslået en Tabu Search-baseret metaheuristik til dette optimerings problem.
Den foreslåede algoritme er blevet evalueret ved hjælp af flere benchmarks.
Optimerings metoderne er også blevet evalueret ved brug af realistiske rumfart casestudier. I denne sammenhæng har vi vist, hvordan man kan udvide det foreslåede
optimerings framework til også at tage hensyn til service og kvalitets begrænsninger.
For TTEthernet netværk har vi også foreslået en topologi udvælgelses metode der reducere omkostningerne i arkitekturen.

Preface

This thesis was prepared at the Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, Technical University of Denmark in fulfillment of the requirements for acquiring
the Ph.D. degree in computer engineering.
The thesis deals with methods and tools for the optimization of mixed-criticality realtime embedded systems, to support the system engineers in the early life cycles phases,
where the impact of design decisions is greatest.
The work has been supervised by Associate Professor Paul Pop and co-supervised by
Professor Jan Madsen.
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Introduction

The Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) [180] that landed the Apollo 11 on the moon,
in July 1969, was powered by a 16-bit processor running at 2.048 MHz. AGC, with
an estimated cost of 25 mil. USD in 1969, had a random access memory (RAM) of
2048 words and a read-only memory (ROM) of 36K. In contrast, almost 45 years later,
in 2013, the top smartphones contain processors a thousand times more powerful than
the AGC. For example, the Apple iPhone 5s [21], for less than a 1000 USD, contains a
64-bit dual-core processor at 1.3 GHz, with a minimum of 16 GB of ROM.
Since the invention of integrated circuits (ICs) in the 1950s, the number of transistors on ICs is doubling every two years, following Moore’s Law [119]. This doubling
increases the processing power of the processors and reduces costs, among others, enabling the proliferation of computing devices into our everyday life. Most people think
only of desktop and portable computers, when they refer to computing devices. But
only 2% [73] of the manufactured microprocessors are used in such general purpose
computers. The rest of 98% are used in embedded systems.
An embedded system is a computer-based system embedded in a larger system that
it controls, repeatedly carrying out a particular function and not designed to be programmed by the end user in the same way that a personal computer (PC) is [88, 173].
That is, any special purpose computer-based system, other than a general purpose computer, is an embedded system [173].
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Few people consider that their refrigerator, mobile phone, car, toothbrush, pacemaker
or hearing aid contain computing devices. Embedded system are all around us. According to Ebert and Jobes [73], in 2008 there were around 30 embedded microprocessors
for each person in the developed countries. Current research estimates that by as early
as 2020, there will be 100 processors per person [128], with more than 50 billions connected devices [14]. Embedded systems “enable an every-day object to become a smart
object able to communicate with other smart objects” [11], improving our lives.
The Embedded Systems Institute [16] classifies embedded systems as: (1) infrastructure systems, i.e., public or industrial systems with a priority on efficient resource management and control of safety-critical actions; (2) professional systems, i.e., systems
used for work-related purposes (e.g.,medical equipment); (3) automotive systems; (4)
consumer electronics, e.g., domestic appliances or mobile devices; (5) avionics and (6)
defense systems.

1.1

Mixed-Criticality Systems

Many embedded systems are real-time systems, in which “the correctness of the system
behavior depends not only on the logical results of the computations, but also on the
physical time when these results are produced” [102]. Examples of real-time systems
are a vehicle’s cruise control and anti-lock braking system (ABS), and digital audio
players. One key characteristic of any real-time system is its deadline, which is the
latest time instant when the system must complete its execution, or a result must be
produced. Depending on the consequences of missing the deadline, real-time systems
can be soft or hard. Soft real-time systems can miss the deadlines once in a while, as
the system will still function, but with degraded service. Example of such systems are
home entertainment systems and mobile phones. In hard real-time systems, missing a
deadline will lead to the failure of the system. ABS is an example of hard real-time
system.
A safety-critical system is a system whose failure might endanger human life or the environment. Examples of safety-critical systems are aircraft control systems and pacemakers. Safety-Integrity Levels (SILs) are assigned to safety-related functions to capture the required level of risk reduction, and will dictate the development processes and
certification procedures that have to be followed [94], [96], [140]. A mixed-criticality
system is “an integrated suite of hardware, operating system and middleware services
and application software that supports the execution of safety-critical, mission-critical,
and non-critical software within a single, secure computing platform” [35]. The embedded systems in a vehicle form a mixed-criticality system, as they implement safetycritical applications (e.g., ABS) and non-critical applications (e.g., diagnostics software). SILs are standard specific, but in this thesis we consider that there are four
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SIL levels, ranging from SIL 4 (most critical) to SIL 1 (least critical). Certification
standards require that safety functions of different criticality levels are protected (or,
isolated), so they cannot influence each other. For example, without protection, a
lower-criticality task could corrupt the memory of a higher-criticality task.
In this thesis, we are interested in the design optimization of mixed-criticality real-time
applications. We consider heterogenous distributed platforms, consisting of several
processing elements (PEs) interconnected using the TTEthernet communication protocol [28]. We assume that the PEs provide mechanisms similar to “Integrated Modular
Avionics” (IMA) [3, 141] to enforce enough separation for the mixed-criticality applications. At the network level, TTEthernet offers separation for messages of different
time- and safety-criticality.
More and more functionalities are implemented using embedded systems. A good example is the automotive industry, where such embedded systems are called “electronic
control units” or ECUs. One of the first ECUs mass-produced and installed in a car
was the Bosch D-Jetronic fuel injection system, in 1967 [71, 50, 44]. After 40 years,
premium-class cars contain between 70 to 100 ECUs, with software and electronics
representing 34–40% of the cost of the car [59]. The software running in ECUs has
increased by 25% between 2011 and 2013 [52], and is expected that more than 80 percent of future car innovations, like the “connected car” or self-driving cars, will come
from such electronic systems [59].
Unfortunately, this increase in microprocessor implemented functionality translates
into an increase in the interactions between the components and in the complexity
of the whole system. Embedded systems developers and engineers identify system
complexity and system integration as top technical challenges [52, 18, 106], with
one study [106] observing that the issue of complexity rose significantly in avionics
projects, from 31% to 51.9% between 2012 and 2013. The cost to develop and implement embedded systems, relative to the final product price, varies from area to area.
These costs represent 36% in the automotive area, 22% in industrial automation, 37%
in the telecommunication area, 41% in the consumer electronics and 33% in medical
devices [6]. Thus, new design methods are needed to tackle this complexity increase
and help engineer productivity (see Section 1.3).

1.2

Partitioned Architectures

To better understand the increase of complexity we will use as an example the evolution
of embedded systems from “federated” to “integrated” and “partitioned” architectures.
Many embedded applications are implemented as distributed systems, due to various
constraints, e.g, modularity or safety. In a distributed system, the hardware compo-
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Figure 1.1: Federated versus integrated architectures

nents, called nodes or PEs, are interconnected in a network. If all the nodes are of the
same type, the system is homogeneous. Otherwise, the system is called heterogeneous.
In “federated architectures”, each node implements at most one function, and the applications are very loosely coupled [141]. On the left side of Fig. 1.1 we have three
applications of different criticality levels implemented on a distributed architecture, in
a federated manner. Each PE implements one task. If an application is composed of
several tasks, the PEs implementing tasks of the same application are connected using
a point-to-point communication protocol. Such an architecture facilitates fault containment: unless there is functionality dependency between two applications, a faulty task
in an application will not affect tasks in other applications. This approach allows the
system engineers to integrate into their system nodes from different suppliers. As more
functionality was implemented using embedded systems, the number of such nodes
increased (e.g., over 100 in a premium-class car), together with the associated wiring,
cost and SWaP, i.e., size, weight and power.
An approach to counter this increase is implementing the system using an “integrated
architecture”, by integrating several functions onto the same node [103]. Fig. 1.1
presents this progression from federated to integrated architectures. Implementing the
applications using an integrated architecture (right side of Fig. 1.1), results in several
tasks of possibly different applications implemented on the same PE, thus reducing
the SWaP of the system. A disadvantage of integrated architectures is the complexity increase of the system: new possible interactions will arise among applications of
different criticality implemented on the same platform. In this case, the certification
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Figure 1.2: Integrated versus partitioned architectures

standards offer two solutions. One solution is to certify all the software in the platform
to the highest level, dramatically increasing the certification costs. This is the case in
Fig. 1.1, where all the tasks have to be certified to the highest SIL among them, which
is SIL4. The other solution is to demonstrate that applications of different criticality
levels are separated, so they cannot influence each other.
To provide separation, embedded system engineers are relying on “partitioned architectures”, which provide partitioning mechanisms at the platform level. Partitioning
provides “fault containment equivalent to an idealized system in which each partition
is allocated an independent processor and associated peripherals and all inter-partition
communications are carried on dedicated lines” [141]. Fig. 1.2 compares integrated
architectures (left side) with partitioned architectures (right side), in the context of the
example in Fig. 1.1. In case of partitioned architectures, the separation between applications in Fig. 1.2 is symbolized using the black lines in the PEs. Compared to
the integrated approach, the partitioned architecture offers enough separation between
tasks of different SILs, so the tasks can be developed and certified according to their
initial SIL (shown in the left side of Fig. 1.1), reducing the costs.
Partitioning has two dimensions: spatial and temporal. Spatial partitioning ensures
that an application in a partition will not interfere with the code and data of another
partition [141]. Temporal partitioning ensures that an application’s scheduled access
to shared resources (e.g, processor or communication bus), cannot be affected by an
application in another partition [141].
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For example, in the avionics area, the partitioned architecture is called “Integrated
Modular Avionics” (IMA) [3], and the platform-level separation mechanisms are provided by implementations of the ARINC 653 standard [17]. With temporal partitioning,
each application is allowed to run only within predefined time slots or partition slices,
allocated on each processor. The sequence of partition slices for all the applications on
a processor are grouped within a Major Frame, which is repeated periodically. Similar
platform-level separation mechanisms are available in other industries [74, 110, 135].
Each partition can have its own scheduling policy. Depending on the partitioned realtime operating system (RTOS) (i.e., the RTOS that implements partitioning mechanisms), partitions can also run different host operating systems.
Previously, we described partitioning at the processor level. But in a distributed system,
the communication protocol must also have mechanisms to enforce partitioning at the
bus level. For example, space partitioning is attained in SAFEbus [92] by mapping
the messages to unique locations in the inter-module memory, protected by a memorymapping hardware in the host, and temporal partitioning is achieved in TTP [102] by
enforcing a Time-Division Multiple Access scheme.
In this thesis, we assume that the bus-level partitioning mechanisms are provided by
a communication protocol such as TTEthernet [28], which provides both spatial and
temporal partitioning, and can handle both static and dynamic communication. TTEthernet is a deterministic, synchronized and congestion-free network based on the IEEE
802.3 Ethernet standard and compliant with the ARINC 664p7. TTEthernet is suitable
for automotive [156], avionics [161] and space applications [79].
We present in Section 2.2 more details on partitioning at the processor level, and in
Section 2.2.2 we talk about partitioning at the communication level, with regards to the
TTEthernet protocol. We describe how the TTEthernet protocol works in Section 2.2.3.

1.3

Embedded Systems Design

Embedded systems have to implement the desired functionality and also meet several
constraints, or “design metrics”. A design metric is “a measurable feature of a system’s
implementation” [173]. Next, we summarize some of the common design metrics. A
more detailed description can be found in [173, 86].
We split these design metrics into two categories, depending on the main impact: the
“project-related” design metrics impact the management and finances of the project,
while “product-related” design metrics impact physical and qualitative characteristics
of the product. Examples of product-related design metrics are:
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• size, weight and power consumption, collectively referred to as SWaP.
• performance: the amount of time necessary to execute the tasks. Most common
measures of performance are latency (the elapsed time between the start and end
of execution) and throughput (number of tasks executed per time unit) [173].
• predictability: is a system property that guarantees that the “requirements are
met subject to any assumptions made” [155]. Thus, when referring to task
scheduling, a real-time system is predictable if one can determine the “evolution of the tasks and guarantee in advance that all critical timing constraints will
be met” [56].
• worst-case execution time (WCET) of a given task is the guaranteed “upper
bound for the time between the task activation and task termination” [102] and
is used in schedulability analyses. There are several tools that determine a task’s
WCET, e.g., aiT [24, 77]. Wilhelm et al. [181] present an overview of methods
and tools to compute the WCET. Determining the WCET in modern processors
becomes increasingly difficult, as processors include more features that speed up
the common case, but are harder to model. Schoeberl [150] lists the processor design issues that make WCET analysis difficult, and proposes a time-predictable
architecture that supports WCET analysis to reduce analysis pessimism.
• worst-case response time (WCRT): of a given task is the longest possible response time, i.e., the time between the task’s release time and the task’s termination. In the case of offline scheduling, the WCRT of a task is determined
by checking the produced schedule. In the case of preemptive scheduling, the
WCRT of a task is determined by using scheduling policy-specific response-time
analyses.
• dependability: integrates attributes like reliability (continuity of correct service),
availability (readiness for correct service), safety (absence of catastrophic consequences on the users and the environment), integrity (absence of improper system
state alterations), confidentiality (absence of unauthorized disclosure of information) and maintainability (ability to undergo repairs and modifications) [32].
Examples of project-related design metrics are:
• cost: which can be broken down into unit cost and nonrecurring engineering
cost (NRE). The unit cost is the cost to produce one copy of the product, while
NRE is the one-time engineering cost to design and develop the system [173].
• time-to-market: the necessary time to design and produce the system to the point
it can be sold. With increasing competition and shortening market windows1 ,
1 The

time during which the product would have the highest sales [173].
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Figure 1.3: Revenue impact of delayed entry
this constraint became one of the most demanding. Fig. 1.3, adapted from [173],
presents the revenue impact of delayed market entry. This figure uses a simplified
revenue model, where the revenue of a product is represented by the triangle
area. Entering the market late will reduce the revenues, and will potentially have
a bigger impact than development cost overruns [173].
The design metrics are competing against each other: most often, optimizing one metric will have negative impact on the others. For example, two conflicting metrics are
performance and power consumption. Increasing the performance of the system will
increase the power consumption of the system, reducing the battery life. Thus, optimizing the system to meet all the design metrics adds to the difficulty of designing
embedded systems.
Successfully designing an embedded system within the given time frame is increasingly
difficult, taking into account the increasing complexity and the competing design metrics. The 2013 Embedded Market Survey [18] revealed that in 2013, 57% of projects
finished late or were cancelled. A survey [52] of the automotive industry states that
some of the top system design challenges are integration problems that delay time-tomarket (46%) and the difficulty of trade-off decisions about system architecture (29%).
In this context, using good practices, processes and methods to engineer systems becomes critical. Systems engineering is an “interdisciplinary approach and means to
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Figure 1.4: A systems engineering life cycle model (from [105])

enable the realization of successful systems” [15]. Another source [54] defines systems engineering as the “discipline that develops, matches, and trades off requirements, functions, and alternate system resources to achieve a cost-effective, life-cyclebalanced product based upon the needs of the stakeholders”. Systems engineering,
as an approach, considers the whole life cycle of the product, i.e., all the phases of a
system, from concept and development to disposal [105].
There are several life cycle models, e.g., ISO/IEC 15288 [97], but in the following we
will focus on a derived systems engineering life cycle model developed by Kossiakoff
and Sweet [105]. This model is presented in Fig. 1.4, and divides the life cycle intro
three stages: a concept development stage, an engineering development stage, and a
post development stage, which are further divided into 8 phases. The concept development stage defines the system concept. The engineering development stage translates
the system concept into a system design that meets the imposed constraints. The post
development stage includes the production, operation, support and decommissioning
of the system. More details on this model can be found in [105].
The methods presented in this thesis focus on the early life cycle phases, where the
impact of design decisions is greatest. This impact is shown by comparing, for each
life cycle stage, the actual expenditures (cost incurred) with the planned costs based on
design and engineering decisions (cost committed), see Fig. 1.5 (adapted from [54]).
Although at the end of the engineering development stage, when the final system design
is produced, only about 20% of the cost is incurred, but 80% of the cost is already
committed [54].
Given that 80% of the budget is committed at the end of the engineering stage, what
is the cost of correcting design issues? During system development, the system is
validated, to ensure that it meets the needs of the customer. Design changes require
the system to be validated again. Let us discuss the cost of correcting design issues by
considering the impact of revalidating the system. For example, the average time-tomarket for a power train unit is 24 months, while the validation of such a system takes
5 months [144]. In the case of the instrument cluster, the validation time is 2 months,
representing 16% of the time-to-market (12 months). Thus, bad design decisions will
also increase the time-to-market of the system. We have discussed earlier in this section
the negative impact on revenue of delayed entry in the market (see Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.5: Cost committed versus cost incurred during the system life cycle

Thus, more design effort is needed in the early life cycle phases, since the decisions
taken during these phases have a high impact and commit a lot of costs. In this thesis,
we provide methods and tools to be used during the early design stages, to help the
system engineers take better decisions, and thus reduce the costs. The solutions we
propose are useable at the processor level and at the communication network level.
Section 1.5 summarizes the contributions of this thesis.

1.4

Design Space Exploration

During the concept development stage (see Fig. 1.4), the engineers examine potential
system concepts and design alternatives, and select the preferred one [54]. Design
engineers select the preferred alternative after performing a trade-off analysis, which
evaluates several design alternatives in terms of design metrics. The creation and evaluation of alternatives is called “design space exploration” (DSE).
Fig. 1.6 presents the DSE technique. DSE starts from models of the application functionality and system platform. There are many ways to model an application functionality (see [84] for a description of the common modeling formalisms used in embedded
systems design). In this thesis we use task graphs [138] (also referred to as “dataflow
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Figure 1.6: Design Space Exploration

process networks” [108]) and the exact model is presented in Section 2.1. For the
platform, we consider heterogeneous distributed platforms, consisting of processing
elements interconnected using the TTEthernet [28] communication protocol. We assume the platform implements partitioning mechanisms similar to Integrated Modular
Avionics (IMA), so that each application can execute only in its own partition. Moreover, partitions can implement different scheduling policies. In this thesis we considered several scheduling policies such as non-preemptive static cyclic scheduling or
preemptive fixed-priority scheduling. The details of our platform model are presented
in Section 2.2.
DSE is performed in the “Design Tasks” box. These tasks are done during the early
lifecycle phases. DSE could be done manually for small designs, but in practice it is
typically supported by tools, which perform an automatic DSE. These tools use optimization techniques to search for solutions which optimize a set of design criteria
called objectives. There are many optimization approaches. For example, optimizations based on mathematical methods, such as integer linear programming [51], always
find the optimal solutions, but are impractical for large problems due to prohibitive
search times. In this thesis, we have used metaheuristics such as Tabu Search for automatic DSE. Tabu Search does not guarantee finding the optimal solution, but can often
produce good quality solutions that satisfy the requirements, in a reasonable time, as
the experimental results will show.
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We perform several design tasks, such as mapping of task to processing elements, partition optimization, routing of messages in the communication network and scheduling
of tasks. Section 1.5 presents the full list of design tasks we address in this thesis, and
they are described in detail in Chapter 3 (at the processor level) and Chapter 4 (at the
communication network level).
The solutions are evaluated using objectives. There are multi-objective optimizations
such as Evolutionary Algorithms [60], but we have used Tabu Search, where the multiple objectives have been collapsed into a single objective using the weighted sum
method [66]. The evaluation of each implementation alternative can be done either
analytically or via simulation. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. Simulations are better suited “to investigate dynamic and sporadic, unforeseeable effects
in the system”, but they require a working model [86] and in the context of real-time
systems it cannot provide guarantees that the timing constraints are satisfied. On the
other hand, an analytical approach is usually faster. In this thesis, we used analytical
evaluations.
Once the engineer is satisfied with the solution, the DSE can stop. The obtained solution defines “operational architecture”. However, if no solution is found, an option is
to go back and change the hardware architecture. We discuss DSE-based architecture
selection in Section 5.4.2.1, where we show how to perform topology selection for a
TTEthernet network.

1.5

Research Contributions

In this thesis, we focus on mixed-criticality applications (both in the safety and time domains), implemented using heterogeneous distributed platforms, consisting of several
processing elements interconnected using the TTEthernet [28] protocol. We assume
that the platform provides both spatial and temporal partitioning, thus enforcing enough
separation for the mixed-criticality applications. We consider that each application is
composed of tasks that communicate using messages.
At the processor level, we consider partitioned systems similar to IMA [3, 141]. Similar
platform-level separation mechanisms are available in other industries [74, 110, 135].
With temporal partitioning, each application is allowed to run only within predefined
time slots or partition slices, allocated to each processor. The sequence of partition
slices for all the applications on a processor are grouped within a Major Frame, which
is repeated periodically. Thus, each partition can have its own scheduling policy. We
have considered two scheduling policies using non-preemptive static cyclic scheduling
or preemptive fixed-priority scheduling.

1.5 Research Contributions
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At the communication level, messages are transmitted via frames using the TTEthernet
protocol. The TTEthernet protocol has three classes of messages: static time-triggered
(TT) traffic and dynamic traffic, which is further subdivided into Rate Constrained (RC)
traffic that has bounded end-to-end latencies, and Best-Effort (BE) traffic, for which no
timing guarantees are provided. TT messages are transmitted based on static schedule
tables and have the highest priority. RC messages are transmitted if there are no TT
messages, and BE traffic has the lowest priority. TTEthernet offers spatial separation
for mixed-criticality messages through the concept of virtual links, and temporal separation, enforced through schedule tables for TT messages and bandwidth allocation for
RC messages.
All of the related work (see Section 1.7) assumes that tasks of different criticality share
the same processor with little or no separation (i.e., there is no spatial-partitioning).
Current certification practice requires separation, and can only remove such a requirement if the two tasks are at the same criticality level. This practically means that all the
tasks would have to be developed and certified at the highest criticality level, which is
not feasible, due to the prohibitive development and certification costs. Such research
assumes that in the future the certification practice will change. For example, a vision
of “just-in-time certification” is proposed by [142]. However, the current standardsbased certification practice is unlikely to change in the near future. For this reason, our
work allows tasks with different criticality levels to share a partition only if the lowercriticality tasks are elevated at the higher-criticality level. We describe our research for
the processor level in Chapter 3.
At the processor level, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• Considering a given architecture, where PEs are connected with a simple statically scheduled bus, and a fixed mapping of tasks to PEs, we have proposed an
optimization method to determine the sequence and size of the partition slices
within the Major Frame on each PE such that all applications are schedulable [166]. For this problem, we have developed a metaheuristic solution based on
Simulated Annealing. We have shown that only by optimizing the sequence and
length of the time partitions we are able to obtain schedulable implementations.
• Partitioning introduces overheads because it constrains the way tasks can use
the PEs, leading to unused slack inside certain partition slices. We have shown
that by simultaneously optimizing the mapping and partitioning, these overheads
are minimized, increasing thus the chance to find schedulable implementations.
We have proposed an optimization strategy based on Tabu Search to solve this
design problem. Given a set of applications and the physical architecture, our
optimization determines the mapping of tasks to PEs, the assignment of tasks to
partitions, and the sequence and size of the partition slices within each Major
Frame on each PE, such that all applications are schedulable [167].
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• In situations where simultaneously optimizing the mapping and partitioning does
not result in schedulable solutions, the system engineers can upgrade the architecture, increasing the unit cost of the system. We have shown that an alternative is to elevate tasks to higher SILs to allow partition sharing. Thus, the
engineer can keep the same architecture, at the expense of increasing the NRE
costs. We have extended the original task graph model to allow applications
to contain tasks of different SILs. Moreover, we have proposed a development
cost model to capture the development costs associated to a given SIL, and a
separation requirements graph, specifying which tasks are not allowed to share
the same partition. This design problem can be formulated as: given the set of
applications (including the SIL-dependent development costs and the separation
requirements graph) and the architecture, we are interested to determine the mapping of tasks to processors, the assignment of tasks to partitions, the partitioning
on each PE, such that all applications are schedulable, and the development costs
are minimized. We have proposed a Tabu Search-based approach to solve this
optimization problem [165].
• Certification standards allow a task of higher SIL to be decomposed as several
redundant tasks of lower SILs, i.e., “task decomposition”. We have shown how
using task decomposition can reduce the NRE costs and can facilitate partition
sharing. The disadvantage is the introduction of more tasks, potentially impairing schedulability. The design problem in this case is determining a decomposition of tasks such that the timing requirements are satisfied and the development
costs are minimized. We proposed a Tabu Search-based optimization strategy to
solve this problem [168].
• The previously mentioned optimization strategies target hard real-time applications. We have shown in Chapter 5, using a real-life case study [163], how to
apply these optimizations to systems also containing soft real-time applications.
We have proposed a new cost function, capturing the quality of service for the
soft real-time applications.
• We proposed a response time analysis for tasks scheduled using fixed-priority
preemptive scheduling policy in partitioned architectures [114]. Our proposed
analysis is based on the work presented in [136].

We have proposed design strategies for the optimization of TT schedules. Compared to
the related work (see Section 1.7), our optimizations do not restrict the space inserted
into the TT schedules to evenly-spaced periodic slots. Moreover, our strategies are
able to take into account the RC end-to-end delays during the design space exploration,
and not only as a post-synthesis check. None of the existing related work addresses
packing/fragmenting and routing for TTEthernet (see Section 1.7). We describe our
research for the network communication level in Chapter 4.

1.6 Thesis Overview
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At the communication network level, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• Given the set of mixed-criticality messages in the system and the topology of
the virtual links on which the messages are transmitted, we have proposed an
optimization to synthesize offline the static schedules for the TT messages, such
that the deadlines for the TT and RC messages are satisfied, and the end-to-end
delay of the RC traffic is minimized. We have implemented a Tabu Search metaheuristic to solve this optimization problem. We have shown that by considering
the RC traffic when scheduling the TT frames, the impact of the TT schedule on
the latency of the RC frames can be greatly reduced [169].
• In a similar context, we have shown that by carefully deciding the fragmenting and packing of messages to frames, we can improve the schedulability of
messages. We have also shown the importance of optimizing the routing of virtual links. We proposed a design optimization strategy that, for a given network
topology and a given set of TT and RC messages, optimizes the fragmenting and
packing of messages to frames, the routing of virtual links, the bandwidth for
each RC virtual link and the TT schedules, such that the deadlines for the TT
and RC frames are satisfied, and the worst-case end-to-end delay of RC frames
is minimized [170].
• We have proposed in Section 5.4.2.1 an architecture selection method to reduce
the costs of the system. Starting from an initial topology, our approach performs
topology selection by iteratively reducing the number of physical links and network switches, and searching for solutions that satisfy the constraints of the RC
and TT frames.
• Although the main focus of this thesis, at the communication network level, is
on TT and RC frames, in Section 5.4.2.2 we have extended our optimizations to
take into account BE traffic as well. We have shown that our proposed strategy is
flexible, and with minimal changes, it can tackle different optimization problems.

1.6

Thesis Overview

The thesis is structured into six chapters as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the application and architecture platform models used in this
thesis. This chapter also presents IMA and shows how the TTEthernet protocol
works.
Chapter 3 presents the optimization strategies at the processor-level. The chapter
starts presenting several motivational examples that explain the design problems
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we focus on. The first strategy is a Simulated Annealing-based metaheuristic
that, for a given set of applications and a fixed mapping of tasks to PEs, optimizes the partitioning (i.e., the sequence and size of the partition slices) on each
PE, such that all applications are schedulable. The second strategy, implemented
using Tabu Search, takes into account also the issue of development and certification costs. Given the set of applications, the library of possible SIL decompositions, the separation requirements between tasks and the architecture platform,
the second strategy optimizes the SIL decomposition, the mapping, partitioning
and assignment of tasks to partitions, such that all applications meet their deadline and the development costs are minimized. The chapter also describes our
proposed response-time analysis for tasks scheduled using the fixed-priority preemptive scheduling policy in partitioned systems. We evaluated these strategies
using several synthetic and real-life benchmarks.

Chapter 4 describes our optimization strategy at the communication-level, considering the TTEthernet protocol. Given the topology of the TTEthernet cluster and
the set of TT and RC messages, the strategy optimizes the fragmenting and packing of messages to frames, the assignment of frames to virtual links, the routing
of virtual links, the bandwidth for each RC virtual link and the TT schedules,
such that the deadlines for the TT and RC frames are satisfied. This optimization strategy is implemented as a Tabu Search metaheuristic. We have evaluated
the proposed optimization using several synthetic and real-life benchmarks. The
evaluation confirmed that in many cases, obtaining schedulable solutions is not
possible only by performing TT schedule optimization, but requires performing
all the optimizations simultaneously.
Chapter 5 discusses the issues related to implementing mixed-criticality applications
on partitioned architectures in the context of a given application area, in this case
the aerospace area. If in the previous chapters we focused on hard real-time
applications, in this chapter we show that handling also soft real-time and besteffort applications is important, using several realistic applications. The applications at the processor-level consist of the Mars Pathfinder lander software (see
Section 5.2.1) and the controller for a spectrometer (see Section 5.2.2). At the
processor level, we extended the optimization strategy described in Section 3.2.2
to take into consideration soft real-time constraints. At the communication network level, the realistic application is the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle, described in Section 5.3. We extend the optimization strategy presented in Chapter 4 to take into account BE traffic. Moreover, we also propose a topology
selection method, extending the strategy from Chapter 4, to reduce the cost of
the system.
Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and describes future work ideas.

1.7 Related Work

1.7
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Processor-Level. There is a large amount of research on hard real-time systems [102,
56], including task mapping to heterogeneous architectures [53]. There are two approaches to handling tasks, depending on the triggering mechanism to initiate a processing or communication activity. In the Event-Triggered (ET) approach, activities
are initiated whenever a particular event is noted. In the Time-Triggered (TT) approach, activities are initiated at predetermined points in time. Researchers have addressed systems with mixed time-criticality requirements, showing how Time Triggered (TT)/Event Triggered (ET) tasks or hard/soft real-time tasks can be integrated
onto the same platform. There has been a long debate in the real-time and embedded systems communities concerning the advantages of each approach [29, 102, 186].
However, there is little research work on the integration of mixed safety-criticality applications onto the same platform.
In the context of mixed TT/ET systems, Pop et al. [136] have shown how the static
schedules can be optimized such that both the TT applications (scheduled using nonpreemptive static-cyclic scheduling) and the ET applications (scheduled using fixedpriority preemptive scheduling) are schedulable. Their approach could be extended to
constrain the TT schedules to follow a given partitioning. They have later addressed
the problem of mapping and partitioning, but in their context partitioning means deciding which tasks should be TT and which ET [129]. While in [129, 136] TT and
ET tasks share the same processor, the work in [134] considers that TT and ET tasks
are implemented on different clusters. In this context, partitioning means deciding in
which cluster (TT or ET) to place a task.
Researchers have shown how to integrate mixed hard/soft real-time tasks onto the same
platform. The order of tasks is decided by quasi-static scheduling in [62] (several
schedules are determined offline, and are activated online depending on when tasks
finish executing), such that the hard tasks meet their deadlines and the total “utility” of
soft tasks is maximized. This work has been extended by Izosimov et al. [98] to handle
transient faults, by switching online to backup recovery schedules. Soft real-time tasks
can be integrated in fixed-priority preemptive scheduling using the Constant Bandwidth
Server (CBS) [23], where the server is a hard task providing a desired level of service
to soft tasks. Thus, the CBS-servers provide a time-partitioning between hard and soft
tasks. The optimization of CBS-server capacity in the context of mixed hard and soft
real-time tasks has been addressed by Saraswat et al. [146], such that the hard tasks are
schedulable and the quality of service for the soft tasks is maximized.
Researchers also addressed the problem of mixed-criticality systems. A recent review of the research in the area of mixed-criticality systems was written by Burns and
Davis [55].
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Lee et al. [109] consider an IMA-based system where all tasks are scheduled using
FPS. The time-partition optimization problem is formulated as a static cyclic scheduling problem, where the partitions are statically scheduled such that the FPS tasks are
schedulable. A similar approach to IMA is used in the DEOS operating system [46],
with the difference that FPS is used for scheduling both the partitions (which are normally scheduled using SCS) and the tasks. Binns [46] has proposed several slackstealing approaches, where the unused time in one partition is given to the other partitions, thus the partitions are implicitly adjusted online.
There are several works where mixed-criticality tasks are addressed, mostly targeting
uniprocessor systems. Vestal [175] was the first to extend the task model to include
criticality-level dependent Worst-Case Execution Times (WCETs). He proposes two
fixed-priority preemptive scheduling algorithms based on period transformation [154]
and on Audsley’s algorithm [31], respectively. Dorin et al. [72] prove that Vestal’s
algorithm based on Audsley’s priority assignment algorithm is optimal. Baruah and
Vestal [41] extend the work from [175] and propose for sporadic tasks sets a hybridpriority scheduling policy [38], which includes features of the Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) policy as well. Baruah et al. [40] propose a task model that can capture mixedcriticality functions, together with an associated schedulability analysis.
Several papers [111, 39, 36] base their work on the assumption that the Certification
Authorities (CAs) consider a more pessimistic WCET for the tasks than the system
engineer, leading to inefficient usage of computing resources. Thus, for each task they
take into account two WCETs: a HI WCET, pessimistic, considered by the CA, and a
less pessimistic LO WCET expected by the system engineer. The CAs require, indeed,
the use of guaranteed upper bounds, i.e., WCET, for the tasks when designing the system. Li and Baruah [111] propose an algorithm for on-line priority-based scheduling of
mixed-criticality sporadic tasks on uniprocessors. If during a busy period, a high criticality task exhibits HI WCET behavior, that is, its execution time is larger than the LO
WCET assumed by the engineer, the low criticality tasks are discarded, in order to ensure the necessary CPU time to all the high criticality tasks. Baruah et al. [36] introduce
a novel scheduling algorithm using fixed-priority scheduling on uniprocessor mixedcriticality systems which takes into account the criticality level of each task, evaluate
three possible priority assignment schemes, and propose an associated response time
analysis.
Baruah and Fohler [39] offer a solution using Time-Triggered scheduling to the problem in [40, 111]. They propose a “mode change” approach: using the algorithm
from [111], they compute offline two schedules, a “certification mode” schedule considering the HI WCET behavior, and a “engineer mode” schedule considering the LO
WCET behavior. In case a task overruns its LO WCET, a mode change is triggered,
and the system runs using the “certification mode” schedule.
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Similar to the work cited before, de Niz et al. [65] also base their work on two operation modes, which they refer to as “normal mode” and “critical mode”. In [65],
they discuss the issue of “criticality inversion”, similar to the classical priority inversion problem, and propose a “zero-slack scheduling” policy for such a context. This
scheduling algorithm works on top of preemptive priority-based schedulers, uses both
the priority and criticality of a task, and prevents interference from lower-criticality
to higher-criticality. Lakshmanan, de Niz and Rajkumar [107] extend this work with
two protocols: the Priority-and-Criticality Inheritance Protocol (PCIP) and the Priorityand-Criticality Ceiling Protocol (PCCP). With PCIP, a task holding a lock to a shared
resource inherits the highest criticality and the highest priority of the tasks waiting for
the resource. The PCCP assigns to each lock (resource) the highest priority and the
highest criticality of all the tasks, and thus prevents deadlocks.

Mollison et al. [118] propose a scheduling policy for mixed-criticality tasks on multicore systems. In their approach, the high criticality tasks are considered slack generators, as the WCET predictions are deemed overly pessimistic, and the authors assume
that these tasks will “use only a small fraction of the execution time budgeted for them”.
Employing slack shifting, this approach considers the low criticality tasks slack consumers and are allowed to execute during the slack if it will not have a negative impact
on the timing of the high criticality tasks. Herman et al. [89] experimentally evaluated [118] to asses OS-related implementation issues, e.g., the impact of scheduling
overhead, and to evaluate “the robustness of mixed-criticality analysis” presented in
[118]. Li and Baruah [112] propose a scheduling algorithm for mixed-criticality sporadic tasks implemented on homogeneous multiprocessor platforms, were task migration is permitted. Their algorithm is based on the EDF-VD [42] uniprocessor scheduling algorithm and fpEDF [43] global scheduling algorithm.

Kelly et al. [101] use a SIL-dependent WCET for the tasks, and propose bin-packing
algorithm for mapping of tasks to processor. Furthermore, they focus on fixed-priority
preemptive tasks, and compare the rate monotonic priority assignment algorithm [113]
with Audsley’s algorithm [31], concluding that “in general Audsley’s algorithm offers
a significant advantage over RM assignment”.

Goswami et al. [85] present an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) algorithm for the
schedule synthesis of mixed-criticality tasks on TT platforms. They consider two criticality types, safety-critical (for control applications) and time-critical, and synthesize
the schedules for the tasks and the bus to optimize control performance, while meeting
the deadlines for the time-critical applications. Schneider et al. [148] address a similar
problem, in the context of fixed priority scheduling. They propose an offline priority
assignment algorithm to optimize the quality of control for the control applications,
while satisfying the timing constraints for the time-critical applications.
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Communication Network. The ET/TT duality is also reflected at the level of the
communication infrastructure, where communication activities can be triggered either
dynamically, in response to an event, as with the Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus [4], or statically, at predetermined moments in time, as in the case of Time-Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) protocols such as the Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP) [102].
The trend is towards bus protocols that support both static and dynamic communication [10, 28].
The problem of the optimization of time-partitions has been addressed at the bus level.
Researchers have shown how a Time-Division Multiple Access bus such as the TTP [130]
and a mixed TT/ET bus such as FlexRay [137] can be optimized to decrease the endto-end delays. This optimization problem was also addressed by Schoeberl et al. [151]
in the context of a TDMA network-on-chip designed at the Technical University of
Denmark. The optimization implies deciding on the sequence and length of the communication slots.
Due to an increase in the complexity of control applications and embedded systems,
several companies are offering real-time communication solutions based on Ethernet.
Ethernet, with its low costs and high speeds (100 Mbps and 1 Gbps, and soon 10
Gbps), is known to be unsuitable for real-time and safety-critical applications [7]. For
example, in half-duplex implementations, frame collision is unavoidable, leading to
unbounded transmission times. Decotignie [68] presents the requirements for a realtime network and how Ethernet can be improved to comply with these requirements.
There are several academic and industrial Ethernet-based solutions: ARINC 664p7,
TTEthernet [28], EtherCAT [19], IEEE Audio Video Bridging (AVB), etc. Audio Video
Bridging is a collection of technical specifications [12, 9, 8, 13] that target synchronized
communication with low jitter and low latency on Ethernet networks. The work in [147,
64, 99] describe and compare the previously mentioned Ethernet-based communication
protocols.
For full-duplex switched Ethernet networks with priority operations, Schneider et al. [149]
have proposed a compositional timing analysis based on real-time calculus [58]. For
ARINC 664p7 systems, researchers [120] have proposed a new real-time switching algorithm that guarantees an upper bound on the switching period. Having such an upper
bound simplifies the worst-case delay analysis. For TTEthernet, Steiner [159] proposes
an approach for the synthesis of static TT schedules, where he ignored the RC traffic
and used a Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT)-solver to find a solution which satisfies
an imposed set of constraints. The same author has proposed an SMT-solver approach
to introduce periodic evenly-spaced slots into the static schedules to help reduce RC
delays in [157]. Suethanuwong [162] proposes a scheduling approach of the TT traffic, ignoring RC traffic, that introduces equally distributed available time slots for BE
traffic.
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Researchers have also addressed the issue of frame packing [133, 143]. Frame packing
is one of the fundamental features for some communication protocols. For example,
EtherCAT [19] is a master/slave protocol, where the master packs several “datagrams”
(i.e., messages) into a single frame, regardless of the destination, and sends the frame
to all the slaves. Recent work has also addressed the ARINC 664p7 protocol. Ayed et
al. [33] propose a packing strategy for multi-cluster networks, where the critical avionics subsystems are based on CAN buses, and are interconnected via ARINC 664p7.
This strategy, meant to minimize the CAN bandwidth through the ARINC 664p7 network, performs packing at the CAN-ARINC 664p7 gateway based on a timer. Messages are not packed based on destinations, but on availability. As a consequence, all
the messages packed in a frame are delivered to all the possible destinations. Also
for ARINC 664p7, Al Sheikh et al. [25] propose a packing strategy for messages with
the same source and destinations, with the goal of minimizing the reserved bandwidth.
Mikolasek et al. [116] proposed a segmentation algorithm for the standard Ethernet
messages in Time-Triggered Ethernet [104], an academic Ethernet-based protocol that
supports standard Ethernet traffic and time-triggered messages. This algorithm will
fragment the standard Ethernet messages into smaller frames that can be transmitted
between two time-triggered frames, reducing transmission preemption and increasing
throughput. Routing in networks is a very well researched topic. Researchers have also
addressed routing in safety-critical systems [90, 127]. For ARINC 664p7, Al Sheikh et
al. [25] propose a load-balancing routing strategy.
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C HAPTER

2
System Model

In this chapter we present the system models we used in the thesis. A model is a
“reduced representation” [102] of an object, focusing on key aspects of the object,
while ignoring all the others. Models are obtained through a process of abstraction,
and help us deal with complexity. The intended use of the model dictates what are the
key aspects of the modeled object.
First, we present the application and architecture models at the processor level, and
we shortly talk about the certification process and about partitioning (Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2.1). Second, we present the models at the communication level (see Section 2.2.2). As previously mentioned, we assume the communication is done using
TTEthernet. Section 2.2.3 presents how the TTEthernet protocol works.

2.1

Application Model

The set of all applications in the system is denoted with Γ. We model an application as
a directed, acyclic graph Gi (Vi , Ei ) ∈ Γ. The graph is polar, which means that there is
a source node, i.e., a node that has no predecessors, and a sink node, i.e., a node that
has no successors. Each node τ j ∈ Vi represents one task. The mapping is denoted
by the function M : Vi → N , where N is the set of processing elements (PEs) in the
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architecture. For each task τi we know the worst-case execution time (WCET) Ci j on
each processing element N j where τi is considered for mapping.
An edge e jk ∈ Ei from τ j to τk indicates that the output of τ j is the input of τk . A
task becomes ready after all its inputs have arrived, and it issues its outputs when
it terminates. Communication between tasks mapped to different PEs is performed
by message passing over the bus. We assume that the message sizes mi .size of each
message mi are known. Section 2.2.2.1 describes how we model applications at the
communication level.
The applications are scheduled using non-preemptive static cyclic scheduling (SCS)
or preemptive fixed-priority scheduling (FPS). For the SCS applications, a deadline
DGi ≤ TGi , where TGi is the period of Gi , is imposed on each application graph Gi .
Regarding FPS tasks, we use the model from [136], which considers arbitrary deadlines
and release times, and also takes into account dependencies. The tasks’ priorities are
specified by the engineer. Moreover, for each task τi , we assume that we know its
period Ti and deadline Di .
An example of mixed-criticality system composed of three SCS applications is presented in Fig. 2.1a. The periods and deadlines are presented under the application
graphs. The WCETs of tasks are given in Fig. 2.1b for two PEs, N1 and N2 . An “x” in
the table means that the task is not considered for mapping on the respective PE. The
size of the messages is depicted on the graph edges. Fig. 2.1c captures the development
costs for each task. These costs are discussed in Section 2.1.3.
If dependent tasks are of different periods, they are combined into a merged graph
capturing all activations for the hyper-period (LCM of all periods). Release times of
some tasks as well as multiple deadlines can be easily modeled by inserting dummy
nodes between certain tasks and the source or the sink node respectively. These dummy
nodes represent tasks with a certain execution time but which are not allocated to any
PE. Thus, by meeting the global deadline, all the local deadlines and release times are
guaranteed [132].

2.1.1

Safety Integrity Levels

As mentioned, a safety-critical system should not endanger human life or the environment. A hazard is a situation in which there is actual or potential danger to people or
to the environment. Risk is a combination of the frequency or probability of a specified hazardous event, and its consequence. If, after performing an initial hazard and
risk analysis, a system is deemed safety-related, it has to be certified [160]. Certification is a “conformity of assessment” performed by a third party, e.g, an independent
organization or a national authority, namely a “certification authority”.
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(a) Example mixed-criticality applications

(b) WCET and mapping restrictions

(c) Development costs (kEuro)

Figure 2.1: Application model example

The current certification practice is “standards-based” [142], and requires that the product and the development processes fulfill the requirements and satisfy the objectives
of a certain certification standard, depending on the application area. For example,
IEC 61508 [94] is used in industrial applications, ISO 26262 [96] is for the automotive
area, whereas DO 178B [140] refers to software for airborne systems.
During the engineering of a safety-critical system, the hazards are identified and their
severity is analyzed, the risks are assessed and the appropriate risk control measures
are introduced to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. A Safety-Integrity Level (SIL)
captures the required level of risk reduction. SIL allocation is typically a manual process, which is done after performing hazard and risk analysis [160], although a few
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researchers have proposed automatic approaches for SIL allocation [124]. SILs differ slightly among areas. For example, the avionics area uses five “Design Assurance
Levels” (DAL), from DAL E (lest critical) to DAL A (most critical), while ISO 26262
specifies for the automotive area four “Automotive Safety Integrity Levels” (ASIL),
from ASIL A (least critical) to ASIL D (most critical). However, the approach presented in this thesis is applicable to all safety-critical areas, regardless of the standard.
SILs are assigned to tasks, from SIL 4 (most critical) to SIL 0 (non-critical).
Thus, we introduce the function SIL : Vi → {SIL k}, where k ∈ {0..4}, to capture the
SIL of a task. The tasks of an application may have different SILs. The SILs for the
example in Fig. 2.1a are presented next to the tasks.

2.1.2

Task Decomposition

During the early stages of the design of safety-critical systems, a SIL is allocated to
each safety function. Safety functions are later implemented as software or hardware,
or a combination of both. Let us consider a safety function of SIL i, to be implemented
as software tasks. The certification standards allow several options. For example, the
safety-function could be implemented as one task of SIL i or, using redundancy to
increase dependability, as several redundant tasks of a lower SIL, e.g., SIL i-1. Decomposing a safety function of a higher SIL into several redundant tasks of lower SILs
can reduce the development and certification costs, and could be the right choice in a
particular context. For software redundancy, the standards recommend the use diversity, i.e., different implementations of the same functionality. This is because a fault
(bug) in a software task will lead to a correlated failure in all of the tasks sharing the
same implementation, unless software diversity is used. Often, one of the redundant
tasks will implement a simpler (and maybe less accurate) algorithm as alternative diverse implementation.
Certification standards refer to this process as “SIL decomposition” and provide recommendations on the possible decompositions. For example, ISO/DIS 262621 , Part 9,
Section 5, provides the guide shown in Table 2.1 for SIL decomposition. Such a decomposition guide amounts to a “SIL algebra” [125], i.e., the SIL of the safety function
is the sum of the SILs of the redundant tasks.
We assume that the safety functions are implemented as software tasks running on a
distributed architecture. Let us consider a tasks τA which has to fulfill a safety requirement of SIL 3. According to Table 2.1, we can decompose task τA into two redundant
tasks, e.g., τB with SIL 2 and τC of SIL 1. Task τB can be further decomposed into two
SIL 1 tasks.
1 As mentioned, ISO 26262 uses the concept of Automotive SIL, or ASIL. To simplify the discussion, we
consider ASIL D to be SIL 4 and ASIL A to be SIL 1.
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Table 2.1: ISO/DIS 26262 SIL decomposition schemes
SIL
SIL 4
SIL 3
SIL 2
SIL 1

Can be decomposed as
SIL 3 + SIL 1 or SIL 2 + SIL 2 or SIL 4
SIL 2 + SIL 1 or SIL 3
SIL 1 + SIL 1 or SIL 2
SIL 1

Furthermore, we assume that, for those tasks which are considered for decomposition, the engineer will specify a library L of possible decompositions based on the
standard considered, similar to the library in Table 2.1. In this thesis, we are also interested to determine a decomposition of tasks such that the timing requirements are
satisfied and the development costs are minimized. This design problem is presented
in Section 3.1.4. There is very little work on automatic SIL allocation [124] and decomposition [125, 34]. Parker et al. [125] have proposed a Genetic Algorithm for SIL
decomposition and Azevedo et al. [34] have proposed a Tabu Search metaheuristic.
Both works aim at a SIL decomposition which reduces the development costs, and are
interested in deriving a fault-tolerant architecture. The safety of the resulted architecture is evaluated using Fault-Tree Analysis [174].
Fig. 3.4a shows a two decomposition options for task τ11 of SIL 4 from application
A1 in Fig. 3.3a. We define the decomposition function D(τi ), D(τi ) : Vi → Di , where
Di is a set of decomposition options, specified in the decomposition library L . There
are two decomposition options in Fig. 3.4a: D1 in two tasks of SIL 2, namely τ11b
and τ11c , and D2 into tasks τ11 f of SIL 3 and τ11g of SIL 1. Fig. 3.4a also shows
how τ11 , once decomposed, is connected to the graph of application A1 from Fig. 3.3a.
We assume that a decomposed task will be connected to the original application graph
via two “connecting” tasks; one task which is distributing the input to the redundant
decomposed tasks (τ11a in Fig. 3.4a) and one task which is collecting the outputs (τ11d ).
The SIL of the connecting tasks are given by the engineer based on the communication
constraints as discussed in Section 2.1.4 and on the requirements from the standards.
The redundant decomposed tasks of lower SIL may have a lower WCET than the
original task of higher SIL. Researchers [39] have considered the aspect of criticalitydependent WCET. Our model can also take into account a SIL-dependent WCET for
each task. However, for simplicity, we do not consider this aspect in our examples,
except in the case of SIL decomposition, as discussed next. One reason for a lower
WCET could be that the redundant tasks may implement only part of the functionality
of the original task, with some functionality implemented in the “connecting” tasks.
Also, as mentioned in the case of software diversity, one of the tasks may use a simplified algorithm (which, for example, produces less accurate results), that will have a
lower WCET. Yet another possibility for the WCET decrease could be the requirements
on compiler optimization imposed by the standard. Such optimizations, for example,
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are not allowed for SIL 4, but are allowed for lower SILs. Although compiler optimizations would affect mainly the average execution times, removing them could lead to a
WCET increase in case of SIL 4 tasks.
The WCETs for our example task τ11 are shown in Fig. 3.4b. Note that in the decomposition option D1 , the sum of the WCETs of the tasks along the longest path of the
task graph replacing τ11 , i.e., τ11a → τ11c → τ11d , has a value of 6 on N1 , compared to
the WCET of 5 for the original τ11 on N1 .

2.1.3

Development Cost Model

The SIL assigned to a task will dictate the development processes and certification procedures that have to be followed. Standards provide checklists of objectives required
to be fulfilled for each SIL. Depending on the SIL, the standard may also impose that
some objectives to be satisfied with independence, to ensure an unbiased evaluation and
to avoid misinterpretation of the requirements [140]. For example, for the verification
process, independence is achieved by using tools and personnel other than those used
throughout the development process.
SIL 0 functions are non-critical and do not impact the safety of the systems, thus are
not covered by the standards. In the case of SIL 1, the processes are similar to those
covered by quality management standards such as ISO 9001 [95]. SIL 2 involves more
reviewing and testing. SIL 3 is significantly more difficult, and requires “semi-formal”
methods. SIL 4 often mandates formal methods, increasing further the development
costs.
The assessment of conformity to the checklist of objectives has to be performed by
independent assessors. For SIL 1 is enough to have an independent person, whereas
for SIL 2 an independent department is required. In the case of SIL 3 and SIL 4, an
independent organization has to be used. Moreover, the number of objectives that have
to be satisfied with independence is also growing. For example, in the case of DO178B, the main difference between DAL A and DAL B is the number of objectives to
be satisfied with independence: 25 out of 66 objectives are required for DAL A to be
satisfied with independence, while for DAL B it is only 14 out of 65.
Software development cost estimation is a widely researched topic, and is beyond the
scope of this thesis. The reader is directed to [100, 47] for reviews on this topic.
One of the most influential software cost models is the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) [48]. Researchers have shown how to take into account the development costs
during the design process of embedded systems [67].
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The development of safety-critical systems is a highly structured and systematic process dictated by standards. These standards increase the development costs due to
additional processes for software development and testing, qualification activities involved in compliance and increased process complexity, shown also by an IBM Rational study [93]. Additional development and certification costs may arise from using
development and verification tools, e.g. for binary patching or to achieve partitioning
using compiler and linker mechanisms, since these tools need to be verified or qualified. For DO-178B [140] this means to demonstrate that the tool satisfies the same
objectives as the processes it automates, reduces or replaces, thus increasing the development and certification costs. Furthermore, [140] requires that the tool to be qualified
only for use on the specific system where the tool is intended to be used, while the “use
of the tool for other systems may need further qualification”.
Because of the systematic nature of the development processes dictated by the standards, we assume that the engineer will be able to estimate the development effort required for a task. Hence, we define the development cost (DC) function DC(τi , SIL j) to
capture the cost to develop and certify a task τi to safety integrity level SIL j. Fig. 2.1c
shows an example of the development costs for each of the tasks in Fig. 2.1a. Knowing
the DC for each task, we can compute this cost at the application level. The DC of application Ai , denoted with DC(Ai ), is the sum of the development costs of each task in
the application. Similarly, we define the DC for the set of all the applications, DC(Γ),
as the sum of the costs for each application. An example certification cost estimation
in person-days for an Air Traffic Control radio platform is presented in [139].

2.1.4

Protection Requirements

When several tasks of different SILs share the same processing element, the standards
require that they are developed at the highest SIL among the SILs of the tasks, which is
very expensive. Unless, the standards state, it can be shown that the implementation of
the tasks is “sufficiently independent”, i.e., there is both spatial and temporal separation
among the tasks. Hence, tasks of different SILs have to be protected from each other.
Otherwise, for example, a lower-criticality task could corrupt the code or data area of a
higher-criticality task [57], or block the higher-criticality task from accessing the CPU,
leading thus to a failure.
Protection also imposes constraints on the type of communication that is allowed. Thus,
within an application, a task can only receive an input from a task of the same criticality
level or higher than its own. In addition, we assume that there is no communication
between two applications. Such constraints on communication may be relaxed by implementing a validation middleware, such as the one proposed by [179], which checks
and upgrades the data from lower levels to be used at the higher integrity levels.
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Standard practice in certain areas may place additional protection requirements. For
example, it may be recommended that two tasks of SIL 4 from different applications
should be protected, although they are at the same SIL level. To capture such requirements, and any additional protection requirements desired by the engineer, we define
the protection requirements graph Π(V , E ) as a bidirectional graph, where V represents the set of all tasks, and E is a set of edges. An edge sri j ∈ E is a separation
requirement, which means that tasks τi and τ j are not allowed to share a partition. The
communication restrictions are captured implicitly by the structure of the application
graphs Gi ∈ Γ.

2.2

Architecture Model

We consider architectures composed of a set N of PEs which communicate via a
TTEthernet network. Section 2.2.1 presents our partitioning model at the PE-level
and Section 2.2.2 presents our communication-level models. The TTEthernet protocol
is presented Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1

Partitioning at PE-Level

If two tasks are of different SILs, or if they have to be separated according to the
protection requirements graph Π, we consider that the protection is achieved through a
temporal- and space-partitioning scheme similar to Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA)
[141]. Note that partitioning schemes similar to IMA are available in several application areas [135], not only in the avionics area. Space partitioning uses mechanisms
such as a Memory Management Unit (MMU) to ensure that, for example, applications
running on different partitions cannot corrupt the memory for the other applications.
Temporal partitioning ensures the access of each application to the CPU, according to
a predetermined partition table. A detailed discussion about partitioning is available
in [141].
We denote the assignment of tasks to partitions using the function φ : V → P , where V
is the set of tasks in the system and P is the set of partitions. On a processing element
Ni , a partition Pj ∈ P is defined as the sequence Pi j of k partition slices pkij , k ≥ 1. A
partition slice pkij is a predetermined time interval in which the tasks mapped to Ni and
allocated to the partition Pj are allowed to use Ni .
All the slices on a processor are grouped within a time interval called “Major Frame”
(MF), i.e., in a partition table. This partition table is repeated periodically. The period
TMF of the Major Frame is given by the engineer and is the same on each PE. Several
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Figure 2.2: Partitioned architecture

MFs are combined together in a system cycle that is repeated periodically, with a period
Tcycle . Within a Tcycle , the sequence and length of the partition slices are the same across
MFs (on a given PE), but the contents of the slices (i.e., the tasks assigned to the slices)
can differ.
Fig. 2.2 presents the partitions for 3 applications of different SILs, A1 , A2 and A3 ,
implemented on an architecture of 2 PEs, N1 and N2 , with TMF = 10 and Tcycle = 2 ×
TMF = 20. Using the partitions in the figure, the tasks of A3 , for example, can execute
only in partition P3 on PE N1 (the light blue rectangles in the timeline on N1 ), composed
of the sequence P1,3 of partition slices p113 and p213 . In this example, we assume that all
the tasks of A3 have the same SIL. However, as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, the tasks
of an application may have different SILs. Such tasks have to be placed in separate
partitions.
The schedule tables S for the applications have to be constructed such that they take
into account the partitions P . Note that a task can extend its execution over several
partition slices and MFs. When a task does not complete during a partition slice, its
execution is suspended until its partition is activated again. Such an example is task
τ31 on N1 in Fig. 3.2b, which shows the schedule tables for the applications in Fig.2.1a.
The time overhead due to partition switching is denoted with tO , and our optimization
approaches described in Chapter 3 take into account the partition switching overheads.

2.2.1.1

Elevation and Software-Based Protection

As mentioned, tasks of different SILs have to be placed in separate partitions. However, there might be situations when it would be beneficial (e.g., in terms of schedula-
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bility) for two tasks of different SILs to share a partition. This can be achieved through
elevation: increasing the SIL of the lower criticality task to the level of the higher criticality task. Although such elevation to a higher SIL is allowed by the standards, it
will increase the development costs for the elevated task. For example, considering the
application details from Fig. 2.1, in Fig. 3.2d task τ23 shares the partition with tasks τ12
on N2 , second MF. As task τ23 has a lower SIL than τ12 , which is SIL 3, it has to be
elevated from SIL 1 to SIL 3. This is shown visually in the schedule by raising task τ23
slightly compared to the other tasks which are not elevated.

Such elevation may trigger the elevation of other tasks, depending on the protection requirements graph Π. For example, as mentioned in Section 2.1.4, we assume that a task
can only receive inputs from predecessors of the same or higher SIL. This means that
elevating a task τi to a higher SIL may trigger the elevation of its predecessors. This,
in turn, can trigger the elevation of other tasks, if such predecessors will be assigned
a higher SIL in another partition slice. This is the case for the tasks in application A2 ,
shown in Fig. 3.2d using green rectangles. As τ22 and τ23 share the partition with τ12 ,
they have to be elevated from SIL 1 to SIL 3. This in turn triggers the elevation to
SIL 3 of the predecessors of these tasks, namely tasks τ20 and τ21 , see the A2 graph in
Fig. 2.1a. Furthermore, τ20 and τ21 share the partition with τ24 and τ25 , namely partition P2 on N1 , see Fig. 3.2d. Since tasks τ20 and τ21 were elevated to SIL 3, and tasks
τ24 and τ25 are SIL 1, we need to elevate tasks τ24 and τ25 to SIL 3 to allow the sharing
of partition P2 . Thus, all the tasks of application A2 are elevated to SIL 3, increasing
the development costs DC for this application from 19 to 61 kEuro (the development
costs for these tasks are presented in Fig. 2.1c).

For lower SILs, an alternative to using elevation for partition sharing, is to use softwarebased protection mechanisms. Such protection mechanisms are typically used to provide spatial protection for tasks of SIL 1 and SIL 2. At these levels, spatial protection
can also be obtained using methods such as Software Fault Isolation (SFI) [141], or
compiler and linker mechanisms, which can guarantee separation of code and data for
lower SIL tasks [75]. SFI (or sandboxing) [178] is a technique for memory protection and fault isolation, achieved either by binary patching or during compile time.
This translates into a run-time overhead between 4%–20%, depending on the type of
instructions which are sandboxed, on the CPU architecture and on the implementation [178, 153]. A survey of isolation techniques is compiled by [176].

Our partitioning model can take into account any of the available protection mechanisms. Also, as discussed, some protection mechanisms may introduce additional
overheads, such as performance overhead and/or a development and certification cost
increase. Our model captures these overheads.
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A TTEthernet network is composed of a set of clusters. Each cluster consists of End
Systems (ESes) interconnected by links and Network Switches (NSes). The links are
full duplex, allowing thus communication in both directions, and the networks can
be multi-hop. An example cluster is presented in Fig. 2.3, where we have 4 ESes,
ES1 to ES4 , and 3 NSes, NS1 to NS3 . We address design optimizations performed at
the cluster-level. Each ES consists of a PE and a network interface card (NIC). The
architecture model at the processor level is presented in Section 2.2.
We model a TTEthernet cluster as an undirected graph GC (VC , EC ), where VC = ES ∪
N S is the set of end systems (ES ) and network switches (N S ) and E is the set of physical links. For Fig. 2.3, VC = ES ∪ N S = {ES1 , ES2 , ES3 , ES4 } ∪ {NS1 , NS2 , NS3 },
and the physical links EC are depicted with thick, black, double arrows.
A dataflow path d pi ∈ DP is an ordered sequence of dataflow links connecting one
sender to one receiver. For example, in Fig. 2.3, d p1 connects ES1 to ES3 , while d p2
connects ES1 to ES4 (the dataflow paths are depicted with green arrows). A dataflow
link dli = [ν j , νk ] ∈ DL , where DL is the set of dataflow links in a cluster, is a directed
communication connection from ν j to νk , where ν j and νk ∈ VC can be ESes or NSes.
Using this notation, a dataflow path such as d p1 in Fig. 2.3 can be denoted as [[ES1 ,
NS1 ], [NS1 , NS2 ], [NS2 , ES3 ]].
The space partitioning between messages of different criticality transmitted over physical links and network switches is achieved through the concept of virtual link. Virtual
links are defined by ARINC 664p7 [7], which is implemented by the TTEthernet protocol, as a “logical unidirectional connection from one source end system to one or more
destination end systems”.
Let us assume that in Fig. 2.3 we have two applications, A1 and A2 . A1 is a high
criticality application consisting of tasks τ1 to τ3 mapped on ES1 , ES3 and ES4 , respectively. A2 is a non-critical application, with tasks τ4 and τ5 mapped on ES2 and
ES3 , respectively. τ1 sends message m1 to τ2 and τ3 . Task τ4 sends message m2 to τ5 .
With TTEthernet, a message has a single sender and may have multiple receivers. The
flow of these messages will intersect in the physical links and switches. Virtual links
are used to separate the highly critical message m1 from the non-critical message m2 .
Thus, m1 is transmitted over virtual link vl1 , which is isolated from virtual link vl2 , on
which m2 is sent, through protocol-level temporal and spatial mechanisms (which are
briefly presented in Section 2.2.3).
We denote the set of virtual links in a cluster with V L . A virtual link vli ∈ V L is
a directed tree, with the sender as the root and the receivers as leafs. For example, vl1 , depicted in Fig. 2.3 using dot-dash red arrows, is a tree with the root ES1
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Figure 2.3: TTEthernet cluster example

and the leafs ES3 and ES4 . Each virtual link is composed of a set of dataflow paths,
one such dataflow path for each root-leaf connection. More formally, we denote with
RV L (vli ) = {∀d p j ∈ DP |d p j ∈ vli } the routing of virtual link vli . For example, in
Fig. 2.3, RV L (vl1 ) = {d p1 , d p2 }.
For a given message, with one sender and multiple receivers, there are several virtual
links which can be used for transmission. For example, in Fig. 2.3, message m2 from
ES2 to ES3 can be transmitted via vl2 , containing dataflow path d p3 = [[ES2 , NS1 ],
[NS1 , NS2 ], [NS2 , ES3 ]], or via vl3 = {d p4 }, with d p4 = [[ES2 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS3 ], [NS3 ,
NS2 ], [NS2 , ES3 ]]. Deciding each virtual link vli for a message mi is a routing problem:
we need to decide which route to take from a set of possible routes. This routing
is determined by our optimization approach presented in Chapter 4 and, for real life
systems, which can contain tens to hundreds of connected ESes and NSes, this is not a
trivial problem.

2.2.2.1

Frames

TTEthernet transmits data using frames. The TTEthernet frame format fully complies
with the ARINC 664p7 specification [7], and is presented in Fig. 2.4. A complete
description of the ARINC 664p7 frame fields can be found in [7]. Messages are transmitted in the payload of frames. A bit pattern specified in the frame header identifies
the traffic class of each frame (TT, RC or BE). The total frame header (Ethernet header
and ARINC 664p7 header) is of 42 B, while the payload of each frame varies between
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Figure 2.4: Simplified frame format

a minimum of 17 B and a maximum of 1471 B. In case a frame carries data smaller
than 17 B, the frame payload will be padded with zeroes to reach the minimum payload
of 17 B. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2.4, the total protocol overhead for a frame (including
the frame header, preamble, start frame delimiter and interframe gap) varies from 67
B, for data bigger than 17 B, to 83 B for data of 1 B.
The size mi .size for each message mi ∈ M is given, where M is the set of all messages. As mentioned, TTEthernet supports three traffic classes: time-triggered (TT),
rate constrained (RC) and best effort (BE). We assume that the system engineer has
decided the traffic classes for each message. We define the sets M T T , M RC and M BE ,
respectively, with M = M T T ∪ M RC ∪ M BE . In addition, for the TT and RC messages
we know their periods / rate and deadlines, mi .period or mi .rate, and mi .deadline, respectively. Furthermore, we also know the safety-criticality level for each message.
Safety-criticality levels, referred to as Safety Integrity Levels, or SILs, are discussed
in Section 2.1.1. RC messages are not necessarily periodic, but have a minimum interarrival time. We define the rate of an RC message mi as mi .rate = 1/mi .period.
So far, researchers have assumed that each message mi ∈ M is transmitted in the payload of a dedicated frame fi . This was also the assumption of our earlier work, which
focused only on the scheduling of TT frames [169]. However, the payload of a frame
can in practice carry several messages. Moreover, messages can also be fragmented
into several pieces, each carried by a different frame. We extended our optimization
presented in Chapter 4 to also determine the fragmenting and the packing of messages
into frames.
The fragmenting of messages into message fragments is denoted with Φm (mi ) = {∀m j ∈

M + |m j ∈ mi }, where M + is the set which contains all the message fragments resulted
from fragmenting, and the messages which were not fragmented. The message fragments m j ∈ Φm (mi ) inherit the temporal constraints of the original message, and have
equal sizes. For example, let us consider M = {m1 , m2 }. In this case, M + = M .
Message m1 has a period and deadline of 30 ms, and a size of 300 B. Message m2
has a deadline and period of 24 ms, and m2 .size = 1200 B. We fragment m2 into 3
same-sized message fragments, such that Φm (m2 ) = {m3 , m4 , m5 } and m3 , m4 and m5
have the same period and deadline as m2 , but their size is 400 B. After fragmenting m2 ,
M + = {m1 , m3 , m4 , m5 }.
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The packing of messages and message fragments into frames is denoted with K :
M + → F , K (m j ) = fi , where F is the set of all the frames in the cluster. We define F T T , F RC and F BE , respectively, with F = F T T ∪ F RC ∪ F BE . A bit pattern
specified in the frame header identifies the traffic class. Each frame is assigned to a virtual link, which specifies among others, the routing for the frame. In TTEthernet, each
virtual link has assigned only one frame. The function MF ( fi ) = vli , MF : F → V L
captures this assignment of frames to virtual links. Let us consider the example given
in Fig. 2.3, with message m1 sent from ES1 to ES3 and ES4 . We assume that m1 is
packed by frame f1 , K (m1 ) = f1 . In this case, f1 is assigned to vl1 , MF ( f1 ) = vl1 .
Fig. 2.3 shows vl1 routed along the shortest route.
The properties of the frames are derived based on what messages or message fragments
are packed, such that the timing constraints are satisfied. Let us consider the prior
example. The packing of message m1 and message fragment m3 , m1 , m3 ∈ M + , in
frame f1 ∈ F , is denoted with K (m1 ) = f1 and K (m3 ) = f1 , respectively. In this
case, the data packed by f1 has a size of 700 B. Note that, unlike in the case of the
EtherCAT [19] protocol, not all fragmenting and packing combinations are valid (e.g.,
messages packed into a frame must have the same source and destination ESes and
must be of the same safety-criticality level). Also, the timing properties of the new
frame depends on the timing constraints of messages. Our optimization takes care of
these aspects, see Section 3.2 for details. Knowing the size of a frame f j and the given
[ν ,ν ]
speed of a dataflow link [νm , νn ], we can determine the transmission duration C j m n
of f j on [νm , νn ].

2.2.3

The TTEthernet Protocol

Let us illustrate how the TTEthernet protocol works using the example in Fig. 2.5,
where we have two end systems, ES1 and ES2 , and three network switches, NS1 to
NS3 . Task τ2 on ES1 sends the TT message m2 to task τ4 mapped on ES2 , while task τ1
on ES1 sends the RC message m1 to task τ3 on ES2 . Let us assume that tasks τ1 and τ3
are part of application A1 and tasks τ2 and τ4 belong to application A2 . Furthermore, A1
and A2 are of different safety criticality. The separation of the applications is achieved
at the CPU-level through partitioning. Thus, tasks τ1 and τ3 are placed in partitions
P1,1 and P2,2 , respectively, while tasks τ2 and τ4 are assigned to partitions P1,2 and
P2,1 , see Fig. 2.5.
Message m1 is sent within application A1 and packed in frame f1 . m2 is sent within A2
and packed into the frame f2 . The fragmenting and packing of messages is performed
at application level. The different criticality frames are separated by assigning them to
two different virtual links, vl1 and vl2 (not depicted in the figure). Frames f1 and f2
have to transit the switch NS1 , which also forwards frames f3 and f4 , from NS2 and
NS3 , respectively, see Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: TT and RC message transmission example
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2.2.3.1

System Model
Time-Triggered Transmission

In this section we present how TT frames are transmited by TTEthernet, using the
example of the TT message m2 sent from task τ2 on ES1 , to task τ4 on ES2 . We depict
each step of the TT transmission on Fig. 2.5 and mark it with a letter from (a) to (m)
on a blue background.
Thus, in the first step denoted with (a), task τ2 packs m2 into frame f2 and in the second
step (b), f2 is placed into buffer B1,T x for transmission. Conceptually, there is one such
buffer for every TT frame sent from ES1 . TT communication is done according to
static communication schedules determined offline and stored into the ESes and NSes.
The complete set of local schedules in a cluster are denoted with S . The schedules S
are derived by our optimization approach. Thus, in step (d), the scheduler task T TS will
send f2 to NS1 at the time specified in the send schedule SS stored in ES1 (c). There are
several approaches to the synchronization of tasks (which could be TT or ET) and TT
messages [122]. Often, TT tasks are used in conjunction with TT messages, and the
task and message schedules are synchronized such that the task is scheduled to finish
before the message is scheduled for transmission.
Next, f2 is sent on a dataflow link to NS1 (e). The computational logic of the TTEthernet protocol is implemented in hardware and, conceptually, consists of several hardware tasks working in parallel to implement the protocol services. Such is the case
of the Filtering Unit (FU) task, which is invoked every time a frame is received by an
NS. The FU checks the integrity and validity of frame f2 (see step (f)) and forwards it
to the TT receiver task T TR (h), which copies it into the sending buffer B1,T x for later
transmission.
The separation mechanisms implemented by TTEthernet to isolate mixed-criticality
frames, such as f1 and f2 in our example, are spread across several hardware tasks.
In addition, TTEthernet provides fault-tolerance services, such as fault-containment, to
the application level. For example, if a task such as τ2 becomes faulty and sends more
messages than scheduled (called a “babbling idiot” failure), the TT sender task T TS
on ES1 will protect the network as it will only transmit messages as specified in the
schedule table SS .
Also, a TT receiver task T TR in an NS will rely on a receive schedule SR (g) stored in
the switch to check if a TT frame has arrived within a specified receiving window. This
window is determined based on the sending times in the send schedules (schedule SS
on ES1 for the case of frame f2 ), the precision of the clock synchronization mechanism
and the “integration policy” used for integrating the TT traffic with the RC and BE
traffic (see next subsection for details). TT message frames arriving outside of this
receiving window are considered faulty. In order to provide virtual link isolation and
fault-containment, a TT receiver task T TR will drop such faulty frames.
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The schedules S contain the sending times and receiving windows for all the frames
transmitted during an application cycle, Tcycle . A periodic frame fi may contain several
instances (a frame instance is the equivalent of the periodic job of a task) within Tcycle .
We denote the x-th instance of frame fi with fi,x . The sending time of a frame fi
relative to the start time of its period is called the offset, denoted with fi .offset. In [169]
we have assumed a TTEthernet implementation where within an application cycle, the
offset of a frame may vary from period to period. In this thesis we consider a realistic
implementation, where the sending time offset of a frame is identical in all periods,
with the advantage of reducing the size needed to store the schedules.
Let us continue to follow the transmission of f2 in Fig. 2.5. The frame has arrived in
NS1 and has been placed in B1,T x (h). Next, f2 is sent by the TT sender task T TS in NS1
to ES2 at the time specified in the TT send schedule SS in NS1 . When f2 arrives at ES2
(k), the FU task will store the frame into a dedicated receive buffer B2,Rx (l). Finally,
when task τ4 is activated, it will read f2 from the buffer (m).

2.2.3.2

Rate Constrained Transmission

This section presents how RC traffic is transmitted using the example of frame f1 sent
from τ1 on ES1 to τ3 on ES2 . Similarly to the discussion of TT traffic, we mark each
step in Fig. 2.5 using numbers from (1) to (13), on a green background.
Thus, τ1 packs message m1 into frame f1 (1) and inserts it into a queue Q1,T x (2).
Conceptually, there is one such queue for each RC virtual link. RC traffic consists of
event-triggered messages. The separation of RC traffic is enforced through “bandwidth
allocation”. Thus, for each virtual link vli carrying an RC frame fi the engineer decides
the Bandwidth Allocation Gap (BAG). A BAG is the minimum time interval between
two consecutive instances of an RC frame fi . The BAG is set in such a way to guarantee
that there is enough bandwidth allocated for the transmission of a frame on a virtual
link, with BAGi ≤ 1/ fi .rate.
The BAG is enforced by the Traffic Regulator (TR) task. Thus, T R1 in ES1 in Fig. 2.5
will ensure that each BAG1 interval will contain at most one instance of f1 (3). Therefore, even if a frame is sent in bursts by a task, it will leave the TR task within a
specified BAG. Thus, the maximum bandwidth used by a virtual link vli which transmits an RC frame fi is BW (vli ) = fi .size/BAG(vli ). The BAG for each RC frame is
computed offline, based on the requirements of the messages it packs.
Several messages will be sent from an ES. Let us first discuss how RC messages are
multiplexed, and then we will discuss the integration with the TT traffic. In an ES, the
RC scheduler task RCS (such as the one in ES1 ) will multiplex several RC messages
(4) coming from the traffic regulator tasks, T Ri , such as T R1 and T R2 in ES1 . Fig. 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Multiplexing two RC frames

depicts how this multiplexing is performed for the frames fx and fy with the sizes and
BAGs as specified in Fig. 2.6(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 2.6(c) shows how the two
frames will be sent on the outgoing dataflow link [ES1 , NS1 ] by the RCS task. In the
case several TRs attempt to transmit messages at the same time, due to the multiplexer,
the frames waiting to be transmitted will be affected by jitter. This is the case of fy in
Fig. 2.6(c), which is delayed to allow for the transmission of fx . Thus, the fy,1 . jitter
jitter for fy,1 equals to the transmission duration of fx .
RC traffic also has to be integrated with TT traffic, which has higher priority. Thus, RC
frames are transmitted only when there is no TT traffic on the dataflow link. Hence,
for our example on ES1 , the T TS task on ES1 will transmit frame f1 (5) to NS1 on
the dataflow link [ES1 , NS1 ] only when there is no TT traffic (6). With integration,
contention situations can occur when a TT frame is scheduled for transmission, but an
RC frame is already transmitting.
There are three approaches in to handle such situations [28, 158]: (i) shuffling, (ii)
pre-emption and (iii) timely block. (i) With shuffling, the higher priority TT frame is
delayed until the RC frame finishes the transmission. Thus, in the worst-case scenario,
the TT frame will have to wait for the time needed to transmit the largest Ethernet
frame, which is 1542 Bytes. In the case (ii) of pre-emption, the RC frame is preempted, and its transmission is restarted after the TT frame finished transmitting. In
the case (iii) of timely block, the RC frame is blocked (postponed) from transmission
on a dataflow link if a TT frame is scheduled to be sent before the RC frame would
complete its transmission. Note that, as discussed in the previous subsection, the integration approaches have an impact on the receiving window of a TT frame, which has
to account for the delays due to shuffling, for example.
When the RC frame f1 arrives at NS1 , the Filtering Unit task (7) will check its validity and integrity. As mentioned, TTEthernet provides services to separate the mixedcriticality frames, such that a faulty transmission of a lower-criticality frame will not
impact negatively a higher-criticality frame. Fault-containment at the level of RC vir-
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tual links is provided by the Traffic Policing (TP) task, see NS1 in Fig. 2.5. TP implements an algorithm known as leaky bucket [7, 28], which checks the time interval
between two consecutive instances on the same virtual link. If this interval is shorter
than the specified BAG time corrected by the maximum allowed transmission jitter, the
frame instance is dropped. Thus, the TP function prevents a faulty ES to send faulty
RC frames (more often than allowed) and thus to disturb the network.
After passing the checks of the TP task (8), f1 is copied to the outgoing queue QT x (9).
Throughout this thesis we assume that all the RC frames have the same priority, thus
the T TS (10) will send the RC frames in QT x in a FIFO order, but only when there is
no scheduled TT traffic. At the receiving ES, after passing the FU (11) checks, f1 is
copied in the receiving Q2,Rx queue (12). Finally, when τ3 is activated, it will take f1
(13) from this queue.
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3

Design Optimizations at the
Processor-Level

In this chapter we focus on design optimizations at the processor-level, hence we consider a simple statically scheduled bus where the communication takes place according to a static schedule table computed offline. Chapter 4 presents the optimization
strategies at the communication level. At the processor-level, we assume the platform
implements partitioning mechanisms similar to IMA [141](see Section 2.2.1). We presented the architecture and application models we consider in Chapter 2, and we talked
about partitioning and how partitioning constrains the way tasks use the processor in
Section 2.2.1.

We begin by presenting the design optimization problems addressed in the chapter. The
problems are illustrated using four motivational examples. Then we present the optimization strategies we propose to solve these problems. We conclude the chapter with
the experimental evaluations of the proposed optimizations. We used several synthetic
and real-life benchmarks for evaluating the algorithms.
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Design Optimizations at the Processor-Level

Problem Formulation

The problem we are addressing in this thesis can be formulated as follows: given a
set Γ of applications, the criticality level SIL(τi ) of each task τi , the library of SIL
decompositions L , the separation requirements Π between the tasks, an architecture
consisting of a set N of processing elements, the size of the major frame TMF and the
application cycle Tcycle , we are interested to find an implementation Ψ such that all
applications meet their deadlines and the development costs are minimized. Deriving
an implementation Ψ means deciding on (1) the SIL decomposition D of the tasks for
which the designer has provided alternatives in the library L , (2) the mapping M of
tasks to PEs taking into account the mapping restrictions, (3) the set P of partition
slices on each processor, including their order and size, (4) the assignment φ of tasks to
partitions and (5) the schedule S for all the tasks and messages in the system.
We present four motivational examples that show several aspects of this problem. First,
we consider the problem of optimizing the partition time slots, assuming the mapping
of tasks to processors is given and fixed. Second, we extend the problem by optimizing
the partitioning and the mapping and the same time. In the first two examples we do not
consider the issue of cost. Thus, we do not allow partition sharing by tasks of different
criticality levels (see Section 2.2.1.1), and we do not consider task decomposition (see
Section 2.1.2). Next, we remove these constraints. Third, we optimize the partitioning
and mapping, but also allow tasks to share the same partition by elevating the tasks
of lower criticality levels to the highest criticality level. This will increase the cost of
the system. Fourth, we optimize the mapping, partitioning and partition sharing at the
same time, but also consider task decomposition as a way to lower development costs.
Please note that, for simplicity, we ignore the partition switch overhead in the following
examples.

3.1.1

Optimization of Time-Partitions

First, we consider the case where the mapping of tasks to processor has already been
decided by the system engineer (e.g., due to modularity or physical constraints). At this
point, we do not consider the issue of cost, i.e., partition sharing (see Section 2.2.1.1)
or task decomposition (see Section 2.1.2). To simplify this example, we consider only
two criticality levels: safety-critical and non-critical. We assume the safety-critical
applications are scheduled using non-preemptive static cyclic scheduling (SCS), and
the non-critical tasks are scheduled using preemptive fixed-priority scheduling (FPS)1 .
1 For this problem we consider a Universal Communication Model bus [69], which has a dynamic segment
used for messages exchanged by FPS tasks.
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Let us illustrate the problem using the example in Fig. 3.1 where we have two SC
applications, A1 and A2 , and one NC application, A3 (see Fig. 3.1e). For the SC applications, each task has next to it the PE it is mapped to and the worst-case execution
time. The period and deadline for the applications are presented under the application
graph. The NC tasks are scheduled using FPS and thus have their worst-case execution
time Ci , deadline Di , period Ti , priority and their PE, specified in the table. We have
set TMF =Tcycle =120 ms. To simplify the discussion, we assume that all NC tasks are
released at time 0 and the communication costs are ignored.
Note that, we consider the mapping of tasks to processing elements as fixed, and given
as indicated in the figure. Very often, the mapping decision is taken based on the experience and preferences of the engineer, considering aspects such as the functionality
implemented by the task and the type of processing elements available, legacy constraints, proximity to sensors and actuators. This could be the reason, for example, that
tasks τ1 and τ2 of A1 are mapped to different processing elements. Many tasks, however, do not exhibit certain particular features or requirements which lead to an obvious
mapping decision. We address the problem of mapping optimization in Section 3.1.2.
A simple way to do the partitioning is to divide the major frame equally among the 3
applications and to use the same partitioning slices on each PE, as depicted in Fig. 3.1a.
The thin light grey lines are the borders for the partitions slices. Above, respectively
under, each partition slice is specified the application it is assigned to. In this case,
none of the applications meet their deadlines. Tasks τ3 and τ4 from A1 and τ7 from
A2 do not even fit into the system cycle. Note that the deadlines for the NC tasks
are measured from their release time. Task τ8 is released twice during the MF, at
time 0 and 60. Task τ11 is released every second MF. The schedulability of a solution
is defined using the degree of schedulability, defined in Eq. 3.3. For SCS tasks, the
degree of schedulability is the sum of slacks available between the completion time Ri
of an application Ai and its deadline Di . For SCS applications, Ri is determined by the
scheduling in Section 3.4. For the FPS tasks, the degree of schedulability is calculated
at the task level. The completion time Ri of a task τi is determined using the response
time analysis presented in Section 3.5.
The scheduling of SCS tasks is presented in Section 3.4 and the schedulability analysis
for the FPS tasks is presented in Section 3.5.
In order to better accommodate the SC applications, we can try to adjust the size of the
slices and introduce a new slice for A1 on N1 and for A2 on N2 , as shown in Fig. 3.1b.
The SC applications meet their deadlines, but the NC tasks τ8 and τ9 miss in this case
theirs. Note that although the slices have the same sizes on the two PEs, they are
assigned to different applications.
Fig. 3.1c presents a way to make the NC task τ8 on N1 meet its deadline. The extra
space from the first partition slice associated to A1 on N1 is assigned to A3 , and the
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second partition slice of A1 is shifted to the right. In this case, both jobs of τ8 will meet
their deadlines. However the NC task τ9 on N2 still has a deadline miss.
With the solution proposed in Fig. 3.1d, the partitioning has been optimized such that
all deadlines are met. In addition, we have also created 3 unused partition slices, depicted with a light grey rectangle, which can be used, for example, for future upgrades.
This was managed by moving the time partition slice for the NC task τ9 at the beginning of the partition table on PE N2 and by splitting the SC task τ6 on PE N1 to execute
in two different partition slices.
This example shows that the sequence and length of the partition slices has to be carefully optimized in order to find schedulable implementations.

3.1.2

Partition-Aware Mapping Optimization

In the previous subsection we focused on the problem of optimizing the partitioning,
while considering that the engineer has previously decided the mapping of tasks to
processors. Here we assume the mapping is not given and that it has to be decided
by our optimization. Note that here we do not yet consider partition sharing by tasks
of different criticality, which is discussed in Section 3.1.3, nor do we consider task
decomposition, which is discussed in Section 3.1.4.
For simplicity, we consider all applications are scheduled using SCS. We have shown
in the previous section how FPS can be used inside a partition. Compared to the example in Section 3.1.1, here we consider that tasks in an application can have different
criticality levels (see Section 2.1.1).
Let us illustrate the problem using the mixed-criticality applications A1 , A2 and A3
from Fig. 2.1a, to be implemented on two PEs, N1 and N2 . We initially do not consider
task τ12 , i.e., it is not part of application A1 . We have set TMF to 15 time units and
Tcycle = 2×TMF = 30. The development cost, considering the model from Section 2.1.3
and the lowest SILs of the tasks from Fig. 2.1a is 73 kEuro.
Let us first consider the case when the mapping and partitioning optimizations are
performed separately. Thus, Fig. 3.2a presents the mapping and schedules for the case
when there is no partitioning, i.e., the tasks do not have to be separated, and they can
use the PEs without restrictions. The mapping and scheduling are optimal in terms of
schedulability, captured by the “degree of schedulability” metric from Eq. 3.3, which
is the sum of the slacks available between the completion time Ri of an application
graph Ai and its deadline Di . The “degree of schedulability” cost function is presented
in Eq. 3.3 in Section 3.3. In Fig. 3.2a we show the schedules on each resource, namely,
the PEs N1 and N2 and the bus, using a Gantt chart. The messages on the bus are labeled
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(a) Optimal mapping and schedules, without considering partitions

(b) Partitioning, using the previously obtained mapping. τ25 and the second instance of τ11 do
not fit in the schedule

(c) By remapping tasks τ11 , τ23 and τ32 , and by optimizing the time partitions we manage to
successfully schedule all the applications

(d) By elevating τ22 and τ23 to SIL 3, and thus all the tasks in A2 , we manage to successfully
schedule all applications

Figure 3.2: Motivational example
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with the indices of the sender and receiver task, e.g., the first message on the bus, “20–
22” is sent from task τ20 to τ22 . The dashed vertical lines are timeline guides to help
with the visualization of the schedule, and should not be interpreted as partitions, since
we ignore partitions in Fig. 3.2a.
Next, using this optimal mapping, we are interested to obtain the partitions and the
schedules, such that, the separations are enforced and the schedule lengths are minimized with the goal of producing a schedulable implementation. Thus, Fig. 3.2b
presents the optimal partitions and schedules (in terms of the same cost function from
Eq. 3.3), considering the fixed mapping decided in Fig. 3.2a. The continuous line at
time 15 represents the major frame boundary, while the shorter continuous lines, such
as the one between tasks τ20 and τ30 represent partition slice boundaries. The partition
slices are denoted with the notation pkij introduced in Section 2.2.1. We mark the unused CPU time of a partition slice with a hatching pattern, as is the case with partition
slice p112 on N1 in the second MF assigned to A2 .
With partitioning, tasks can only execute in their assigned partition. Hence, partitioning
may lead to unused slack in the schedule, even in the case of an optimal partitioning and
schedule, as depicted in Fig. 3.2b. In this case, although application A3 is schedulable,
task τ25 of A2 and the second instance of task τ11 of A1 do not fit into the schedule, and
thus applications A1 and A2 are not schedulable.
Our approach presented in Section 3.2.2 is to perform the optimization of mapping
and partitioning at the same time, and not separately. By deciding simultaneously the
mapping and partitioning we have a better chance of obtaining schedulable implementations. Such a solution is depicted in Fig. 3.2c, where all applications are schedulable.
Compared to the solution in Fig. 3.2b, we have changed the mapping of tasks τ23 and
τ32 from N1 to N2 and of task τ11 from N2 to N1 , and we have resized the partition
slices and changed the schedule accordingly. This example shows that by optimizing the mapping at the same time with partitioning we are able to obtain schedulable
implementations.

3.1.3

Partition-Sharing Optimization

However, there might be cases when obtaining schedulable implementations is not possible, even if mapping and partitioning are considered simultaneously. For example, let
us consider a similar setup as in the previous section, with the only difference that we
add task τ12 to application A1 , see Fig. 2.1a. The development costs, considering the
addition of τ12 at SIL 3 are now 85 kEuro. Due to the addition of τ12 we are now unable
to obtain a schedulable implementation. Note that, although it may seem that task τ12
would fit in-between tasks τ23 and τ33 in the schedule of N2 in Fig. 3.2c, τ12 , which
is SIL 3, cannot use that partition, which is for SIL 1 tasks. Moreover, the particular
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partition slice cannot be split, because then it would not fit task τ22 in the first major
frame.
For such situations, we consider the elevation of tasks to allow partition sharing, and
we are interested to derive schedulable implementations that minimize the development
costs associated to elevation. Thus, in Fig. 3.2d we allow τ12 of SIL 3 to share the
partition with tasks τ22 and τ23 of SIL 1, by elevating these two tasks to SIL 3. This will
trigger the elevation of the predecessors of τ22 and τ23 , namely τ20 and τ21 , to SIL 3. In
addition, since τ20 and τ21 share partitions with tasks τ24 and τ25 , these will also have
to be elevated to SIL 3, leading to a complete elevation of application A2 from SIL 1 to
SIL 3, which, according to the costs from Fig. 2.1c, means an increase in development
costs from 85 kEuros to 127 kEuros. The solution in Fig. 3.2d is schedulable, and is
optimal in terms of development costs as captured by the cost function from Eq. 3.2
discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Note that, in many application areas, such a development cost increase is preferred to an
increase in unit costs. The optimization approach presented in Section 3.2.2 provides
to a trade-off analysis tool to the engineer, who can decide what is the best option: to
upgrade the platform and increase the unit costs, or to increase the development costs,
but keep the same architecture.

3.1.4

Task Decomposition

We have not yet discussed the issue of SIL decomposition. In Section 3.1.3 we have
shown how to use elevation to achieve partition sharing, which may lead to increased
development costs. Another option is to explore several SIL decompositions for those
tasks for which the engineer has specified a SIL decomposition in the decomposition
library L (see Section 2.1.2). Using SIL decomposition will result in more (redundant)
tasks of lower SILs. Using several tasks of lower SILs has the advantage of lowering
the development costs and may facilitate partition sharing. The disadvantage is the
introduction of more tasks, which have to be placed in the schedule table, potentially
impairing schedulability.
Let us illustrate these issues using the example in Fig. 3.3. We have two applications,
A1 and A2 , presented in Fig. 3.3a. The two applications are scheduled using SCS. The
WCETs for the tasks in the two applications are shown in Fig. 3.3b, while Fig. 3.3c
shows the development costs. Let us assume the engineer is considering decomposing task τ11 into two options D1 and D2 as discussed in Section 2.1.2 and shown in
Fig. 3.4a. Fig. 3.4b and Fig. 3.4c present the WCETs and development costs of the
tasks resulted from the decomposition. The TMF is set to 11 time units, and Tcycle is 22.
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(b) WCETs

(a) Two applications
(c) Development costs (kEuro)

Figure 3.3: Application model example for SIL decomposition

We first show a solution to this example without considering partition sharing and SIL
decomposition. Thus, Fig. 3.5a presents the optimal mapping, partitioning and schedules of tasks, as obtained by running the simultaneous mapping and partitioning optimization discussed in Section 3.1.2. In this case, τ22 does not fit into the schedule.
Although A2 has two partition slices on N1 , namely p112 and p212 , with a total time of 6
time units out of the 11 time units of the MF, τ22 , which is of SIL 1, is allowed to execute only in p212 , since it cannot share the partition slice p112 with τ21 of SIL 3. Fig. 3.5b
shows a solution where we allow partition sharing, but not SIL decomposition. In this
case, a schedulable solution was obtained by elevating τ22 to SIL 3 to allow τ21 and τ22
to share the same partition slice, namely p112 . Due to the elevation of τ22 , the development cost of this solution increased to 194 kEuros, compared to 172 kEuros, if all
the tasks would have been implemented and certified according to their lowest possible
SIL.
We show in Fig. 3.5c the solution when we use SIL decomposition alongside with
partition sharing. In Fig. 3.5c we decompose τ11 of SIL 4 into two tasks, of SIL 3
and SIL 1, respectively, as specified by the decomposition option D2 , see Fig. 3.4a.
Decomposing τ11 in this manner increases the cost from 194 kEuros, corresponding
to the solution in Fig. 3.5b, to 242 kEuros. This is because to obtain a schedulable
solution task τ11g is elevated from SIL 1 to SIL 3 and τ13 from SIL 2 to SIL 3 to
share the partition slice p121 with the other tasks of SIL 3. Similarly, τ14 is elevated to
SIL 3 to share p111 with τ12 . Clearly, this decomposition does not help our design, as
it significantly increases the costs. Hence, not all decompositions are improving the
design. Fig. 3.5d presents a solution where we use the SIL decomposition specified by
D1 , Fig. 3.4a. Thus, τ11 of SIL 4 is decomposed into two tasks of SIL 2, namely τ11b
and τ11c . Similar to Fig. 3.5b, task τ22 is elevated to SIL 3 to share the partition slice
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(a) Library L with two decompositions

(b) WCETs for the tasks resulted from the SIL decomposition

(c) Developments costs for the tasks resulted from SIL decomposition

Figure 3.4: Example decomposition for task τ11
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(a) No sharing or decomposition, τ22 does not fit into the schedule

(b) By allowing partition sharing, we obtain a schedulable solution

(c) If not selected carefully, SIL decomposition may increase costs

(d) Using an optimized SIL decomposition can lower the development costs

Figure 3.5: SIL decomposition optimization example
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p112 with τ21 . Decomposing in this manner reduces the cost to 160 kEuros, while also
ensuring that all deadlines are satisfied.
This example shows that, in order to reduce costs and obtain schedulable solutions, it
is important to optimize the SIL decomposition.

3.2

Design Optimization Strategies

Next we propose two optimization strategies for the design problems presented in Section 3.1. The problem of scheduling tasks on multiprocessors is known to be NPcomplete [171]. Thus, we propose metaheuristics-based optimization strategies to
solve these problems. In Section 3.2.2 we propose a Tabu Search-based (TS) strategy
for the problems presented in Sections design optimization problem presented in Section 3.1. However, we first start by presenting in Section 3.2.1 a Simulated Annealingbased (SA) strategy for the problem of time-partition optimization, presented in Section 3.1.1.

3.2.1

Optimization of Time-Partitions

The problem presented in the Section 3.1.1 is NP-complete [171]. Its complexity depends not only on the number of tasks and processors, but also on the number of partition slices on each processor. In order to solve this problem, we will use the optimization strategy Time-Partitioning Optimization (TPO) from Fig. 3.6. TPO takes as
input a set of applications Γ, the set of processing elements N and the mapping of tasks
to processors M, and returns the implementation Ψ consisting of the set of partitions
slices P on each processor and the schedules S for the SC applications. As a reminder,
the problem in Section 3.1.1 considers two criticality levels, safety-critical and noncritical, with the SC applications scheduled using SCS and NC tasks scheduling FPS.
Moreover, it considers the mapping of tasks to processors as given and fixed. The TPO
strategy has 3 steps:
(1) in the first step, we determine an initial set of partition slices P ◦ , line 1 in Fig. 3.6.
P ◦ consists of a simple straight forward partitioning scheme which allocates for each
application A j a total time on PE Ni proportional to the utilization of the tasks of A j
mapped to Ni . The partitions Pi j thus allocated have the same length and they are
distributed with a period equal to the smallest period of a task from A j mapped to Ni .
(2) In the second step, we use a Simulated Annealing metaheuristic to determine the set
of partition slices P such that the applications are schedulable and the unused partition
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TPO(Γ, N , M)
1 P ◦ = InitialSolution(Γ, N , M)
2 P = SimulatedAnnealing(Γ, N , M, P ◦ )
3 S = ListScheduling(Γ, N , M, P )
4 return Ψ =< P , S >
Figure 3.6: Time-Partition Optimization

space (potentially used for future upgrades) is maximized. The alternatives provided
by Simulated Annealing are evaluated using the cost function from Eq. 3.1.
(3) Finally, given the optimized partitions P obtained in line 2 in Fig. 3.6, we use a List
Scheduling heuristic (presented in Section 3.4) to determine the schedule tables for the
SC applications.
Simulated Annealing (SA) is an optimization metaheuristic that tries to minimize the
cost function in order to find the global optimum by randomly selecting neighboring
solutions of the current solution [22]. The algorithm presented in Fig. 3.7 takes as input
the set of application Γ, the architecture N , the mapping M and the initial partitioning
P ◦ , and returns the best solution found P best , i.e., with the smallest cost function (see
line 8 in Fig. 3.7). In order to escape local minima, worse solutions are sometimes
accepted with a probability depending on a control parameter called temperature and
on the deterioration of the cost function (see lines 10 to 13 in Fig. 3.7). Before we call
SA we merge all NC tasks into a single application, since the NC tasks are allowed to
share a partition.
The algorithm is inspired by the process of annealing metals, a thermal process in
which a metal is heated past its melting point and then carefully cooled down so that
the particles arrange themselves with lower internal energy than the initial solution
[22]. The cooling rate of the process influences the quality of the result. The cooling
schedule of SA is defined by the initial temperature T I, the temperature length T L, the
cooling ratio ε and the stopping criterion. The temperature length T L and the cooling
ratio ε decide how fast will the temperature drop. We use a time limit as a stopping
criterion (line 17).

Cost Function.

We have defined our cost function as follows:
CostT PO (P ) = wSC × δSC + wNC × δNC

(3.1)

where δSC is the degree of schedulability for SC applications (scheduled using SCS)
and δNC is the degree of schedulability for NC applications (scheduled using FPS). The
degree of schedulability is presented in Section 3.3.
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SimulatedAnnealing(Γ, N , M, P ◦ )
1 temperature = initial temperature T I
2 P now = P best = P ◦
3 repeat
4
for i = 1 to temperature length T L do
5
generate a random neighbor solution P 0 of P now
6
delta = CostT PO (P 0 ) - CostT PO (P now )
7
if delta < 0 then
8
P now = P best = P 0
9
else
10
generate q = random (0, 1)
11
if q < e−delta/temperature then
12
P now = P 0
13
end if
14
end if
15
end for
16
temperature = ε × temperature
17 until stopping criterion is met
18 return P best
Figure 3.7: The Simulated Annealing algorithm

These are summed together into a single value using the weights wSC and wNC . In case
an application is not schedulable, its corresponding weight is a very big number, i.e.,
a “penalty” value. This allows us to explore unfeasible solutions (which correspond to
unschedulable applications) in the hope of driving the search towards a feasible region.
In case an application Ai is schedulable, we use for the weight a value given by the
engineer, depending on the importance of the application. For example, in our experiments we have used weights for the SC application which are several times greater than
those for the NC applications.

Design Transformations. The neighboring solutions of the current solution P now are
generated using design transformations (or “moves”) applied to P now . There are 4 types
of moves: resize, swap, join and split. The moves are applied to a randomly selected
partition slice from a randomly chosen PE.
The resize move, as its name implies, resizes the selected partition slice. This is done
either by increasing the size of the partition slice at the expense of a neighboring partition slice, or by decreasing it and giving the extra space to a neighboring slice. The
amount with which the partition can be resized is randomly chosen, but we have imposed an upper limit (half the size of the partition). The swap move swaps the chosen
partition slice with another randomly chosen partition slice. The join move joins two
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Figure 3.8: Partition slice move examples

partition slices belonging to the same application, while the split move splits a partition
slice into two, and adds the second slice to the end of the MF. Together with the 4 types
of basic moves, we also apply “improved moves”. An “improved move” is intended to
accelerate the search by performing several basic moves at once.
Fig. 3.8 depicts the basic moves as they are sequentially performed on a single PE,
namely N1 . As mentioned, the notation pkij means the kth partition slice of the application A j on the processing element Ni . There are 4 applications, numbered from 1 to 4,
and the first application has 2 partition slices, p111 and p211 . The current solution P now
is presented in Step 1 in Fig. 3.8. The first move is the split move, which is performed
on the partition slice p113 belonging to A3 . The slice is split in two equal parts, and the
resulting slice is added to the end of the MF. The second move is a resize with 10 ms,
which affects p111 at the expense of p112 . The third move is a swap of slices p112 and
p213 . The result is shown in the 4th step. The last move is a join move and as previously
mentioned, it can be applied only to partition slices belonging to the same application.
For this move we chose the p111 and p211 slices. Once a move has been performed on the
partition set P now , the resulted partition set P 0 is evaluated using the cost function from
(3.1), which is executed using List Scheduling and Response Time Analysis, presented
in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, respectively.

3.2.2

Tabu Search-Based Design Optimization

The problem of scheduling tasks on multiprocessors is known to be NP-complete [171],
while the problem of mapping tasks onto a multiprocessor system is proved to be NPhard [37]. In order to solve the problem presented in Section 3.1, we will use the
“Mixed-Criticality Design Optimization” (MCDO) strategy from Fig. 3.9, which is
based on a Tabu Search metaheuristic. MCDO takes as input a set of applications Γ
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MCDO(Γ, N , L )
1 < D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , φ◦ > = InitialSolution(Γ, N )
2 < D, M, P , φ > = TabuSearch(Γ, N , L , D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , φ◦ )
3 S = ListScheduling(Γ, N , D, M, P , φ)
4 return Ψ =< D, M, P , φ, S >
Figure 3.9: Mixed-Criticality Design Optimization strategy

(including the SIL information, development costs DC and the separation requirements
graph Π), the SIL decomposition library L and the set of processing elements N , and
returns the implementation Ψ consisting of the SIL decomposition D, the mapping M
of tasks to PEs, the set of partitions slices P on each PE, the assignment φ of tasks to
partitions and the schedules S for the applications. Our strategy has 3 steps:
(1) In the first step, we consider that tasks are not decomposed (denoted with D◦ ) and
we determine an initial task mapping M ◦ , an initial set of partition slices P ◦ and an
initial assignment of tasks to partitions φ◦ , line 1 in Fig. 3.9. The initial mapping M ◦ is
done such that the utilization of processors is balanced and the communication on the
bus is minimized. P ◦ consists of a simple straightforward partitioning scheme which
allocates for each application A j a total time on PE Ni proportional to the utilization of
the tasks of A j mapped to Ni . The initial assignment φ◦ of tasks to partitions consists of
a separate partition for each SIL level in each application, and does not allow partition
sharing.
(2) In the second step, we use a Tabu Search metaheuristic to determine the SIL decomposition D, the task mapping M, the set of partition slices P and the assignment
of tasks φ to partitions, such that the applications are schedulable and the development
costs are minimized.
(3) Finally, given the SIL decomposition D, the task mapping M, the optimized partitions P and the assignment φ of tasks to partitions obtained in line 2 in Fig. 3.9, we use
a List Scheduling heuristic (see Section 3.4) to determine the schedule tables S for the
applications.
Tabu Search (TS) [83] is a metaheuristic optimization, which searches for that solution
which minimizes the cost function (see Eq. 3.2 for our cost function definition). Tabu
Search takes as input the set of applications Γ, the set of PEs N , the decomposition
library L and the initial solution, consisting of D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , and φ◦ , and returns at the
output the best solution found during the design space exploration, in terms of the cost
function.
Tabu Search explores the design space by using design transformations (or “moves”)
applied to the current solution in order to generate neighboring solutions. To escape lo-
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TabuSearch(Γ, N , L , D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , φ◦ )
1 Best ← Current ← < D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , φ◦ >
2 L ← {}
3 while termination condition not reached do
4
remove tabu with the oldest tenure from L if Size(L) = l
5
// generate a subset of neighbors of the current solution
6
C ← GenerateCandidateList(Current, Γ, N )
7
Next ← solution from C that minimizes the cost function
8
if CostMCDO (Next) < CostMCDO (Best) then
9
// accept Next as Current solution if better than the best-so-far Best
10
Best ← Current ← Next
11
add Next to L
12
else if CostMCDO (Next) < CostMCDO (Current) and Next ∈
/ L then
13
// also accept Next as Current solution if better than Current and not tabu
14
Current ← Next
15
add Next to L
16
end if
17
if diversification needed then
18
Current ← Diversify(Current)
19
empty L
20
end if
21
if restart needed then
22
Current ← Best
23
empty L
24
end if
25 end while
26 return Best
Figure 3.10: The Tabu Search algorithm

cal minima, TS incorporates an adaptive memory (called “tabu list” or “tabu history”),
to prevent the search from revisiting previous solutions, thus avoiding cycling. The size
of the tabu list, that is, the number of solutions marked as tabu, is called tabu tenure. In
case there is no improvement in finding a better solution for a number of iterations, TS
uses diversification, i.e., visiting previously unexplored regions of the search space. In
case the search diversification is unsuccessful, TS will restart the search from the best
known solution.
Fig. 3.10 presents the Tabu Search algorithm. Line 1 initializes the Current and Best
solutions to the initial solution formed by the tuple < D◦ , M ◦ , P ◦ , φ◦ >. Line 2 initializes the tabu list L to an empty list. The size l of L, i.e., its tenure, is set by the user.
The Tabu Search algorithm runs until the termination condition is not reached (see
line 3). This termination condition can be, for example, a certain number of iterations
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or a number of iterations without improvement, considering the cost function [82]. Our
implementation stops the search after a predetermined amount of time, set by the user.
In case the tabu list L is filled, we remove the oldest tabu from this list (see line 4).
Since it is infeasible to evaluate all the neighboring solutions (see the discussion in this
Section, “Candidate List”), we generate a subset of neighbors of the Current solution
(line 6), called Candidate List and we choose from this Candidate List, as the possible
Next solution, the one that minimizes the cost function (line 7). We accept a solution
as the Current solution from which the exploration continues if: (1) if it has a cost
which is better than the best-so-far solution Best, lines 8–11 in Fig. 3.10, or (2) if it has
a better cost then the Current solution and it is not “tabu”, lines 12–16. The Best and
Current solutions are updated accordingly, lines 10 and 14, respectively, and the Next
solution is added to the tabu list L, lines 11 and 15. Note that in the first case we can
also accept tabu solutions, which is referred to as “aspiration”. In this situation, the
already tabu solution in L will be moved to the tail of the list, thus setting its tenure to
the size l of the list.
In case the algorithm does not manage to improve the current solution after a number
of iterations, it proceeds to a diversification stage (lines 17–20). During this stage, we
attempt to drive the search towards an unexplored region of the design space. Thus,
in the Diversify function call, we randomly decompose tasks that have decomposition
options specified in the library L , and we randomly re-assign a task from each application, while keeping the same partition tables. If after a preset number of diversification
stages, the algorithm is still unable to improve the solution, we restart the search from
the best known solution so far (lines 21–24). After a diversification or restart occurs,
the tabu list L is emptied.

Cost Function. For each alternative solution visited by TS we use the List Schedulingbased heuristic from Section 3.4 to produce the schedule tables S . We define the response time Ri of an application Ai as the time difference between the finishing time
of the sink node and the start time of the application. DC(Γ) is the development cost
of the set Γ of all applications (see Section 2.1.3). We define the cost function of an
implementation ψ as:

c1 = ∑Ai ∈Γ max(0, Ri − Di ) i f c1 > 0
CostMCDO (ψ) =
(3.2)
c2 = DC(Γ)
i f c1 = 0
This cost function is modified from the degree of schedulability presented in Section 3.3. If at least one application is not schedulable, there exists one Ri greater than
the deadline Di , and therefore the term c1 will be positive. However if all the applications are schedulable, this means that each Ri is smaller than Di , and the term c1 = 0. In
this case, we use c2 as the cost function, since when the applications are schedulable,
we are interested to minimize the development cost.
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Design Transformations. As previously mentioned, the exploration of the design
space is done by applying design transformations (moves) to the current solution Current. We use one re-assignment move, which changes the assignment of a task to
another partition and four types of moves applied to partition slices: resize, swap, join
and split. The partition slice moves are the same as the one used by the TPO algorithm presented in Section 3.2.1. They are presented in Fig. 3.8 and explained in detail
in Section 3.2.1. We also employ SIL decomposition moves, namely decompose and
recompose.
The task re-assignment move re-assigns a task to another partition. The partition can be
an existing one, or newly created. The partition may be on another PE, thus, implicitly,
the re-assignment move will also re-map the task. The re-assignment move respects
the separation requirements graph Π, but does not prevent partition sharing by tasks
of different SILs. In case the move will lead to sharing, we elevate tasks as required,
and update the development costs accordingly. If a re-assignment move results in an
empty partition, the partition is deleted and its assigned CPU time is distributed to a
randomly chosen partition. As a result, the algorithm creates and deletes partitions and
partition slices, as well as resizes them, on the fly as needed, depending on the task
re-assignment moves.
The SIL decomposition moves are applied to the tasks which have decomposition alternatives specified in the library L . The decompose move selects a random decomposition option from the library. The recompose move is applied to a task τi , and it reverts
the task to its initially proposed model, thus undoing any decompose moves that may
have affected τi . These moves are applied during the diversification phase (line 18 in
Fig. 3.10) to randomly selected tasks.
Our algorithm relies on a tabu list with tabu-active attributes, that is, it does not remember complete solutions in the list L, but rather attributes of the moves that generated the
tabu solutions. In case of the resize and the swap moves, tabu-active attributes are the
involved partition slices. For the split and join moves, the tabu-active attribute is the
partition the move was performed on. As for the re-assignment move, the attributes are
the re-assigned task and the involved partitions.
Let us illustrate in Fig. 3.11 how Tabu Search works. We consider applications A1 ,
with tasks τ10 and τ11 , and A3 , with tasks τ30 –τ33 , from Fig. 2.1, with their periods and
deadlines equal to 16. The size of the major frame TMF is set to 8 and Tcycle is 16. We
are interested to implement these applications on an architecture with two PEs, N1 and
N2 . Let us assume that we are running our TS and the current solution, which is also the
best-so-far solution, is the one presented in in Fig. 3.11a. The mapping and assignment
of tasks in this solution is as follows. τ10 ∈ A1 is assigned to partition P2,1 on N2
(composed of partition slice p121 ), while τ11 is assigned to partition P1,1 on N1 (with
partition slice p111 ). In the case of application A3 , τ30 and τ31 are assigned to partition
P1,3 on N1 (of slice p113 ), while τ32 and τ33 are assigned to P2,3 on N2 (with slice p123 ).
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(a) Current solution

(b) Swap the partitions on N2 , results in a solution which is not better than the current solution

(c) Resize τ31 ’s partition. Best solution so far, although it is a tabu move

(d) Re-assign τ11 to N2 . Tabu move and does not improve the solution

(e) Re-assign τ11 to A3 ’s partition on N1 . Best solution so far

Figure 3.11: Moves and tabu history
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Note that this solution is not schedulable, since tasks τ31 and τ33 from A3 do not fit
into the schedule. Each of the figures from Fig. 3.11b–3.11e presents a neighboring
solution generated from the current solution in Fig. 3.11a, and are intended to illustrate
moves performed by TS and how the tabu list is updated. None of these solutions are
schedulable, but we can see improvements in the cost function, which will drive the
search to a schedulable solution.
Next to each solution we present the value of the cost function associated to the solution. Since none of these solution are schedulable, the value of the cost function is the
term c1 from Eq. 3.2. Furthermore, we also present for each solution the updated tabu
list (referred to as L in Fig. 3.10). Fig. 3.11a presents the current tabu list. Fig. 3.11b–
3.11e present the updated list, that will be used in case the associated solution is chosen
as the as the Next solution (see Fig. 3.10). For this example, the tabu tenure l is 5. The
tabu most recently added to the list has the highest tenure, while the oldest tabu in the
list has the lowest tenure. For example, in Fig. 3.11a, the most recently added tabu
to the list has a tenure of 5. This tabu is associated to the move that generated this
solution, namely a resize move, and the involved partition slices are p121 and p123 .
Fig. 3.11b presents a neighboring solution obtained from Fig. 3.11a by swapping on
N2 the partition slices p121 and p123 assigned to A1 and A3 , respectively. This move
does not improve the solution, i.e., the value of the cost function is 7 in both cases, and
thus is ignored. Since this solution is ignored, the tabu list is not updated. Fig. 3.11c
shows the solution obtained from Fig. 3.11a obtained by resizing the partition slice
p113 on N1 . In this solution, p113 is increased, while the size of p111 is decreased. This
solution was generated by a move that is tabu. Because this solution is better than the
best-so-far solution shown in Fig. 3.11a, in terms of the cost function (the value of the
cost function is 4 in the new solution, compared to 7 in Fig. 3.11a) the tabu status of
the move is ignored. The updated tabu list, in case the search will continue with this
solution as the Current solution, is presented next to the solution.
The solution in Fig. 3.11d is obtained by re-assigning task τ11 from partition P1,1 on
N1 (composed of partition slice p111 ) in Fig. 3.11a to P2,1 on N2 (of slice p121 ). After re-assigning τ11 , partition P1,1 on N1 , composed of p111 , has no tasks assigned to
it, therefore it is deleted and the algorithm “transfers” the CPU time of P1,1 to P1,3
(composed of p113 ). Thus, on N1 , there is only one partition slice executing, i.e., p113 .
Although this move does improve the solution presented in Fig. 3.11a in terms of the
cost function, it is not better than the solution from Fig. 3.11c, and hence, it is ignored.
Fig. 3.11e presents a solution obtained by re-assigning τ11 from partition P1,1 on N1 in
Fig. 3.11a to P1,3 . Similar to the solution from Fig. 3.11d, since partition P1,1 has no
tasks assigned to it, it is deleted and its CPU time given to P1,3 . Furthermore, τ11 shares
the partition with τ30 and τ31 . Since τ11 is a task with SIL 3, and tasks τ30 and τ31 are
SIL 2 tasks, the two tasks from A3 have to be elevated to SIL 3, thus increasing the
development costs of the system. This move does not result in a schedulable solution,
but it improves the solution in terms of cost function. The value of the cost function
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in this case is 3, and is better than the other neighboring solutions. The search will
continue with this solution as the Current solution, and the tabu list will be accordingly
updated.

Candidate List. The neighborhood of the Current solution is composed of all the solutions which are “one move away”, that is, obtained by applying a move to the Current
solution. To decide which move to select as the Next solution, we need to determine
which of the neighbors minimizes the cost function (line 7 in Fig. 3.10). Calculating the
cost function (Eq. 3.2) means determining the schedule tables for all the applications
(term c1 in Eq. 3.2) and, if they are schedulable, a sumation of the development costs
for all tasks (term c2 ). Since the size of a neighborhood is large, calculating the cost
function for every neighbor would take a very long time, rendering the search process
infeasible. Instead, only a part of the neighborhood is considered, and neighbors are
placed on a so called candidate list C . One option is to select randomly the neighbors
to be placed on the candidate list. However, we use a heuristic approach that selects
those neighbors which have a higher chance to lead quickly to good quality solutions.
The candidate list generation algorithm is presented in Fig. 3.12. The algorithm takes as
input the Current solution, the set of applications Γ and the set of processing elements
N , and returns a list C of candidate solutions. The algorithm is called on line 6 in our
Tabu Search from Fig. 3.10.
The algorithm starts with an empty candidate list C (line 1 in Fig. 3.12). The neighbors
placed in C are obtained by performing moves on the Current solution. The following
moves are considered. On each PE, the algorithm performs partition related moves (resize, swap, join and split moves) on random partition slices (lines 3–5). On each PE,
the algorithm chooses as a candidate the most oversized partition, that is, the partition
with the lowest ratio of used CPU time compared to actual allocated time (line 6), and
resizes (shrinks) this partition. This is done to transfer “unused” CPU time from an
oversized partition to another partition, in the hope of improving the overall schedulability of the system. Similarly, there might exist situations where we have undersized
partitions, that is, partitions that have more tasks assigned than allocated CPU time, or
partitions where the allocated time is not enough for all the assigned tasks to execute
before their deadline. For such situations, on each PE, the algorithm selects the most
undersized partition, i.e., the partition with the highest ratio of required CPU time compared to the actual allocated time, and resizes this partition, increasing its size (line 7).
Such an example is given in Fig. 3.11c, obtained from Fig. 3.11a. The most undersized
partition in Fig 3.11a, on PE N1 is partition P1,3 containing partition slice p113 . This
partition has an allocated time of 8 time units during the MF, and has assigned to it
tasks τ30 and τ31 , requiring 10 time units for execution. Thus, it has a ratio of required
to allocated CPU time of 125%. The other partition on N1 , P1,1 , has only τ11 assigned to
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GenerateCandidateList(Current, Γ, N )
1 C ← {}
2 for Ni ∈ N do
3
for all move ∈ {resize, swap, join, split} do
4
C ← C ∪ {New|New ← apply move to a random partition slice on N j in Current}
5
end for
6
C ← C ∪ { New| New ← resize most oversized partition on N j in Current}
7
C ← C ∪ { New| New ← resize most undersized partition on N j in Current}
8 end for
9 if perform moves on tasks then
10
for all applications Ai that missed their deadlines do
11
C ← C ∪ {New|New ← re-assign random task τ j ∈ Ai to random partition in
Current}
12
end for
13
for all PEi ∈ N do
14
C ← C ∪{New|New ← re-assign random task τ j from Ni to a random partition
on Nk 6= PEi in Current}
15
C ← C ∪ {New|New ← re-assign random task τ j from Ni to another partition
on Ni in Current}
16
C ← C ∪ {New|New ← re-assign random task τ j from Ni to another application’s partition in Current}
17
end for
18 end if
19 return C
Figure 3.12: Algorithm to generate the candidate list C

it, which requires only 3 time units for execution, out of the 8 allocated to the partition.
The ratio of required to allocated CPU time for this partition is only 37.5%. Hence,
the most undersized partition, i.e., P1,3 , is increased, by transferring CPU time from
partition slice p111 to p113 . The candidate solution generated by this move is presented
in Fig. 3.11c, and is better than the solution shown in Fig. 3.11a, in terms of the cost
function.
The diversification stage presented in Fig. 3.10, line 18, randomly re-assigns a task
from each application, while keeping the same partition tables. Furthermore, during
this phase, randomly selected tasks that have decomposition options specified in the
decomposition library L , are decomposed. The introduction of the decomposed tasks
may decrease the schedulability of the diversified solution. In order to allow TS to improve on the schedulability by adapting the partition table to the new mapping scheme
and to the decomposed tasks, we do not allow any re-assignment moves for a certain
number of iterations. This condition is shown in line 9, in Fig. 3.12. Thus, we force the
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TS to explore this new design space area, while keeping the assignment of tasks to partitions fixed. When this restriction is lifted, the algorithm focuses on the applications
that miss their deadlines, in order to make them schedulable (lines 10–12 in Fig. 3.12).
For this, the algorithm selects a random task from each application missing its deadline, and re-assigns it to another partition. Furthermore, on each PE we perform three
types of re-assign moves (lines 13–17), in hope to thoroughly explore the design space.
The algorithm re-assigns a random task τi to another PE, but to the same application’s
partition (line 14); a random task to the same PE, but to another partition (line 15); and
another task to another PE, to another application’s partition (line 16).

3.3

Degree of Schedulability

The degree of schedulability, defined in [131], is calculated as:

c1 = ∑i max(0, Ri − Di )
if c1 > 0
δ=
c2 = ∑i (Ri − Di )
if c1 = 0

(3.3)

For applications scheduled using SCS, δ is computed at application level, and thus Ri is
the response time of the application (i.e., the finishing time of the sink node) as resulted
from List Scheduling (see Section 3.4), while Di is the deadline of the application. For
tasks scheduled using FPS, δ is computed at task level. Thus, Ri is the worst-case
response time and Di is the deadline of each task. The response time for each task is
computed according to the response time analysis presented in Section 3.5.
If at least one FPS task or SCS application is not schedulable, there exists one Ri greater
than the deadline Di , and therefore the term c1 will be positive. However if all the tasks
(applications) are schedulable, this means that each Ri is smaller than Di , and the term
c1 = 0. In this case, we use c2 as the degree of schedulability, since it can distinguish
between two schedulable solutions [131].

3.4

List Scheduling

Given a partition set P , we use a List Scheduling (LS)-based heuristic to determine
the schedule tables S for each application scheduled using SCS. LS heuristics use a
sorted priority list, Lready , containing the tasks ready to be scheduled. A task τi is ready
if all the predecessor tasks have finished executing and all the incoming messages are
received. We use the Modified Partial Critical Path priority function [132] to sort Lready .
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We define the response time Ri of an application Ai as the time difference between
the finishing time of the sink node and the start time of the application. Thus, LS is
applied to each SCS application. We have modified the classical LS algorithm to take
into account the partitions. Thus, when scheduling a task, we are allowed to use only
the corresponding partitions slices from P . If a partition slice finishes before a task
has completed its execution (as is the case with τ31 ∈ A3 in Fig. 3.2b), we assume
that the task is suspended and will continue its execution in the next partition where is
assigned. Our LS implementation takes into account the partition switching overhead
tO . The suspension of the task will take place online, based on the partition scheme P
loaded into the kernel and tO captures the time needed to do a context switch to another
partition. LS also derives the schedules tables for the messages on the bus.

3.5

Response Time Analysis

To determine the schedulability of FPS applications we use a response-time analysis [56] to calculate the worst-case response time Ri of every FPS task τi , which is
compared to its deadline Di . The basic analysis presented in [56] has been extended
over the years. For example, the state-of-the-art analysis from [123] considers arbitrary arrival times and deadlines, offsets and synchronous inter-task communication
(where a receiving task has to wait for the input of the sender task). Audsley and
Wellings [30] have proposed a schedulability analysis for FPS tasks using temporal
partitioning (IMA), which, when analyzing a FPS task in a certain partition, considers the other time-partitions as higher priority tasks. This analysis assumes that the
deadlines are smaller or equal to the periods, that the tasks are independent, and that
the start times of partition slices within a major frame are periodic. Pop et al. [136]
have proposed a schedulability analysis for ET tasks, which extends the schedulability
analysis with static and dynamic offsets in [123] to consider the influence of the TT
tasks on the worst-case response times of the ET tasks.
In this thesis, we have extended the analysis from [136] to consider the influence of
time-partitions on the schedulability of the FPS tasks. In [136], the authors introduce
the notion of ET demand and ET availability, used to compute the length of the busy
window wi , which is needed in order to compute the worst-case response time Ri of a
task τi . The busy window wi is the longest time interval during which tasks of priority
equal or greater than τi are continuously executing [78]. The worst-case response time
is determined using Eq. 3.4, considering a certain length of the busy window wi , and
all the higher priority tasks:
Ri = wi − ϕi − (p − 1) × Ti + φi

(3.4)

where p is the number of activations of task τi in the busy window wi , Ti is the period of
τi , the offset φi is the earliest activation of τi relative to the occurrence of the triggering
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event and the phase ϕi is the time interval between the critical instant and earliest time
of the first activation of τi . The worst-case response time Ri for the task τi is the
maximum value of the result in Eq. 3.4, considering all the critical instants initiated by
higher priority tasks and by τi and also all the job instances. During the calculation,
if the available time does not satisfy the demand of τi then the algorithm increases
iteratively the length of the busy window wi which is analyzed [136].
Similar to the notion of ET demand from [136], we introduce FPS demand, associated
with a FPS task τi on a time interval t, as the maximum amount of CPU time which
can be demanded by higher or equal priority FPS tasks and by τi . Fig. 3.13 shows
the analysis for a task τi , considering the busy window that starts at the critical instant
qTi + tc , initiated by task τa and ends at the moment qTi + tc + wi , when all the higher
priority tasks (τa and τb ) and τi itself have finished execution, and when all the partition
slices interrupting τi have finished.
During the busy window wi , the demand Hi associated with task τi scheduled in a partition Pk is equal with the length of the busy window that would result when considering
that Pk would be the only partition on the processor. Thus, similar to [136] and [123],
the FPS demand is:
Hi (wi ) = Bi + (p − p0,i + 1) ×Ci +
Wi (τi , wi ) +

Wa∗ (τi , wi )

∑

(3.5)

∀(a∈Aa 6=Ai )

where Bi is the maximum blocking time for τi . The job activations of task τi during wi
are denoted with p and positive values are assigned to instances arriving after tc , while
zero and negative values indicate the instance arrived before tc . Thus, p0,i is the index
of the first pending instance of τi and is computed as follows:

Ji + ϕi
,
p0,i = 1 − nia = 1 −
Ti


(3.6)

where nia is the number of pending τi jobs at tc , during the busy window wi initiated by
τa .

Figure 3.13: Availability and demand
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Wi (τi , wi ) is the interference from higher priority tasks hp(τi ) in the same application
Ai as τi :

 

J j + ϕi
wi − ϕi
+
) ×C j
(3.7)
Wi (τi , wi ) = ∑ (
Ti
Ti
j∈hp(τ )
i

Wa∗ (τi , wi )

and
is the worst-case interference from higher priority hpa (τi ) tasks from
other applications than the application Ai that τi belongs to:
Wa∗ (τi , wi ) = max(Wk (τi , wi )), ∀k ∈ hpa (τi )

(3.8)

Fig. 3.13 shows that the FPS demand of task τi during the busy window wi is the sum
of the worst case execution times of the higher priority FPS tasks, Ca and Cb , and the
worst-case execution time Ci of τi .
We extend the concept of availability from [136] as the processing time available during wi for Pk . Considering we are using time partitions and that task τi can execute only
during its own partition Pk , the availability is computed by subtracting from wi the time
reserved for the “other partitions”. In Fig. 3.13 the other partitions are illustrated with
hashed rectangles and their duration denoted with s1 and s2 .

3.6

Experimental Results

We have implemented the algorithms presented in Section 3.2 in Java (JDK 1.6), running on SunFire v440 computers with UltraSPARC IIIi CPUs at 1.062 GHz and 8 GB
of RAM. We have evaluated our algorithms using synthetic and real-life benchmarks.
We will first present the evaluation of the TPO algorithm, described in Section 3.2.1,
and then the evaluation of MCDO, described in Section 3.2.2.

3.6.1

Optimization of Time-Partition

The problem of the optimization of time partitions addresses was presented in Section 3.1.1, and the TPO algorithm was described in Section 3.2.1. As a reminder, TPO
assumes that the mapping of tasks is given. Moreover, we do not consider the issue of
cost. Therefore, TPO does not address partition sharing or task decomposition. TPO
considers that the safety-critical applications are scheduled using SCS, while the noncritical tasks are scheduled using FPS.
For the evaluation of our proposed algorithm we used 10 synthetic benchmarks and
2 real life case studies. In the first set of experiments we were interested to evaluate
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the proposed TPO strategy in terms of its ability to find schedulable implementations.
Thus, we have used 5 synthetic benchmarks with 3 to 5 SC applications (with a total
of 15 to 53 SC tasks). All the NC tasks have been merged into a single NC application, with 5 to 9 tasks. The resulted mixed-criticality system has been mapped on
architectures ranging from 2 to 6 processing elements. The mapping has been done
such that the utilization on the PEs is balanced and the communication over the bus is
minimized. The execution times and message lengths were assigned randomly within
the 1 to 19 ms and 1 to 5 bytes ranges, respectively. The weights used for computing
the cost function were wSC = 400 for SC applications and wNC = 100 for NC tasks (see
Section 3.2.1).
We have used two time limits for the experiments: 10 minutes and 120 minutes. The
results obtained with TPO using a time limit of 120 minutes are presented in Table 3.1,
under the heading “TPO, 120 min. time limit”.
We were interested to determine the quality of our SA-based TPO strategy. Hence, we
have used an exhaustive search to determine the optimal solutions. Since the runtime
of the exhaustive search is prohibitively large, we were only able to run it for smaller
examples, benchmarks labelled “1.1”, “2.1” and “2.2” in Table 3.1. In these cases,
our SA-based approach is capable of obtaining (in 120 minutes) solutions which are
very close to the optimum. For the benchmarks labelled “1.1”, “2.1” and “2.2” the
difference in term of the cost function is only 4.51%, 0.16% and 1.9%, respectively.
Together with TPO, Table 3.1 also presents the results obtained using a Straightforward
Solution (SS), which implements the approach from the InitialSolution function presented in Section 3.2.1. SS is an approach that a good engineer would use if TPO would
not be available. Columns 3 and 5 in Table 3.1 present the number of SC applications,
and the NC tasks, respectively. The number of schedulable applications and tasks (out
of the total) obtained by our proposed TPO strategy are presented in columns 9 and
10, respectively, while columns 7 and 8 present the results obtained using SS. Columns
11 and 12 represent the percentage increase in the degree of schedulability for SC applications, ∆SC , and NC tasks, ∆NC , (see Section 3.3) as obtained by the TPO strategy
compared to the SS, considering a time limit of 120 minutes. A negative value for ∆NC
means that our optimization has decreased the degree of schedulability for the NC tasks
in order to guarantee that all SC applications are schedulable. Note that the NC tasks
are still schedulable in this case, but their response times have increased, compared to
SS, which over-dimensioned the NC partitions. Column 13 represents the average of
the percentage increase in the degree of schedulability for the whole system.
We have also run TPO with a time limit of 10 min. TPO is able to obtain schedulable
solutions in all cases, except for the case study in line 4 in Table I. The average deviation of the percentage increase of the cost function (as captured by Eq. 3.1) for the
schedulable results, compared to the results obtained with TPO using a 120 min. time
limit, is of 10.48%.

SC
NC
SS
PEs
Set Benchmark Apps Tasks Tasks
Sched. SC Sched. NC
Apps
Tasks
1.1
3
15
5
2
1 of 3
All
1.2
3
20
6
3
1 of 3
All
1
1.3
4
34
6
4
None
All
1.4
4
40
10
5
None
All
1.5
5
53
9
6
3 of 5
All
2.1
1
6
6
4
All
All
2.2
2
12
6
4
All
All
2
2.3
3
20
6
4
None
5 of 6
2.4
4
30
6
4
1 of 4
All
2.5
5
34
6
4
2 of 5
5 of 6
auto
3
19
5
3
None
All
3
telecom
4
19
6
3
All
All

TPO, 120 min. time limit
Sched. SC Sched. NC
∆SC
∆NC
avg. %
Apps
Tasks
increase in δ
All
All
1709.76
-44.00
832.88
All
All
107.94
-53.23
27.36
All
All
169.68
7.14
88.41
All
All
147.54
-0.40
73.57
All
All
542.78
14.66
278.72
All
All
78.38
0.00
39.19
All
All
59.20
-2.87
28.17
All
All
518.06
1453.85
985.96
All
All
211.66
0.00
105.83
All
All
466.36
673.33
569.85
All
All
227.33
0.57
113.95
All
All
135.29
-11.56
61.87

Table 3.1: TPO experimental results
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As we can see from “Set 1”, SS which does not perform optimization, is not able
to find schedulable implementations. For example, for the largest benchmark, with
5 SC application and 9 NC tasks mapped on 6 PEs only 3 out of 5 SC applications
are schedulable. All the NC tasks are schedulable. Note that SS leads to schedulable
NC implementations. This is because it distributes the partition slices to match the
smallest period of the tasks. However, since the slices have equal lengths, there is
a lot of wasted space in the schedules of SC applications, which leads to missed SC
deadlines. However, by applying our proposed TPO approach, we are able to optimize
the time partitions such that all applications are schedulable. We have measured the
ability of TPO to improve over SS by using a percentage average increase in the degree
of schedulability over all applications, presented in the last column. As we can see
there is a dramatic increase in the degree of schedulability over all applications, when
using TPO. This means that we can potentially implement the applications on a slower
(cheaper) architecture.
In the second set of applications, labeled “Set 2”, we were interested to see how TPO
performs as the utilization of the system increases. We have mapped 2 to 6 applications
on the same architecture of 4 PEs. As we can see, TPO is able to find schedulable
implementations even as the utilization increases.
Finally, we have also used 2 real life benchmarks derived from the Embedded Systems
Synthesis Benchmarks Suite (E3S) version 0.9 [70]. We have used the auto-industcowls and telecom-mocsyn benchmarks, labelled as “auto” and “telecom” in Table 3.1.
In the case of the “auto”, the first 3 applications are considered SC, while the last one
is NC. In the case of “telecom” test case, the applications numbered as 0, 1, 2 and 4
were used as SC, and applications numbered as 3, 5, 6 and 7 were merged into one NC
application. In both cases the applications are mapped on an architecture of 3 PEs. The
results obtained from these real-life benchmarks confirm the results of the synthetic
benchmarks.

3.6.2

Mixed-Criticality Design Optimization

Next we evaluate our proposed “Mixed-Criticality Design Optimization” (MCDO)
strategy described in Section 3.2.2, which addresses the complete set of optimization
problems presented in Section 3.1. To remind the assumptions of MCDO, the mapping
of tasks to processors and the partitioning are not given, but have to be decided by
MCDO. Furthermore, MCDO performs partition sharing and task decomposition. For
simplicity, we consider all applications scheduled using SCS, but MCDO can be easily
extended to consider FPS tasks.
For the evaluation of our MCDO algorithm we used 7 synthetic benchmarks and 2
real-life case studies. In the first set of experiments we were interested to evaluate the
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proposed MCDO in terms of its ability to find schedulable implementations. Thus,
we have used 3 synthetic benchmarks with 3 to 5 mixed-criticality applications (with
a total of 15 to 41 tasks). We have used MCDO to implement these applications on
architectures with 2 to 5 processing elements. The execution times and message lengths
were assigned randomly within the 1 to 19 ms and 1 to 5 bytes ranges, respectively. The
details of each benchmark, namely the benchmark number, the number of applications,
the number of tasks and the number of processing elements are presented in Table 3.2,
columns 2–5. For all the experiments, we used the decompositions in Table 2.1.
We were interested to compare the number of schedulable implementations found by
MCDO with two other setups. In one of the setup, SIL decomposition is not used
and the sharing of partitions by tasks of different criticality levels is not allowed, but
mapping and partitioning optimization is performed simultaneously. Let us call this
simultaneous “mapping and partitioning optimization”, MPO. In the other setup, sharing and decomposition are not allowed, and in addition, mapping optimization (MO)
is performed separately from partitioning optimization (PO). We call such an approach
MO+PO.
MO+PO and MPO are based on the MCDO strategy presented in Fig. 3.9, and use the
same Tabu Search for the optimization. The difference is in the types of moves performed by TS: there are only mapping moves for MO (without considering partitions),
we use only partition-related moves in PO, considering mapping fixed, as determined
by MO. In addition, MPO does not allow decomposition moves and re-assignment
moves that would lead to partition sharing by mixed-criticality tasks. Further, MO, PO
and MPO use as cost function the “degree of schedulability” (see Section 3.3).
The termination condition of our Tabu Search is a time limit given by the engineer. Very
long runs were performed with MCDO and the best solution obtained was considered
the near-optimal solution. Then, we have set the time limit for the experiments such
that this near-optimal solution is found and the time is as small as possible. The time
imposed for each individual experiment is 480 minutes.
The results for the first set of experiments are presented in Table 3.2 in the rows corresponding to “Set 1”. The number of schedulable applications, resulted after implementing the system using MO+PO, MPO and MCDO are reported in columns 6, 7 and
9, respectively, labelled with the respective acronym and “Sched. apps.”.
As we can see from the comparison between MO+PO and MPO, there is a significant
improvement in the number of schedulable applications if the optimization of mapping
is considered at the same time with the optimization of partitioning. For example, for
the second benchmark (benchmark “1.2” in Set 1) with 4 applications mapped to 4
PEs, MO+PO is unable to successfully schedule any of the applications. MPO, which
performs mapping and time optimization simultaneously, is able to schedule 3 out 4
applications. We have also compared MPO and MO+PO in terms of the degree of
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Table 3.2: Comparison of MO+PO, MPO and MCDO experimental results
Set Benchmark Apps Tasks PE
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2
2.3
2.4
consumer
3
networking
1

3
4
5
3
4
5
6
2
4

15
34
41
20
30
34
39
12
13

2
4
5
4
4
4
4
3
3

MO+PO
MPO
MCDO
Sched. Sched. δSched Sched.
δDC
Apps
Apps
(%)
Apps (kEuro)
2
2
450
All
59
0
3
3600
All
19
3
All
235
–
–
All
All
1.10
–
–
All
All
23.96
–
–
4
All
13.27
–
–
3
5
208.11
All
470
0
1
343.45
All
123
2
2
31.78
All
40

schedulability (see Section 3.3). The percentage improvement δsched of MPO over
MO+PO is presented in column 8. An improvement in the degree of schedulability
means that there is more slack available in the schedule, which can be used for future
upgrades, for example.
If MPO produces a schedulable solution, i.e., the applications are schedulable without
SIL decomposition or partition sharing, we do not have to run MCDO. This is indicated
in the table using a dash “–” in the MCDO columns. However, MPO is not able to
find schedulable implementations in the first two cases. In such situations, MCDO,
which optimizes the SIL decompositions and the partition sharing at the same time
with mapping and partitioning, can find schedulable implementations in all cases.
Once a schedulable implementation is found by using decomposition and elevation,
the cost function from Eq. 3.2 will drive MCDO to solutions that minimize the development cost. Elevation for partition sharing will increase the development costs,
whereas SIL decomposition has the potential to reduce these costs. The increase δDC
in development cost that we have to pay in order to find schedulable implementations,
compared to MPO which does not perform SIL elevation or decomposition, is reported
in the last column of Table 3.2.
In the second set of experiments, labeled “Set 2” in Table 3.2, we were interested to
see how MCDO performs compared to MO+PO and MPO as the utilization of the system increases. Thus, we have an increasing number of mixed-criticality applications,
from 3 to 6 and we have used the same architecture of 4 PEs. As we can see, for
the smaller benchmarks of 3 and 4 applications (benchmarks “2.1” and “2.2”, respectively), MO+PO is able to find schedulable implementations. Optimizing the mapping
and time partitions using MPO leads to more schedulable implementations, i.e., “All”
applications are schedulable in benchmark “2.3”. However, as the system utilization
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increases, as is the case for the largest benchmark in this set (“4.4”), where we used 6
applications on 4 PEs, only MCDO, which considers decomposition and elevation to allow partition sharing by tasks of mixed-criticality, is able to find schedulable solutions.
Therefore, MCDO is able to integrate successfully more mixed-criticality applications
on the same integrated architecture, thus saving product unit costs by avoiding costly
architecture upgrades across the product line.
Finally, we have also used 2 real life benchmarks derived from the Embedded Systems Synthesis Benchmarks Suite [70] version 0.9. We have used the consumer-cords
and networking-cords benchmarks. In both cases we were interested to implement
the applications to an architecture of 3 PEs. The results obtained from these real-life
benchmarks are reported in the last 2 lines in Table 3.2 and confirm the results of the
synthetic benchmarks.
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C HAPTER

4

Design Optimizations at the
Network-Level

The previous chapter has presented design optimizations for mixed criticality applications implemented on distributed heterogeneous architectures. We have assumed a simple statically scheduled bus for the communication. In this chapter we address mixedcriticality applications in the context of a realistic communication protocol, namely
TTEthernet. The TTEthernet protocol and the models used at the communication level
have been presented in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.2, respectively.

4.1

Problem Formulation

The problem we are addressing in this chapter can be formulated as follows: given
(1) the topology GC of the TTEthernet cluster, (2) the set of TT and RC messages
M T T ∪ M RC and (3) for each message mi the size, deadline, period / rate, SIL and
the source and destination End Systems, we are interested to determine an optimized
implementation ϒ such that the deadlines for the TT and RC frames are satisfied. Determining an implementation means deciding on the (i) fragmenting Φm of messages
and packing K of messages and messages fragments into frames, (ii) the assignment
MF of frames to virtual links, (iii) the routing RV L of virtual links, (iv) the bandwidth
for each RC virtual link and (v) the set of TT schedule tables S .
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Once both TT and RC frames are schedulable several optimization objectives can be
tackled. In this chapter we are interested to optimize the network configuration such
that all frames are schedulable and the end-to-end delay of RC frames is minimized.
Section 4.2.1 presents the cost function used for the optimization. We ignore the BE
traffic in this chapter, but a quality-of-service measure for the BE traffic could easily
be added to the objective function, as we will show in Chapter 5. In this chapter we are
not concerned with scheduling redundant message delivery for fault-tolerance, since
TTEthernet networks can be physically replicated. The schedules we derive for TT
messages are used for all the replicated channels. The design optimization problems
addressed in this chapter are illustrated in the next subsections using several motivational examples.

4.1.1

Straightforward Solution

Let us illustrate the design optimization problem using the setup from Fig. 4.1, where
we have a cluster composed of five end systems, ES1 to ES5 and three network switches
NS1 to NS3 (see Fig. 4.1a) and an application with five TT messages, m1 to m5 , and
two RC messages, m6 and m7 , see the table in Fig. 4.1b. The periods mi .period and
deadlines mi .deadline of each message mi are given in the table. For simplicity, in this
example we assume all messages to have the same SIL. Although the standard TTEthernet speed is 100 Mbps or higher, for the sake of this example we consider a link speed
of only 2 Mbps, and that all the dataflow links have the same speed. In Fig. 4.1b we
also specify the source and destination for each message. For simplicity, we considered
one destination for each message. The table also contains the transmission times Ci for
each message mi in our setup, considering for the moment that each message is packed
into its own frame. We take into account the total overhead of the protocol for one
frame (67 B for each frame).
Our problem is to determine the (i) message fragmenting and packing, (ii) the assignment of frames to virtual links, (iii) the routing of virtual links, (iv) the bandwidth for
each RC virtual link and (v) the TT schedules S such that all the TT and RC frames are
schedulable. The schedulability of a TT frame fi is easy to determine: we just have to
check the schedules S to see if the times are such that the TT frame fi is received before
its deadline fi .deadline. To determine the schedulability of an RC frame f j we have
to compute its Worst-Case end-to-end Delay (WCD), from the moment it is sent to the
moment it is received. We denote this worst-case delay with R f j . In [169], we have
presented a schedulability analysis technique to determine the WCD of an RC frame.
By comparing R f j with the deadline f j .deadline, we can determine if an RC frame f j
is schedulable. For this example we consider that the RC and TT traffic are integrated
using a “timely block” policy (see Section 2.2.3), i.e., an RC frame will be delayed if
it could block a scheduled TT frame.
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(a) Example architecture model
m1 ∈ M T T
m2 ∈ M T T
m3 ∈ M T T
m4 ∈ M T T
m5 ∈ M T T
m6 ∈ M RC
m7 ∈ M RC

period
(ms)
40
40
10
40
10
40
20

deadline
(ms)
40
40
10
40
10
32
16

size
(B)
233
683
433
1183
183
233
483

Ci
(ms)
1.2
3
2
5
1
1.2
2.2

Source

Dest

ES1
ES2
ES3
ES1
ES2
ES1
ES2

ES4
ES4
ES4
ES4
ES4
ES5
ES5

(b) Example application model

Figure 4.1: Example system model

A Straightforward Solution (SS) to our optimization problem is to (i) pack each message into its own frame and (ii) assign this frame to a virtual link, (iii) route each virtual
link on the shortest paths from the frame source to its destinations, (iv) set the bandwidth for each RC virtual link to the minimum required for the respective RC frame
rate, and (v) schedule the TT frames using As-Soon-As-Possible (ASAP) scheduling.
Such a straightforward solution would be chosen by a good engineer without the help of
our optimization tool. For the example in Fig. 4.1, this solution is depicted in Fig. 4.2a.
Let us discuss it in more detail.
(i) Fragmenting, packing: SS does not fragment messages, and packs each message
mi into a frame fi , with fi inheriting the size, period and deadline of mi . (ii) Frame
assignment and (iii) VL routing. We assign each frame fi to a virtual link vli and route
the VL along the shortest path in the physical topology. The resulted VLs are vl1 to vl5
and they are depicted with dot dash red arrows in Fig. 4.1a. (iv) Each RC VL carrying
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(a) Straighforward Solution, each message assigned to one frame,
routed along the shortest path, and scheduled ASAP, results in
f7 missing its deadline in the worst-case scenario

(b) Alternative baseline solution, using SS approach for message
packing and frame routing, but a different TT schedule. In this
case f7 misses its deadline in the worst-case scenario

Figure 4.2: Baseline solutions
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an RC frame has an associated bandwidth parameter called BAG, from Bandwidth
Allocation Gap (see Section 2.2.3). BAG(vli ) is the minimum time interval between
two consecutive instances of an RC frame fi on VL vli . SS will set the BAG in such a
way to guarantee the rate of the frame fi , while respecting the protocol constraints on
BAG sizes (see Section 2.2.3.2). Thus, the BAG(vli ) for each VL vli of an RC frame is
chosen as the largest value 2i , i=0..7, not greater than the minimum inter-arrival time.
If this minimum inter-arrival time is greater than 128 ms, the BAG is set to 128 ms.
Thus, the BAG for f6 is 32 ms, while for f7 is 16 ms.
(v) Scheduling of TT frames. As mentioned, SS uses ASAP scheduling to derive the
TT frame schedules. Fig. 4.2a presents these schedules for our example. Instead of
presenting the actual schedule tables, we show a Gantt chart, which shows on a timeline from 0 to 25 ms what happens on the eight dataflow links of interest, [ES1 , NS1 ],
[ES2 , NS1 ], [ES3 , NS2 ], [NS1 , NS2 ], [NS1 , NS3 ], [NS2 , NS3 ], [NS3 , ES4 ] and [NS3 , ES5 ].
For the TT frames f1 through f5 , the Gantt chart captures their sending times (the left
edge of the rectangle) and transmission duration (the length of the rectangle). A periodic frame fi has several frame instances. We denote with fi,x the xth instance of fi . In
the Gantt chart, for readability, the rectangles associated to each frame fi, j are labelled
only with i,j. We can see in Fig. 4.2a that all the TT frames are schedulable (they are
received before their deadlines).
Since the transmission of RC frames is not synchronized with the TT frames, there are
many scenarios that can be depicted for the RC frames f6 and f7 , depending on when
the frames are sent in relation to the schedule tables. Because we are interested in
the schedulability of the RC frames f6 and f7 , we show in the Gantt charts their worstcase scenario, i.e., the situation which has generated the largest (worst-case) end-to-end
delay for these frames. Thus, in Fig. 4.2a, the worst-case end-to-end delay (WCD) of
the RC frame f6 , namely f6,1 , is 18.6 ms, smaller than its deadline of 32 ms, and hence,
it is schedulable. For f7 though, the WCD is 17.4 ms, larger than its deadline of 16 ms,
thus frame f7 is not schedulable. This worst-case for f7 happens for the frame instance
f7,1 , see Fig. 4.2a, when f7,1 is ready for transmission by ES2 at 0 ms, depicted with
a downward pointing green arrow. The worst-case arrival time for f6 , which leads to
the largest WCD R f6 , is depicted with a downward pointing red arrow. In this case, as
the network implements the timely block integration algorithm, the frame f7 cannot be
sent if its transmission interferes with the TT schedule. Thus, f7,1 cannot be sent by
ES2 until the TT frame f2,1 finishes transmitting and it cannot be forwarded by NS1 to
NS3 until f4,1 is completely relayed by NS1 .
Let us illustrate the optimizations that can be performed to reduce the WCD of RC
frames, and thus make frame f7 schedulable. In order to show all the optimizations
that can be performed, we propose to use Fig. 4.2b as the alternative initial solution.
The solution presented in Fig. 4.2b is built using the SS approach of packing messages
into frames and routing the frames, but has an alternative schedule table. In this case,
the TT frames are schedulable, and the WCD for the RC frames are 19.6 ms for f6 , and
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24.4 ms for f7 . Thus f7 misses its deadline, leading to an unschedulable solution. As
the network implements the timely block integration algorithm, the frame f7,1 cannot be
sent until there is a big enough time interval to transmit the frame without disturbing the
scheduled TT frames. We denote these “blocked” time intervals with hatched boxes.
The first big enough interval on dataflow link [NS1 , NS3 ] starts only at time 20 ms,
right after f5,2 is received by NS3 , which is too late to meet f7 ’s deadline.

4.1.2

Message Fragmenting and Packing

Let us perform the following modification to the solution from Fig. 4.2b. We fragment
the largest message on [NS1 , NS3 ], message m4 , into two frames, namely f4/1 and f4/2 .
The two new frames will have each a payload of 592 B, and a transmission time of
2.63 ms. The schedules for the new solution are shown in Fig. 4.3a. The period of both
frames is 40 ms. By fragmenting message m4 , we increase the available time interval
for transmission on [NS1 , NS3 ] between frames f4/1,1 and f5,1 . Thus, in this solution,
the worst-case scenario for the RC frames is an end-to-end delay of 12.2 ms for f6 and
17 ms for f7 . Although we reduced the WCD of f7 from 24.4 ms in Fig. 4.2b to 17 ms
in this solution, frame f7 is still missing its deadline. As it can be seen, the fragmenting
of TT messages increases the porosity of the schedule.
An alternative to the solution in Fig. 4.3a, depicted in Fig. 4.3b, is to fragment the RC
message m7 into two frames f7/1 and f7/2 . Thus, we can use the existing empty time
slots between the TT frames on dataflow link [NS1 , NS3 ]. The new RC frames, with
a C7/1,1 = C7/2,1 = 1.25 ms and a BAG of 16 ms, can be transmitted in the available
time between f2,1 – f5,1 , and f5,1 – f4,1 , respectively. This solution reduces the WCD
for message m6 to 13.4 ms and for m7 to 12.5 ms, thus making all the RC messages
schedulable. Fragmenting RC messages allows the RC frames to better use the existing
available time slots between the TT frames.
Another alternative is presented in Fig. 4.3c. We pack messages m1 and m4 into frame
f1+4 . The new frame has thus a payload of 1416 B, and a total transmission time of
5.93 ms, with a period and deadline of 40 ms. This will reduce the WCD of f7 by
5 ms, because it eliminates the blocked time intervals on dataflow link [NS1 , NS3 ], see
Fig. 4.3c. However, this WCD reduction is not enough to make f7 schedulable.
The packing move is especially advantageous to small messages, as it reduces the ratio
of protocol overhead to frame payload. Consider 3 RC messages mRC1 , mRC2 and
mRC3 , with the same SIL, transmitted from the same source to the same destinations.
Messages have a size of 18 B, 10 B and 21 B, respectively, and a deadline of 20 ms,
19 ms and 50 ms. If each message is packed in its own frame, the corresponding frames
would have a size of 85 B, 81 B and 88 B, respectively, with a BAG of 16, 16 and 32
ms, respectively. If we pack the three messages into one frame, the new frame would

4.1 Problem Formulation

(a) Fragmenting TT message m4 into frames f4/1,1 and f4/2,1 further reduces the WCD of f7 , but it still remains unschedulable

(b) Fragmenting RC message m7 into two frames, reduces the WCD
to 12.5 ms, below its deadline.

(c) Packing two TT messages into one frame, namely m1 and m4
into f1+4 , reduces the WCD of f7 , but enough to make it schedulable

Figure 4.3: Message packing and fragmenting example
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have a size of 116 B with a BAG of 16 ms. Thus, with an increase in the frame size
of less than 50% compared to the smallest frame, we can deliver all three messages at
once, reducing also the delivery time of the frames. Moreover, the benefits of packing
several TT messages into one frame has the advantage of consolidating the available
time intervals for RC transmission, between scheduled TT frames, into bigger chunks,
as shown in Fig. 4.3c.
The examples in Fig. 4.3 show that by carefully deciding the fragmenting and packing
of messages to frames, we can improve the schedulability of messages.

4.1.3

Virtual Link Routing

Fig. 4.1a shows for vl1 to vl5 the routing of VLs as performed by the Straightforward
Solution, which selects the shortest route. Let us assume, however, that we route the
RC frame f7 , which goes from ES2 to ES5 , using vl6 via NS2 . This is a longer route
vl6 = {[[ES2 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS2 ], [NS2 , NS3 ], [NS3 , ES5 ]]}, compared to the shortest
route vl5 ={[[ES2 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS3 ], [NS3 , ES5 ]]}. We consider the same packing and
scheduling as in Fig. 4.2b, and we show the WCD of f7 on this new route in Fig. 4.4a.
Thus, the WCD of f7 has been reduced to 12.8 ms, and that of f6 to 13.4 ms, which are
both schedulable.
Another routing alternative is to keep f7 on the shortest route, but to route the TT
frame f4 (from ES1 to ES4 ) via the longer route through NS2 ([[ES1 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS2 ],
[NS2 , NS3 ], [NS3 , ES4 ]]), instead of the shortest route ([[ES1 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS3 ], [NS3 ,
ES4 ]]). Thus, in Fig. 4.4b we can see we have a WCD of 9.6 ms and 14.4 ms for RC
frames f6 and f7 , respectively, which are schedulable.
These two examples show that by selecting, counterintuitively, a longer route for a
message, we can improve the schedulability.

4.1.4

Scheduling of TT Messages

In [169] we have shown how carefully deciding the schedules for the TT messages can
improve schedulability. Compared to [169], which has focused only on scheduling,
in this chapter we also address fragmenting, packing and routing. In addition, we also
consider realistic scheduling constraints imposed by the current TTEthernet implementations. In [169] we have assumed that the offset of a TT frame instance on a dataflow
link can vary across periods. Thus, frame instances of the same TT frame may have
different offsets. However, this is not supported by the current TTEthernet implemen-

4.1 Problem Formulation

(a) Rerouting the RC frame f7 is an alternative to obtain a schedulable solution

(b) Rerouting TT frame f4 via NS2 frees up traffic on dataflow link
[NS1 , NS3 ], reducing the WCD of the RC messages, compared
to Fig. 4.2b

Figure 4.4: Message rerouting examples
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Figure 4.5: Rescheduling frame f5 to an earlier instant on [ES2 , NS1 ] groups the TT
frames and eliminates the timely block intervals, resulting in the WCD of
the RC messages

tations, and hence in this chapter we impose the scheduling constraint that all the frame
instances of a TT frame on a dataflow link should have the same offset in all periods.
Fig. 4.5 presents the impact of rescheduling a TT frame, in the context of the example
in Fig. 4.2b. We reschedule the TT frame f5 for an earlier transmission on [ES2 , NS1 ].
Although this move increases the worst-case delay for f7 on that dataflow link, the
move groups the TT frames together on the dataflow link [NS1 , NS3 ]. Consequently,
this move eliminates the timely blocked intervals that block the transmission of RC
frames, thus reducing the overall WCD for both RC frames.

4.2

Design Optimization Strategy

The scheduling problem presented in Section 4.1 is similar to the flow-shop scheduling
problem and is shown to be NP-complete [81], with the packing and fragmenting of
frames adding to the complexity of the problem. In order to solve this problem, we
propose the “Design Optimization of TTEthernet-based Systems” (DOTTS) strategy
from Fig. 4.6, which is based on a Tabu Search metaheuristic. DOTTS takes as input the
topology of the network GC and the set of TT and RC mesages M T T ∪ M RC (including
the size, period/rate and deadline), and returns the best implementation ϒ. Such an
implementation consists of (i) the fragmenting of messages Φm and packing in frames
K , (ii) the assignment of frames to virtual links MF , (iii) the routing RV L of virtual
links, (iv) the bandwidth for each RC virtual link and (v) the schedules S for the TT
frames.
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Figure 4.6: Design Optimization of TTEthernet-based Systems

Our strategy has 2 steps, see the two boxes in Fig. 4.6: (1) In the first step we determine
an initial solution using the straightforward approach introduced in Section 4.1.1. The
/ and each
initial packing K ◦ is done such that there is no fragmenting (i.e., Φ◦m = 0)
message is packed into its own frame, with the frame inheriting the message’s size,
period and deadline. The initial set B ◦ of BAGs for each RC VL is set as explained in
Section 4.1.1.
The initial routing of virtual links RV◦L is done to minimize the paths. We use Prim’s
algorithm [61] for minimum spanning tree to determine the initial vli◦ for each frame
fi . We call Prim’s algorithm for each frame fi . Let ESisrc be the source of frame fi
and ES dest
be the set of destinations of frame fi . The input to Prim’s algorithm is the
i
topology graph GC from which we have removed all the ESes, except ESisrc ∪ ES dest
i .
That is, we are interested in the minimum spanning tree in the graph that connects
the ESes involved in a particular frame’s transmission. For frame f1 packing m1 in
Fig. 2.3, the graph is composed of vertices {ES1 , NS1 , NS2 , ES3 , ES4 } and the edges
interconnecting these vertices. The virtual link routing for frame f1 is the minimum
spanning tree in this graph, depicted with a red dash-dotted arrow, see Fig. 2.3.
The initial schedules S ◦ for the TT messages are built using the ASAP scheduling,
where the ESes, NSes and dataflow links are considered the resources onto which the
frame instances have to execute. The initial routing for the example in Fig. 4.1 is
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presented in Fig. 4.1a using VLs vl1 to vl5 with red dash-dotted arrow, and the initial schedule results from the one-to-one packing and ASAP scheduling depicted in
Fig. 4.2a.
(2) In the second step, we use a Tabu Search meta-heuristic (see Section 4.2.1) to
determine the fragmenting Φm and packing K of messages in frames, the final set of
virtual links V L , the assignment of frames to virtual links MF , the routing of virtual
links RV L , the BAGs for the RC VLs and the TT schedules S , such that the TT and RC
frames are schedulable, and the end-to-end delay of RC frames is minimized.

4.2.1

Tabu Search

Tabu Search (TS) [83] is a meta-heuristic optimization, which searches for that solution
that minimizes the cost function. Tabu Search takes as input the topology of the network
GC , the set of TT and RC messages M T T ∪ M RC (including the size, period/rate and
deadline), and returns at the output the best configuration of (i) message fragmenting
Φm and packing K , (ii) the assignment of frames to virtual links MF , (iii) the routing
of virtual links RV L , the (iv) the bandwidth for each RC virtual link and (v) the TT
schedules S found during the design space exploration, in terms of the cost function.
We define the cost function of an implementation ϒ as:
CostDOT T S (ϒ) = wT T × δT T + wRC × δRC

(4.1)

where δT T is the “degree of schedulability” for the TT frames and δRC is the degree of
schedulability for the RC frames. These are summed together into a single value using
the weights wT T and wRC , given by the engineer. In case a frame is not schedulable, its
corresponding weight is a very big number, i.e., a “penalty” value. This allows us to
explore unfeasible solutions (which correspond to unschedulable frames) in the hope
of driving the search towards a feasible region. Once the TT frames are schedulable we
set the weight wT T to zero, since we are interested to minimize the end-to-end delays
for the RC frames. The degree of schedulability for TTEThernet frames is calculated
as:
(
c1 = ∑i max(0, R fi − fi .deadline) if c1 > 0
δT T /RC =
(4.2)
c2 = ∑i (R fi − fi .deadline)
if c1 = 0
If at least one frame is not schedulable, there exists one R fi greater than the deadline
fi .deadline, and therefore the term c1 will be positive. However if all the frames are
schedulable, this means that each R fi is smaller than fi .deadline, and the term c1 = 0.
In this case, we use c2 as the degree of schedulability, since it can distinguish between
two schedulable solutions.
Tabu Search explores the design space by using design transformations (or “moves”)
applied to the current solution in order to generate neighboring solutions. In order to
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TabuSearch(GC , M T T ∪ M RC , K ◦ , MF◦ , RV◦L , B ◦ , S ◦ )
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
1 Best ← Current ← < K , M , R
F
V L, B , S >
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

L ← {}
while termination condition not reached do
remove tabu with the oldest tenure from L if Size(L) = l
// generate a subset of neighbors of the current solution
C ← CLG(Current, GC , M T T ∪ M RC )
Next ← solution from C that minimizes the cost function
if Cost(Next) < Cost(Best) then
// accept Next as Current solution if better than the best-so-far Best
Best ← Current ← Next
add tabu(Next) to L
else if Cost(Next) < Cost(Current) and tabu(Next) ∈
/ L then
// also accept Next as Current solution if better than Current and not tabu
Current ← Next
add tabu(Next) to L
end if
if diversification needed then
Current ← Diversify(Current)
empty L
end if
end while
return ϒ =< Φm , K , MF , RV L , B , S >

Figure 4.7: The Tabu Search algorithm

increase the efficiency of the Tabu Search, and to drive the search intelligently towards
the solution, these “moves” are not performed randomly, but chosen to improve the
search. If the currently explored solution is better than the best known solution, it is
saved as the “best-so-far” Best solution. To escape local minima, TS incorporates an
adaptive memory (called “tabu list”), to prevent the search from revisiting previous solutions. Thus, moves that improve the search are saved as “tabu”. In case there is no
improvement in finding a better solution for a number of iterations, we use diversification, i.e., we visit previously unexplored regions of the search space.
Fig. 4.7 presents the Tabu Search algorithm. Line 1 initializes the Current and Best
solutions to the initial solution formed by the tuple < K ◦ , MF◦ , RV◦L , B ◦ , S ◦ >. Line 2
initializes the tabu list L to an empty list. The size of the tabu list, i.e., its tenure, is set
by the user. The TS algorithm runs until the termination condition is not reached (see
line 3). This termination condition can be, for example, a certain number of iterations
or a number of iterations without improvement, considering the cost function [82]. Our
implementation stops the search after a predetermined amount of time set by the user.
In case the tabu list L is filled, we remove the oldest tabu from this list (see line 4).
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Evaluating all the neighboring solutions is infeasible, therefore we generate a subset
of neighbors of the Current solution (line 6), called Candidate List, by running the
Candidate List Generation (CLG) algorithm (see Section 4.2.3), and the algorithm
chooses from this Candidate List, as the Next solution, the one that minimizes the cost
function (line 7). In case this Next solution is better than the best-so-far Best solution
(lines 8–11), TS sets the Best and Current solutions as the Next solution. TS accepts a
solution generated by a tabu move only if it is better than the best known solution Best.
Accepting a solution generated by a tabu move is referred to as “aspiration criteria”.
Then, the TS algorithm adds the move that generated this solution to the tabu list, to
prevent cycling. If the move is already a tabu, it will be added to the head of the list,
thus setting its tenure to the size of the list. If Next improves the cost function compared
to the Current solution, but not to the Best, and furthermore, the move that generated
Next is not a tabu, TS accepts it as the Current solution, and adds the move to the tabu
list.
In case the TS algorithm does not manage to improve the current solution after a number of iterations (lines 17–20), TS proceeds to a diversification stage (line 18). During
this stage, TS attempts to drive the search towards an unexplored region of the design
space. As such, the algorithm randomly re-assign a task from each application, while
keeping the same partition tables. After such a diversification stage, the tabu list L is
emptied.

4.2.2

Design Transformations

We use three classes of moves in our Tabu Search: (1) routing moves applied to virtual
links, (2) packing moves applied to messages and (3) scheduling moves applied to the
TT frames.
(1) The reroute move is applied to a virtual link vli carrying a frame fi . This move
returns a new tree for the virtual link vli , which has the same source and destinations,
but goes through different dataflow links and network switches. The new tree is randomly selected, but the reroute move can also have a parameter specifying a dataflow
link dli to avoid in the new tree, because, for example, we have determined that dli is
too congested.
The reroute move selects from the complete set of trees that can be used to route a
virtual link vli . This set is determined only once, before TS is run, for every message
mi . We use breadth-first search to find every path between the source of mi and it’s
destinations, and we combine these paths to obtain a complete set of unique trees.
When several messages are packed into a frame, we take the union of sets of trees for
each message in the frame.
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(2) The fragmenting / packing moves change the structure of the extended messages set

M + and the assignment of messages to frames K . There are two types of fragmenting
moves: fragment message and un-fragment message, and two types of packing moves:
pack messages and unpack frames. The fragment message move splits a message mi
into several same-sized message fragments m j ∈ M + , m j ∈ Φm (mi ). Each message
fragment inherits the period and deadline of the message mi . In case of the RC messages, each vl j carrying the RC frame f j that is packing one message fragment m j , will
inherit the BAG of vli carrying mi . The un-fragment message undoes the fragment message move, and regroups all the fragments m j ∈ Φm (mi ) back into the original message
mi .
The pack messages move packs into the same frame several messages and/or message
fragments that (i) have the same source and destinations, (ii) belong to the same traffic
class, (iii) have the same SIL and (iv) that the sum of their size does not exceed the
maximum allowed payload size of 1471 B. In case we pack messages with different
periods and deadlines, the new frame fi will inherit the tightest deadline and the smallest period of the composing messages and fragments. For RC messages, the new frame
fi will inherit the smallest BAG of the composing messages.
Packing of message fragments from different frames can further reduce the WCD of
the messages involved, similarly to the example of packing RC frames given in Section 4.1.2. Although packing message fragments of different messages is possible, we
do not consider this to be realistic, hence we do not employ this in our optimization.
Also note that the ARINC 664p7 protocol has a restriction of 4096 VLs per cluster.
The pack messages move can be used to circumvent this restriction, in case there are
more than 4096 messages to be sent.
The unpack move applied to frame fi assigns each m j ∈ M + , K (m j ) = fi , to a new
frame f j , on a one-to-one basis.
For example, let us consider M = {m1 , m2 , m3 }. By fragmenting m1 into 3 fragments,
we obtain Φm (m1 ) = {m1/1 , m1/2 , m1/3 }, with the periods and deadlines equal to m1 ,
and their size equal to dm1 .size/3e. Similarly, fragmenting m3 into 2 fragments, we get
Φm (m3 ) = {m3/1 , m3/2 }. Thus, M + = {m1/1 , m1/2 , m1/3 , m2 , m3/1 , m3/2 }. Performing
the un-fragment move on m3 will result in M + = {m1/1 , m1/2 , m1/3 , m2 , m3 }. If we
pack m1/1 and m2 into frame fx , such that K (m1/1 ) = fx and K (m2 ) = fx , fx .deadline
is determined as min(m1/1 .deadline, m2 .deadline) and for TT messages, fx .period =
min(m1/1 .period, m2 .period), while for RC messages, fx .rate = min(m1/1 .rate, m2 .rate).
An example of packing TT messages into the same frame is presented in Fig. 4.3c.
(3) Let us now discuss the scheduling moves. A periodic frame fi has several frame
instances. For the scheduling moves we introduce the following notations: we denote
[ν ,ν ]
with fi,x the xth instance of frame fi , and with fi,x j k the instance sent on the dataflow
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Figure 4.8: Representation of a frame as a tree

[ν ,ν ]

link [ν j , νk ]. All the frame instances fi,x j k of frame fi have the same offset across all
periods. Let us consider the topology presented in Fig. 4.1a, and frame fi transmitted
from ES1 to ES4 and ES5 along the shortest route, that is vl1 ={[[ES1 , NS1 ], [NS1 ,
NS3 ], [NS3 , ES4 ], [NS3 , ES5 ]]}. The tree model that represents the frame fi is shown
in Fig. 4.8. Each frame fi is assigned a virtual link vli . A virtual link is a tree structure,
where the sender is the root and the receivers are the leafs. In the case of a virtual
link, the ESes and NSes are the nodes, and the dataflow links are the edges of the
tree. However, in our tree model of a frame, the dataflow links are the nodes and the
edges are the precedence constraints. Naturally, frame instance fi,1 on dataflow link
[NS3 , ES5 ] cannot be sent before it is transmitted on [NS1 , NS3 ] and received in NS3 .
[NS ,NS ]
Such a precedence constraint is captured in the model using an edge, e.g., fi,1 1 3 →
[NS3 ,ES5 ]

fi,1

[ν ,νk ]

. We denote with pred( fi,x j

) the set of predecessor frame instances of the
[ν ,νk ]

frame instance fi,x on dataflow link [ν j , νk ] and with succ( fi,x j
frame instances of the frame instance

) the set of successor

[ν ,ν ]
fi,x j k .

We propose 4 scheduling moves: advance, advance predecessors, postpone and postpone predecessors. The advance move will advance the scheduled send time offset of a
TT frame fi from node ν j on a dataflow link [ν j , νk ] to an earlier moment in time. The
advance predecessors applied to a frame fi will advance the scheduled send time offset
for all its predecessors. Similarly, the postpone move will postpone the schedule send
time offset of a TT frame from a node, while postpone predecessors will postpone the
send time offset for one random predecessor of that frame.
The maximum amount of time a frame instance is advanced or postponed at a node
ν j ∈ VC is computed such that the frame instance will not be sent before it is scheduled
to be received, or sent too late to meet its deadline. For each node ν j , we compute
the latest absolute send time for frame fi so that it may still meet its deadline, ignoring
other traffic. Also, after each move we may need to adjust the schedules (move other
frame offsets later or earlier) to keep the solution valid, i.e., the schedules respect the
precedence and resource constraints.
Tabu Search relies on a memory structure called “tabu list” to prevent the search from
cycling through previously visited solutions, back to a local optima. Our algorithm
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relies on a tabu list with tabu-active attributes, that is, it does not remember whole
solutions, but rather attributes of the moves that generated the tabu solutions. For each
tabu, we record the move that generated it, and the affected frames or messages.

4.2.3

Candidate List

As previously mentioned, Tabu Search drives the search towards schedulable solutions
by applying “moves” to the current solution in order to generate neighboring solutions.
The number of neighbors for each solution is very large, therefore evaluating all the
neighboring solutions is infeasible. Instead, our algorithm evaluates only a subset of
neighbors of the Current solution, called Candidate List. One option is to randomly
select the neighbors placed on the candidate list. However, our algorithm uses a heuristic approach that selects those neighbors which have a higher chance to quickly lead
to a good result. The Candidate List Generation (CLG) algorithm is described in the
following. Each candidate solution is obtained by performing moves on the Current
solution.
We consider the following classes of candidates: (1) candidates for TT frames, (2)
candidates for RC frames and (3) randomly generated candidates.

4.2.3.1

Candidates for TT Frames

CLG generates a set of candidates for the unschedulable TT frames, and another set
for schedulable TT frames. First we describe the candidates for unschedulable frames.
For each unschedulable TT frame fT T , CLG identifies the first dataflow link dlx ∈
RV L (MF ( fT T )) where fT T is unschedulable, i.e., where fTdlTx is sent too late for fT T to
reach its deadline. CLG creates candidate solutions by performing reschedule, reroute,
packing and fragmenting moves to fTdlTx separately on the Current solution. In case
fT T is packed, CLG performs an unpack move instead. Similarly, if fT T is fragmented,
CLG performs an unfragment move. Next, CLG targets TT frames that might delay fT T
excessively. The high rate frames and the very “large” frames on dlx are such frames.
CLG reroutes the TT frame with the highest rate on dlx to another link, thus decongesting dlx and increasing fT T ’s chances to be schedulable. Similarly, CLG reroutes
the largest TT frame to another randomly selected route. Furthermore, CLG reroutes a
random frame on dlx to another randomly selected route.
Our optimization is driven by the cost function specified in Eq. 4.1 (see Section 4.2.1).
Thus, TS searches for a solution that makes TT and RC frames schedulable, and minimizes the end-to-end delay of the RC frames. Therefore, once the TT frames are
schedulable, TS does not look for solutions that reduce the end-to-end delay of the
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TT frames. Instead, it applies moves to the schedulable TT frames to minimize the
end-to-end delay of the RC frames. Thus, the next moves focus on schedulable TT
frames.
In this context, first, the CLG algorithm selects the TT frames with the highest degree
of schedulablity and generates a candidate solution by rerouting each such frame to
another route. Although this move may reduce the degree of schedulability of the
rerouted frames, as a side effect, it may decongest some dataflow links. Furthermore,
CLG also generates other candidates by rescheduling these frames.
Second, CLG selects schedulable TT frames with lowest degree of schedulability, and
reroutes each such frame on a randomly chosen alternative route. Third, CLG generates
candidates by packing the smallest schedulable TT frames, to consolidate the schedule.
Fourth, similarly with the previous candidates, CLG fragments in equally sized frame
fragments the largest TT frames. For the pack and fragment moves, CLG randomly
choses the number of the frames and the number of the fragments, respectively, so the
size of the resulting frames respect the size constraints (see Section 2.2.2.1).

4.2.3.2

Candidates for RC Frames

Similarly with the candidates for TT frames (previously described), CLG generates two
sets of candidates: one set for the unschedulable, and another set for schedulable RC
frames. For each fRC unschedulable RC frame, the CLG algorithm identifies the first
dataflow link dlx where fRC is unschedulable. Then, CLG creates candidate solutions
by applying the following moves separately on the current solution: (i) CLG reroutes
fRC to another, randomly selected route, (ii) fragments and (iii) packs fRC . In case fRC
is already fragmented, CLG unfragments the frame instead. Similarly, if the frame is
already packed, CLG unpacks it.
There are cases where a high rate TT frame might greatly delay RC frames. Let hrTdlTx
be the TT frame on dlx with the highest rate. Rerouting hrTdlTx to another, randomly
selected, route decongests dlx , possibly reducing the delay for fRC on this dataflow link.
x
Rescheduling hrdl
T T might create sufficient time to reduce f RC ’s delay. CLG also creates
dlx
x
candidates by packing and fragmenting hrdl
T T . Similarly to the high rate TT frame hr T T
dlx
on dlx , there are cases where large TT frame will delay RC frames. Let lgT T be the
x
largest TT frame on dlx . CLG applies moves that reroute, pack and fragment lgdl
T T and
dlx
dlx
moves that advance and postpone lgT T on dlx , just like in the case of hrT T .
Next, CLG focuses on schedulable RC frames to improve their schedulability. For these
candidates, first, CLG targets the fRC RC frames with highest degree of schedulability,
rerouting each such frame to another route. Although this move may reduce the degree
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of schedulability of fRC , as a side effect, it may decongest some dataflow links, reducing the worst-case end-to-end delay (WCD) of other RC frames. Second, CLG focuses
on schedulable RC frames with the lowest degree of schedulability, rerouting them in
order to increase their schedulability. Third, CLG focuses on the smallest and largest
RC frames. Thus, CLG creates candidates by packing the smallest RC frames, and by
fragmenting the largest RC frames, respectively. The packing and fragmenting moves
are done such that they respect the constraints presented in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.3.3

Randomly Generated Candidates

As the previous moves are targeting specific frames, in order to increase the degree of
schedulability, CLG introduces a third set of candidates. On a randomly selected set of
frames, CLG randomly applies packing, fragmenting or routing moves.

4.2.4

Tabu Search Example

We illustrate next how Tabu Search works. We consider the applications from Fig. 4.1.
The current solution, which is also the best-so-far solution, is presented in Fig. 4.9a.
This solution is also presented in Fig. 4.4b, and is obtained from Fig. 4.2b by rerouting
the TT frame f4 via NS2 . The following 5 solutions, Fig. 4.9b to Fig. 4.9f show possible
candidate solutions obtained from Fig. 4.9a. Next to each solution, we present the
associated tabu list. We consider a tabu tenure of 5. The current state of the tabu list is
shown next to Fig. 4.9a.
To reduce the delays, the CLG algorithm proposes candidates which fragment the
largest TT frames (see Section 4.2.3). Fig. 4.9b shows a candidate solution obtained
in this way. Frame f4 is the largest frame in the system. Thus, fragmenting m4 into
two frames f4/1 and f4/2 , reduces the delay on [ES1 , NS1 ] for f6 from 7.2 to 4.83 ms.
Unfortunately, reducing the delay for f6 on [ES1 , NS1 ] does not improve the overall
WCD for f6 . This solution does not improve the current solution, and hence, is ignored.
CLG generates candidates also by rescheduling the largest TT frame on the dataflow
link where it delays RC frames. Fig. 4.9c presents such a candidate solution, advancing f4 in the schedule of [ES1 , NS1 ]. This solution is tabu (tenure 4), and because this
candidate is not better than the Best solution, it is ignored.
Another set of candidate solutions is obtained by fragmenting a given percentage of
the largest RC frames in the system. Fig. 4.9d presents such a solution. Message m7
is fragmented into f7/1 and f7/2 . The newly created frames have the same BAG as f7 ,
of 16 ms, and a transmission duration of C7/1 = C7/2 = 1.25 ms. Thus, f7/1,1 can be
transmitted on [NS1 , NS3 ], in the interval between f2,1 and f5,1 , which previously was
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(a) Current solution

(b) Fragmenting message m4 , does not improve the current solution

(c) Reschedule f4 does not improve the best-so-far solution and is
tabu, thus ignored

Figure 4.9: Candidate solutions and their tabu list

4.2 Design Optimization Strategy

(d) Fragment message m7 . Better than the current solution

(e) Pack m2 and m5 in f2+5 . f4 does not fit into the schedule, thus
results in the worst solution so far and is ignored

(f) Reroute f2 via NS2 . Although tabu, the move results in a solution better than the current solution, and thus accepted as the
best so far and set as current

Figure 4.9: Candidate solutions and their tabu list
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timely blocked for f7 . This move reduces the WCD of m7 to 12.5 ms, thus improving
the solution. Overall, this solution is better than the Current solution. If this candidate
solution is chosen as the next solution, the tabu for the fragmenting m7 is added to the
head of the tabu list, with a tenure of 5. The tenures of the other tabus in the list are
decremented, and the “Reroute f2 ” tabu, previously with a tenure of 1, is removed from
the list. The update tabu list is in Fig. 4.9d.
Fig. 4.9e presents a solution obtained by packing m2 and m5 into a single frame, f2+5 .
CLG generates candidate solutions by packing the smallest frames, to reduce the reserved bandwidth and the delay on the network. Frame f5 is the smallest frame in
our example. As previously mentioned in Section 4.2.2, only messages with the same
source and destination ESes may be packed into one frame. For f2+5 , the size of the
frame equals the sum of the messages involved, that is 933 B, with C2+5 = 3.73 ms. The
period of f2+5 is the smallest of the messages involved, i.e., 10 ms. In this new frame
configuration, f4 does not fit in the schedule of dataflow link [NS3 , ES4 ]. The candidate
solution in Fig. 4.9e is the worst solution so far, and consequently, it is ignored.
Rerouting f2 via NS2 , see Fig. 4.9f, reduces the WCD for f7 from 14.4 to 10.6 ms.
Although the move is tabu, the solution is better than the Current and Best solutions,
and thus, is accepted as the Current and best-so-far Best solution. The next TS iteration
will continue with this solution as Current. The updated tabu list is also presented in
Fig. 4.9f.

4.3

Experimental Evaluation

For the evaluation of our proposed optimization approach, “Design Optimization of
TTEthernet-based Systems” (DOTTS), we used 7 synthetic benchmarks and two reallife case studies. The DOTTS algorithm was implemented in Java (JDK 1.6), running
on SunFire v440 computers with UltraSPARC IIIi CPUs at 1.062 GHz and 8 GB of
RAM.
The details of the benchmarks are presented in Table 4.1. For the synthetic benchmarks,
we have used 6 network topologies, and we have randomly generated the parameters
for the frames, taking into account the details of the TTEthernet protocol. All the
dataflow links have a transmission speed of 100 Mbps. In columns 3–6, we have the
details of each benchmark: the number of ESes, NSes, the load of the system and
the number of messages, respectively. The load within an application cycle Tcycle is
calculated as the ratio of the sum of the sizes of all frame instances divided by the
network speed. The number of frame instances in the network, considering a one-toone mapping of messages to frames, can be found in column 7. This number is much
larger than the number of messages: there is a frame instance for each dataflow link on
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which a message is transmitted to reach its destination. The number of frame instances
will be influenced by packing and fragmenting.
With the first set of experiments, “Set 1”, we were interested to evaluate DOTTS in
terms of its ability to find schedulable implementations. Thus, we used synthetic benchmarks where we gradually increased the size of the system, both in number of messages
and number of network nodes. The results obtained by DOTTS were compared with
four other optimization approaches. The first approach is the Straightforward Solution (SS) presented in Section 4.1.1 and implemented by the box “Initial Solution” in
Fig. 4.6. This is what a good engineer would do without the help of our optimization tool. The other three approaches are based on the same Tabu Search optimization
as DOTTS, but they restrict the type of optimization performed. Thus, Routing Optimization (RO) optimizes only routing, using SS for packing and scheduling. Packing
and Fragmenting Optimization (PFO) optimizes only fragmenting and packing, and
not routing and scheduling. Scheduling Optimization (SO) optimizes the schedules
but keeps the packing and routing from SS. These TS implementations correspond to
the boxes RO, PFO and SO in Fig. 4.6, where only the respective type of moves are
performed in the TS.
The results for Set 1 are presented in Table. 4.1, lines 2–6. We are interested in finding schedulable implementations. Thus, for each optimization algorithm, we report
the percentage of schedulable messages in the system, after applying the respective
optimization. We used a time limit of 45 minutes for all algorithms. In these experiments, we were interested to determine how DOTTS performs as the complexity of the
system increases from 25 to 45 ESes and NSes. The load of the system is 40–90 %,
and the number of frame instances grows from 2305 to 5509. As we can see from the
results, DOTTS is able to find schedulable implementations (all the TT and RC messages are schedulable) for the benchmarks in the Set 1, see column 12, in Table 4.1. SS
performs poorly, with only 48% schedulable messages for example for benchmark 13
(column 8). This shows that performing the design optimization of TTEthernet-based
systems is very important.
Table 4.1: DOTTS experimental results
Set

1

2
3

Benchmark

ES

NS

Load

Messages

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.1
2.2
2.3
auto
orion

37
20
37
35
20

8
5
8
8
5

30

8

15
31

7
14

40
60
40
40
90
40
50
60
50
40

43
84
77
132
145
180
220
220
79
187

Frame
Instances
2305
2388
2441
4064
5509
5809
6871
7811
5180
6130

SS
Sched.%
53.48
52.38
48.05
63.63
58.62
48.88
50.00
50.00
53.16
46.52

RO
Sched.%
86.04
67.85
70.12
66.66
62.96
53.33
53.18
51.81
58.22
58.82

PFO
Sched.%
81.39
68.86
64.93
68.18
63.88
55.00
54.09
54.54
72.34
57.75

SO
Sched.%
95.34
97.19
99.52
98.48
81.37
100.00
78.18
74.09
89.87
100.00

DOTTS
Sched.%
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
–
100.00
100.00
100.00
–
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Figure 4.10: Network topology of the Orion CEV, derived from [126]

The next comparison of DOTTS is with RO, PFO and SO. The question is, where
is the improvement of DOTTS coming from, compared to SS, from which kind of
optimization: routing, packing/fragmenting or scheduling? As expected, SO, which
performs schedule optimization, obtains the best result among RO, PFO and SO, but
very rarely does it obtain schedulable solutions. Furthermore, PFO and RO are not
consistently better one than the other. The conclusion is that they should all be used
together, as we do in DOTTS.
For the second set of experiments, labeled “Set 2” in Table 4.1, we were interested in
determining how our optimization approach DOTTS handles increased loads (while the
architecture does not change). We have used an architecture of 38 ESes and NSes and
we have increased the number of messages leading to loads of 40 to 60%. In the case of
benchmark 21, Table 4.1, SO is able to find a schedulable implementation. In this case,
we do not run DOTTS for this benchmark anymore. As the load of the system increase
to 50 and 60% (benchmarks 22 and 23), SO does not perform well, but DOTTS is able
to find schedulable implementations.
In the third set of experiments, labelled with “Set 3”, we used two real-life benchmarks.
The first benchmark is derived from [117], based on the SAE automotive communication benchmark [2]. In this benchmark we have 22 network nodes (ESes and NSes), and
79 messages (with the parameters generated based on the messages presented in [117]).
The results for this benchmark are shown in Table 4.1, in the row labelled “auto”. The
other benchmark is derived from [126], based on the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle
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(CEV), 606E baseline [126] and labeled in Table 4.1 with “orion”. In this benchmark
we have 45 network nodes (ESes and NSes) and 187 messages (with the parameters
generated based on the messages presented in [126]). This benchmark is described in
detail in Section 5.3. The topology for this benchmark is shown in Fig. 4.10. The results
obtained for the real-life benchmarks confirm the results of the synthetic benchmarks.
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C HAPTER

5

Design Optimizations for
Mixed-Criticality Space
Applications

We have presented the evaluation of our proposed optimization strategies on several
benchmarks, including real-life case studies. The assumptions so far were that all
the applications, including the non-critical ones, are hard real-time. The purpose of
this chapter is to discuss the issues related to implementing mixed-criticality applications (both in safety and time domains) on partitioned architectures in the context of a
given application area (space) and realistic applications. In this context, handling also
soft real-time and best-effort requirements is important. For optimizations at the processing level we consider two applications: the Mars Environment Survey (MESUR)
Pathfinder Rover (described in Section 5.2.1) and the Compositional Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (CIRIS; see Section 5.2.2). At the communication level, we consider the
Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (see Section 5.3). Part of this work (i.e., the controller
for CIRIS) was done at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), during a five-month research visit.
In this chapter we will discuss how the methods and tools we presented in Chapter 3
and in Chapter 4 can be extended to consider soft real-time and best effort requirements. The chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce the space application
area. Second, we present the applications used at the PE-level. Third, we present
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the application used at the communication level. Fourth, we present and evaluate the
extensions we made to our optimizations to handle soft real-time constraints.

5.1

Background

Researchers from the European Space Agency (ESA) have advocated the use of partitioned architectures (PAs) in spacecraft avionics, as a way to “manage the growth of
mission functions implemented in the on-board software” [185]. A similar case was
made by researchers from NASA [91]. The number of missions carrying payloads
from different stakeholders increases, resulting in more integration into the same platform to reduce the size, weight and power consumption (SWaP) of the system. In most
cases, these components have different criticality levels. Some are safety-critical (e.g.,
life support systems in a space craft), mission-critical (e.g., propulsion system) or noncritical (e.g., scientific instruments that are not part of the primary mission). In such
cases, safety and security constraints require that the platform has protection mechanisms to ensure that applications do not interfere with each other. PAs implement
the protection mechanisms to handle the safety constraints. Currently, ESA is working on adding security components to PAs [184]. Furthermore, ESA views PAs as an
intermediate step to introducing multi-core processors in spacecraft computers [184].
Partitioned architectures rely on partitioning mechanisms at the platform level to ensure temporal and spatial separation between applications of different criticality levels, and thus to allow the safe integration on the same platform (see Section 2.2.1
for more details). Spatial partitioning protects the private data or devices of an application in a partition from being tampered with, by another application. It usually
relies on hardware mechanisms such as Memory Management Units (MMUs). Alternatives were proposed for spatial partitioning in spacecraft processors that do not have
MMUs [172]. An example of a spacecraft that could have benefited from a partitioned
architecture implementation is the Phobos I spacecraft, lost due to the failure of a noncritical application (i.e., keyboard buffer overflow) interfering with the flight critical
software [141].
A detailed discussion on the benefits of PAs for spacecraft can be found in [183, 91].
To name just a few of the advantages for spacecraft platforms of using partitioned
architectures: they allow the safe and secure integration of applications of different
criticality levels and from different stakeholders, reduce the the SWaP of the system
and the development, verification and integration costs.

5.2 Processor-Level Partitioning
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Processor-Level Partitioning

For the processor-level evaluation of partitioning, we chose two applications of different criticality levels. The proposed scenario is two have two applications of different safety and time criticality integrated onto the same processor. One application
is the Mars Pathfinder Mission [63], mixed-criticality application, described in Section 5.2.1. The other application is non-critical; the controller for the Compositional
Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (CIRIS), which is a Fourier Transform Spectrometer is
described in Section 5.2.2. The controller for CIRIS was developed during a research
visit at JPL, NASA. First we describe the CIRIS controller, and then we present another
version that is considered for integration with the Mars Pathfinder Mission.
We assume the two applications are running on a single processor, under a partitioned
operating system. We present the results of our evaluation in Section 5.4.1.

5.2.1

Mars Pathfinder Mission

The Mars Pathfinder, also known as the Mars Environment Survey (MESUR) Pathfinder,
was a spacecraft designed, built and operated by JPL, NASA. The mission was second
in NASA’s Discovery program, which aimed at making cheaper spacecrafts to explore
the Solar System. The spacecraft was launched on 4 December 1996, landing on Mars
on 4 July 1997, using airbags as a new landing method. The spacecraft contained a
lander, later named as the “Carl Sagan Memorial Station”, and a robotic rover, named
Sojourner, controlled by an Earth-based operator. Both the lander and rover exceeded
their planned lifetimes. During the mission, the lander returned 2.3 gigabits of information, including images from both the lander and rover, chemical analyses of rocks
and soil, and atmospheric measurement conditions. The scientific analyses results suggest that in a distant past Mars was a warm planet, with liquid water and a thicker
atmosphere [1].
The hardware architecture of the Mars Pathfinder is presented in Fig. 5.1. The main
processor of the spacecraft is the RS 6000 microprocessor on the lander, running the
VxWorks real-time operating system [182]. The rover contains an Intel 8085 processor that performs automatic controls. The main processor is connected to the memory,
camera and the radio providing connection to Earth via a VME bus, and to the scientific instruments via a 1553 Bus. The communication between the rover and the
lander is performed through the 1553 Bus via a wireless link inherited from the Cassini
spacecraft [63].
Although the software consists of over 25 tasks, the mission had several operating
modes, with tasks being active only in specific operating modes. We focus on the tasks
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The hardware on the rover part includes two kinds of devices:
• Control devices: thrusters, valves, etc.
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5.1. The “Bus schedul• Measurement
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camera,
a sun
sensor
and in
a star
scanner.
ing” task has top priority, as it is sets up and verifies the transactions on the 1553 Bus.
The “Data distribution” task has the second highest priority in the exploration mode.
9.2.3 Functional specification
This task collects data from the instruments into the shared data module [63]. The
“Control
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is responsible
withpresented
controlling
thethe
Sojourner
rover. The
rover
has two
Given the
hardware
architecture
above,
main processor
of the
Pathfinder
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and
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[63].
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“Radio
spacecraft communicates with three interfaces only:
task” manages the radio communication between the lander and Earth. We consider
• radio
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these
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• lander
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back to Earth.devices.
The “Measure task” collects
• 1553
interface
to control
or measurement
measurements, while the “Meteo task” is responsible with the meteorological data [63].
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Table 5.1: Pathfinder mission, exploration mode task set parameters
Set

1

2

Task name
Bus scheduling
Data distribution
Control task
Radio task
Camera task
Measure task
Meteo task

Priority
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Parameters
Ci
Ti
25
125
25
125
25
250
25
250
25
250
50 5000
75 5000

In Section 5.4.1 we will discuss how our optimization strategy can be extended to consider soft-real time applications. For this, we will integrate the MESUR tasks with the
CIRIS application (see Section 5.2.2.5) onto the same processor. In this case, partitioning is necessary due to safety and timing separation requirements. The MESUR
tasks are mixed-critical, with 4 high-criticality and 3 low-criticality tasks, while the
CIRIS application is non-critical. Furthermore, the MESUR tasks are hard real-time,
while the CIRIS tasks are soft real-time. Moreover, applications are scheduled using
different policies. The MESUR tasks use FPS, while the CIRIS tasks use SCS.
The MESUR tasks are hard real-time applications, and they are scheduled using a fixed
priority preemptive policy, i.e., “Rate Monotonic” (RM). In RM scheduling, the task
with the smallest period has the highest priority. Liu and Layland [113] proved that a
sufficient condition for schedulability for RM scheduled tasks set is if the utilization is
below a bound, which depends on the number of tasks. In the case of an unpartitioned
OS the processor utilization of this task set is equal to 0.725, lower than 0.729, i.e.,
the sufficient condition for RM scheduling for 7 tasks. But in partitioned systems,
this schedulability condition is not useful anymore, as the RM tasks execute inside a
partition and their execution is interrupted not only by higher priority tasks, but also by
the other partitions. In such cases, we require a response time analysis, similar to the
one presented in Section 3.5, to determine the schedulability of a task set.

5.2.2

Fourier Transform Spectrometer Controller for Partitioned
Architectures

Spectroscopic techniques allow scientists to determine the composition of remote substances. Although there are numerous such techniques, most space-based spectrometers are dispersive spectrometers that measure the absorption of light in the nearinfrared spectrum (wavelengths between 1 to 5 µm). Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectrometers are better suited for remote sensing, as they offer a considerable higher
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throughput (called the Jacquinot or throughput advantage) compared to the dispersive
spectrometers [145], and also due to the mid-infrared range they operate in, which
contains the fundamental vibrations for most of the relevant compounds.
In the following, we will describe the implementation of the controller for a FTIR spectrometer developed at JPL, NASA, for space exploration and field measurements in
rugged conditions. The instrument is the Compositional InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (CIRIS), based on the TurboFT [177] spectrometer design. Anderson et al. [27]
propose a similar FTIR instrument based on the TurboFT spectrometer that can be
used for Mars missions, as well as in Antarctic field studies. A similar concept to the
TurboFT instrument was developed for a spectrometer onboard the European Mars Express mission [80]. CIRIS is operational in the spectral range of 2.8 to 18 µm, or 3571
to 555 cm−1 , detecting various organic and inorganic compounds that are relevant for
scientist.
The CIRIS controller is a soft real-time application. The real-time requirements of
CIRIS stem from the fact that it has to acquire a 8192 points interferogram over a period
of 33 ms every 100 ms. We have presented in Section 1.1 the difference between soft
and hard real-time systems, and we talk in Section 5.2.2.6 about the Quality-of-Service
function we defined for the CRIS application.
The structure of this section is as follows. Section 5.2.2.1 presents the traditional
Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS). Section 5.2.2.2 talks in greater detail about
CIRIS. Section 5.2.2.3 describes the CIRIS controller. Section 5.2.2.4 evaluates the
implementation and compares it with a commercial FTS. Throughout Section 5.2.2 we
present the implementation developed at JPL. In Section 5.2.2.5 we present the task
model we propose for integration with MESUR on one processor. This task model has
several changes compared to the FPGA implementation, the main difference being that
the FFT is performed on the processor, and not on the FPGA.

5.2.2.1

Fourier Transform Spectrometry

The schematic of a traditional Michelson FTIR spectrometer is shown in Fig. 5.2. The
basic configuration is comprised of a beam splitter and two mirrors, with the plane
of the fixed mirror M f perpendicular on the plane of the moving mirror Mm . As the
beam of light passes through the beam splitter, it is divided into two separate beams,
b1 and b2 . The reflected beam b1 travels a fixed distance. The transmitted beam b2 is
reflected by the moving mirror Mm , and thus travels a variable distance, depending on
the position of Mm . The beams recombine at the beam splitter and the intensity of the
recombined beam br is detected by the Detector.
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Figure 5.2: Basic Michelson interferometer

Mm moves in a linear trajectory between positions x0 and xmax . When Mm is in the x0
position, the distance travelled by beams b1 and b2 is equal. In this case, the optical path
difference (OPD) between the two beams, i.e., the difference in the distance travelled
by the beams, is zero. Consequently, constructive interference occurs as the two beams
recombine at the beam splitter, and the intensity of the recombined beam br at the
detector is maximized.
As the mirror Mm linearly moves away from the x0 position, the OPD increases and a
phase shift is introduced between the two beams. Thus, at each position of Mm , the
recombined beam contains a different combination of wavelengths, and its intensity
varies. The recorded intensity of the recombined beam, as a function of the OPD is
called an interferogram. By processing the interferogram using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), we obtain the spectrum of the input beam, as the intensity of each wavelength.
According to the Reyligh criterion [87], the resolution ∆(ν) of the spectrometer is
determined by the maximum motion of the moving mirror (which in turn determines
the OPD):
∆(ν) = 1/max(OPD)

(5.1)

The reader is directed to [145, 87] for more details on the subject of Fourier Transform
spectroscopy instrumentation and engineering.
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Compositional InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (CIRIS)

In the case of the CIRIS instrument (see Fig. 5.3), the OPD between the two beams
is modified using a rotating refractor, instead of a linear moving mirror like in the
traditional Michelson FTS. The refractor spins at a constant velocity, thus the OPD can
be easily determined for each refractor angle. The OPD is zero when the refractor’s
plane is parallel or perpendicular on the beam splitter, that is, both beams travel at an
angle of 45◦ through the refractor, and thus both beams travel the same length. The
OPD has a maximum value when the refractor is perpendicular on one of the beams,
and thus, one beam’s path is maximized, while the other one’s is minimized. Since
during each revolution the refractor has four positions with zero OPD (ZPD), each
complete refractor revolution yields 4 interferograms.
The linear motion system of the Michelson interferometer presented in Section 5.2.2.1
is very sensitive to vibrations and non-linear errors. An incorrect angle of the moving
mirror causes optical path length errors [145], affecting the quality of the output spectra. Moreover, a monochromatic reference laser is usually used as a sampling clock
signal, adding to the complexity of the spectrometer and can lead to data sampling
errors.
The rotating refractor design of the CIRIS instrument increases the robustness of the
FTS, reducing the alignment errors. Furthermore, this design eliminates the need for
a reference laser, as the position of the refractor can be accurately reported using an
optical encoder mounted on the DC servomotor controlling the refractor. The TurboFT
spectrometer, on which CIRIS bases its design, was tested aboard helicopters for remote sensing applications in Australia, confirming the ruggedness of this design [177].
To obtain a non-distorted interferogram, the light is acquired in the optical region where
the OPD is a linear relation with the angle of the refractor. The linear region corresponds to a scan angle limited to ±15 degrees around the ZPD position [177] and
to a duty cycle of 33%. The rotation speed of the refractor is limited by frequency

Figure 5.3: CIRIS interferometer (from [45])
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√
bandwidth (50 kHz) of a very low noise (1 f A/ Hz) high gain (108 ) transimpedance
preamplifier needed to observe icy moons. In summary, the TurboFT spectrometer has
an angular speed of 2.5 revolutions per second, and a single interferogram is captured
during 33 ms every 100 ms.
The CIRIS instrument is operational in the spectral range of 2.8 to 18 µm, or 3571 to
555 cm−1 . The 4 cm−1 resolution is limited by the aperture of the instrument and the
refractor thickness, while the optical bandwidth is limited by the scan angle. The FTS
spectra has a resolution of 754 points between 3571 and 555 cm−1 (2.8 and 18 µm).
The spectra can be computed from a single sided interferogram with 1508 points or
from a double sided interferogram (insensitive to phase change), with at least 3016
points. While 4096 interferograms points acquired over 33 ms will be sufficient, our
CIRIS implementation records 8192 interferograms data points for each interferogram.
As a consequence, we add more data points at the short wavelength of the spectrum,
while the interesting part of the spectrum is further away from the Nyquist frequency,
compared to the spectrum obtained from 4096 points. This improves the anti-aliasing
of the signal. Considering that the scan period is of 33 ms, the sampling frequency is
set to 4 µs per interferogram data point.
More details on the spectrometer can be found in [177]. Researchers presented in [45]
the testing results of the prototype, together with several detectors.

5.2.2.3

CIRIS Controller Implementation

Considering the real-time requirements of the CIRIS instruments presented in the previous Section, as well as the environment it will operate in, we implemented the controller on a CompactRIO (cRIO) platform from National Instruments (NI). cRIO is a
“small rugged control and acquisition system” [20] for industrial use. A cRIO platform contains a cRIO 9025 controller module processor running a real-time operating
system (RTOS), a back-plane cRIO 9118 with a reconfigurable, user-programmable
FPGA and hot-swappable I/O modules such as NI 9223 with 4 ADC channels 16-Bit
1 MSamples/s1 and NI 9263 4-Channel DAC 16-Bit 100 kSamples/s2 .
We implemented the CIRIS controller on a cRIO 9025 rugged controller, which contains an 800 MHz PowerPC processor running the VxWorks RTOS from WindRiver.
The chassis is a NI 9118 Reconfigurable Embedded Chassis, containing a Xilinx Virtex5 LX110 reconfigurable FPGA core, which executes at a default rate of 40 MHz.
Fig. 5.4a presents the schematic of our CIRIS setup, while Fig. 5.4b shows a photo
of the physical setup in the lab. The cRIO 9025 controller is depicted in the figure
1A
2A

sampling frequency of 1 MHz.
sampling frequency of 100 KHz.
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(a) CIRIS setup schematic

(b) Physical setup of CIRIS

Figure 5.4: CIRIS setup
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Figure 5.5: Optical encoder output channels logic states

with “RT Host” box, while the NI 9118 chassis is represented by the “FPGA” box.
The Motor Control Unit (MCU) controls the velocity of the rotating refractor using
the output signals of the optical encoder and is currently running in a full independent
analog loop.
In order to meet the real-time requirement of reading an interferogram data point every
4 µs, we use a NI 9223 Simultaneous Analog Input module (depicted with ADC in
Fig. 5.4a) to convert the detector signal SD reading. The NI 9223 is capable of simultaneously reading from its 4 channels, at a rate of 1 MSamples/s, or 1 Sample/µs, making
it highly suitable for our application.
The correctness of the resulted spectrum depends not only on the noise of each point of
the interferograms, but also on the proper data sampling of the interferogram. We use
the angle of the rotating refractor to determine the sampling. In the CIRIS instrument,
the angle of the refractor is signaled by a FAULHABER E2-360I [76] optical incremental encoder mounted on the DC servomotor controlling the rotating refractor. The
E2-360I optical encoder completes 360 cycles during a revolution. It employs three
outputs: Channel A and Channel B, with 90◦ phase shift, encode the logic state of the
cycle, while Channel Index signals the completion of a revolution. Fig. 5.5 presents the
logic states of the output channels. These optical encoder signals SOE are converted by
the ADC and used as inputs in our application.
Due to external forces, mirror misalignment may occur during the lifetime of operation,
affecting the quality of the resulting interferograms. Alignment correction is performed
using the 4 mirrors of the interferometer. A NI 9512 Stepper Drive Interface (SDI)
Module, depicted in Figure 3, controls the stepper motor linear actuators connected
to each mirror, through the mirror alignment signal SMA . The optical alignment is
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achieved by maximizing the power at the detector for a zero path delay configuration
of the refractor.
Fig. 5.6 presents the high-level description of our acquisition and processing controller
algorithm. This algorithm is partly implemented on the FPGA, and partly on the RealTime Host (RT Host). We mark the number of the algorithm steps in green circles. In
the first step, the controller identifies the rotating refractor position (1), by using the
optical encoder signals from channels A, B and I, respectively. In case the refractor is
at −15◦ from ZPD of one of the 4 rotational positions, the controller starts sampling for
8192 data points. The read data is filtered (3) using a bandpass filter between 3 and 100
kHz. After the ZPD position is identified (4), the interferogram can be zero-centered
(5). Steps 1 to 5 compose the Interferogram Acquisition Process (IAP). The centered
interferogram is Fast Fourier Transformed (FFT) (6), resulting in a raw spectrum. This
spectrum is handed over to the RT Host, where it is further processed separately for
each rotational position, with rotational position dependant coefficients. For each of the
rotational positions (7), the spectra are averaged per position (8), dispersion corrected
in the wave number domain (9) and the amplitude of the spectra is calibrated to spectral
radiance in W/(m2 × µm) (11). Finally, the average of the resulting spectra is computed
(13). These steps are described in greater detail below.

Interferogram Acquisition. The interferogram acquisition process uses the optical
encoder outputs Channel A and Channel B (ChA ChB) to identify the angle of rotating refractor. ChA ChB output signals each have 360 cycles per revolution, and they
generate 1440 states per revolution. Fig. 5.5 presents the logic states of the output
channels. Each state corresponds to a turn of 0.25◦ angle of the rotating refractor. An
interferogram covering approximately 30◦ spans over 120 ChA ChB states. Once the
IAP identifies that the current ChA ChB logic state corresponds to the first logic state
of the 120 covered by an interferogram (step 1 in Fig. 5.6), it starts sampling (step
2) for 8192 points. IAP samples using an FPGA hardware clock with a frequency of
250 kHz. The Channel I encoder output signals the complete turn of the refractor, and
triggers the reset of the sampling counters.
The read data is filtered using a band pass filter between 3 kHz and 100 kHz (step 3
in Fig. 5.6). As a state of the encoder covers around 69 samples (we are sampling
the interferogram for 8192 points over 120 logic state numbers) and to get the double
interferogram as symmetric as possible, the IAP centers the ZPD of the interferogram
before performing the FFT. This is done first by identifying the ZPD (step 4 in Fig. 5.6)
in the filtered data and then choosing 8192 points around the ZPD to obtain a centered
interferogram (step 5), ready for the FFT (step 6 in Fig. 5.6). Fig. 5.7a presents the
ZPD centered interferogram reading at rotational position 1.
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Figure 5.6: CIRIS high-level acquisition and processing algorithm description
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Interferogram reading at rotational position 1
Sensor Raytheon; 800um;sr570 current to voltage gain=20 uA/V
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(b) Uncalibrated spectrum obtained from rotational position 1

Figure 5.7: Interferogram and resulting spectrum
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Running SNR between the spectra of each ZPD position and position 1
Interval size = 50 points
Sensor Raytheon; 800um;sr570 current to voltage gain=20ua/volt
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Figure 5.8: Running SNR comparison between the spectra at different ZPD positions

Position-Dependent Processing. Fig. 5.7b presents the uncalibrated spectrum obtained after the FFT of the interferogram in Fig. 5.7a. The spectra obtained after the
FFT on the FPGA (step 6 in Fig. 5.6) are further processed on the RT Host, which
has a dedicated floating point unit. This processing is refractor position specific, as the
path delay of the beam is not exactly the same for each refractor position (see Fig. 5.3).
Fig. 5.8 shows that there are differences between the spectra obtained at different rotational positions, by using the running signal to noise ratio (SNR), with an interval of 50
points (see Section 5.2.2.8 for more details on the computation of the running SNR).
As such, the controller averages the resulted spectra, per each rotational position (step
8 in Fig. 5.6) and processes the averaged spectra with position specific coefficients.
The dispersion correction process (step 9 in Fig. 5.6) improves the wavenumber scale
generated by the FFT, taking into consideration the rotational position of the spectra.
The correction is an offset in wavenumbers (cm−1 ), to the linear scale generated from
the FFT. The form of the offset is computed using the equation below:
Xcorrected = X f f t + c + 10m×X f f t +b

(5.2)

For ZnSe optics, m = 0.000172 and b = 0.993, while c is rotational position specific,
and can be easily obtained by comparing the CIRIS spectra for each rotational position
with a reference spectrum.
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Detector responsivity
Sensor Raytheon; 800um;sr570 current to voltage gain=20uA/V
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Figure 5.9: Detector responsivity
Amplitude Calibration. In order to provide consistent results over different measurements, the spectral amplitude has to be calibrated. This is done by reading the
spectra corresponding to a blackbody at low and high temperature TL and TH , respectively, for each rotational position. We denote with S(T, ν) the measured spectrum of
the blackbody at temperature T in function of the wavenumber ν. Next, we compute
the theoretical spectral radiance corresponding to the two temperatures, using Planck’s
law. We denote with B(T, ν) the spectral radiance at the surface of the blackbody at the
temperature T for wavenumber ν. For the measured spectrum S(T, ν), we compute the
calibrated reading TCalibrated using the equation below:

TCalibrated (T, ν) =

S(T, ν) − S(TH , ν)
× (B(TL , ν) − B(TH , ν)) + B(TH , ν)
S(TL , ν) − S(TH , ν)

(5.3)

This equation can be rewritten as:

TCalibrated (T, ν) = S(T, ν) ×

1
+ O f f set(ν)
Responsivity(ν)

(5.4)

The responsivity of the detector Responsivity(ν) and the Offset(ν):
Responsivity(ν) =

S(TL , ν) − S(TH , ν)
B(TL , ν) − B(TH , ν)

(5.5)
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B(TL , ν) − B(TH , ν)
+ B(TH , ν)
S(TL , ν) − S(TH , ν)

(5.6)

The values for Responsivity and Offset are computed a priori of performing the calibration presented in step 11 in Fig. 5.6. Fig. 5.9 presents the detector responsivity
computed using TL = 338.7 K and TH = 422 K.

Transmittance and Absorbance. The calibrated transmitted spectrum (step 14 in
Fig. 5.6) is obtained by averaging the calibrated spectra (step 12) over the four rotational positions (step 13). The transmittance T(ν) of a sample at wavenumber ν is
measured by computing the ratio of the sample transmitted spectrum TSample (ν) over
the background transmitted spectrum TBackground (ν). The background spectrum is obtained by measuring the spectrum without sample.
T (ν) =

TSample (ν)
TBackground (ν)

(5.7)

The absorbance of A(ν) of a sample at wavenumber ν is computed using the equation
below.
A(ν) = −log10(T (ν))
(5.8)

5.2.2.4

Evaluation of CIRIS

We evaluate the quality of our implementation by comparing the results from the CIRIS
instrument with the results obtained from a MIDAC M4500 FTIR spectrometer. The
MIDAC spectrometer uses ZnSe optics with HgCdTe detector. It has a resolution of
4 cm−1 , covering wavenumbers from 6000 to 600 cm−1 . Fig. 5.10a and Fig. 5.10b
present the transmittance and absorbance, respectively, of a plastic sample obtained
with the CIRIS instrument and with the Michelson-based FTIR instrument (MIDAC
M4500). The spectral features are similar.
The MIDAC absorbance is smoother due to the differences in data acquisition and processing: the MIDAC instrument acquires 4096 points per interferogram and average
over 1024 spectra, while the CIRIS instrument acquired 8192 points per interferogram
and average over 480 spectra. In addition, the MIDAC spectrometer performs triangle
apodization of the interferogram [145], and Mertz phase correction [115]. The difference in the amplitude of the absorbance peak between the two instruments is attributed
to the black body calibration of the CIRIS instrument and the different experimental
setup of the CIRIS instrument compared to the MIDAC.
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Transmittance comparison.
MIDAC acquires 1024 scans, 4096 points per scan
CIRIS acquires 480 scans, 8192 points per scan
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(a) Transmittance comparison
Absorbance comparison.
MIDAC acquires 1024 scans, 4096 points per scan
CIRIS acquires 480 scans, 8192 points per scan
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(b) Absorbance comparison

Figure 5.10: Comparison between the results obtained with CIRIS and with MIDAC
M4500 FITR
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(a) Angular velocity variation, relative to the duration of a ChA ChB logic state
Refractor angular velocity, relative to the duration of a revolution
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(b) Angular velocity variation, relative to the duration of a revolution, as reported by ChI

Figure 5.11: Angular velocity variation
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Refractor angular velocity, relative to the time between two ZPD positions
Measured over 36 revolutions
FAULHABER E2−360I optical incremental encoder; 360 cycles per revolution
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(c) Angular velocity variation, relative to the duration of a revolution, as reported by the ZPD for
each rotational position

Figure 5.11: Angular velocity variation
Table 5.2: Rotating refractor velocity mean and standard deviation
Frequency [Hz]
3600
10
4

Mean velocity [rad/s]
15.834
16.028
16.069

Standard deviation [rad/s]
0.606000
0.003611
0.001211

We also identified points to improve in the instruments. In the current setup, the motor
control unit (MCU) is considered as a separate application, implemented on an analog
board. Fig. 5.11a presents the rotating refractor angular velocity measured by the duration between two logic codes defined by a ChA ChB. Fig. 5.11b presents the angular
velocity variation, relative to the duration of a complete revolution, as reported by ChI.
Fig. 5.11c reports the velocity variation measured between two consecutive ZPD peaks.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results in Fig. 5.11, and shows the mean and the standard
deviation of the refractor velocity measured at 3600 Hz using ChA ChB signals, at
2.5 Hz using the ChI signal and at 10 Hz using the ZPD.
As shown in Table 5.3, the encoder signals ChA and ChB measure accurately the mechanical position of the refractor. The table presents the ChA ChB logic state number
for each of the four ZPD positions over 40 revolutions. Each of the four ZPD positions
are located at the same logic state number. Thus, replacing the analog implementa-
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Table 5.3: Logic state numbers of the ZPD positions
ZPD position
1
2
3
4

Mean value of ChA ChB logic state number
233
595
956
1315

Standard deviation
0
0
0
0

tion of MCU with a digital one will improve the acquisition process, and the resulting
spectra, consequently.

5.2.2.5

Controller Application Model for Integration with MESUR

The CIRIS application, although non-critical, has soft real-time constraints: the interferometer produces every 100 ms an interferogram that has to be acquired and processed before the next 100 ms interval. We present next the task model for the CIRIS
controller, for the integration scenario with the MESUR application (see Section 5.2.1),
onto the same processor. In this scenario, we consider the FFT tasks executing on the
processor, and not on the FPGA. Furthermore, CIRIS acquires interferograms over 40
revolutions, totaling 160 samples.
The FFT tasks are marked with f f ti , with i from 1 to 160. Tasks avg j , dc j and cal j
perform rotational-specific processing: they process the spectra obtained from the rotational position j, with j = 1..4. Task avg j performs the averaging of all the spectra obtained from rotational position j, and is marked as step 8 in Fig 5.6. Task dc j performs
the dispersion correction for the averaged spectrum at position j (step 9 in Fig 5.6),
while task cal j performs the calibration (step 11 in Fig. 5.6). The wR task saves the
resulting spectrum to the system.
The CIRIS application does not have a global deadline. Instead, the FFT tasks f f ti ,
i = 1..160, have individual soft deadlines of 100 ms after their release times. The
details for the CIRIS tasks are shown in Table 5.4. Since tasks avg1 –avg4 have the
same characteristics, we grouped them in Table 5.4 as avg j . We did the same for the
FFT tasks, the dispersion correction tasks dc j and the calibration tasks cal j . We mark
with “—” if the characteristic is not applicable, e.g., this is the case for dc j , which does
not have a release time or a deadline.
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Figure 5.12: CIRIS task graph
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Table 5.4: CIRIS task details
Task name
τs
f f ti
avg j
dc j
cal j
avg
wR

5.2.2.6

Release time
—
(i − 1) × 100
—
—
—
—
—

Deadline
—
i × 100
—
—
—
—
—

WCET
2
10
30
5
10
30
100

Quality of Service (QoS)

CIRIS is a soft real-time application (if CIRIS misses a deadline, the application will
still function, but with degraded service). Therefore we do not use the degree of schedulability metric (presented in Section 3.3) to characterize the application implementation. Instead, we define a QoS function. The QoS function for CIRIS is the ratio
between the number of FFT tasks executed and the total number of FFT tasks. Thus, a
QoS of 1 means that all the FFT tasks executed. A QoS of 0 means that none executed.
The QoS is shown in Eq. 5.9:

QoS(CIRIS) =

executed FFT tasks
total FFT tasks

(5.9)

Section 5.2.2.7 presents the impact of partitioning on the QoS.

5.2.2.7

Influence of Partitioning on QoS

The proposed implementation scenario is that CIRIS is integrated on the same processor with MESUR or other applications of different criticality levels. In case this architecture is not partitioned, all applications need to be developed and certified according
to the same standards and processes as the applications with the highest criticality level.
This will increase the development and integration costs of the CIRIS instrument. The
integration of the controller for the CIRIS instrument on an unpartitioned architecture
will affect the signal to noise performance of the instrument, as the real-time requirements may not be met.
The signal to noise performance of the instrument is degraded if the real-time requirements of the controller are not achieved, as the measurements have to be interrupted to
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of running SNR of an interval size of 50 points, over different number of revolutions

handle other applications with higher priority. For example, let us assume the CIRIS
spectrometer is aboard a satellite making spectral measurements of a particular spot on
the surface of an icy moon. In this case, the instrument will need to take continuous
measurements of the same spot for a number of scans to increase the SNR. Moreover,
these measurements will need to be continuously processed. A usual number of required scans to average is in the range of a several hundreds, thus the interferogram
acquisition and processing spans over tens of seconds. When the applications handling the acquisition and processing of the spectra share the computing resource, there
are situations when mission-critical applications (navigation and power management)
might unnecessarily monopolize the CPU, preventing the CIRIS controller from executing. In this case, the number of processed spectra will be reduced, severely affecting
the signal to noise of the resulting spectra.
Fig. 5.13 shows the impact of the number of spectral scans used during averaging processed over the SNR of the final spectrum. We compute the running SNR with an
interval size of 50 points. This figure shows that reducing the number of spectral scans
by 32 reduces the SNR of the final spectrum by 6, as expected for white noise.
Considering the QoS function defined in Section 5.2.2.6, the running SNR corresponding to the spectrum obtained after 160 revolutions (640 measurements) corresponds to
a QoS of 1. In comparison, the running SNR corresponding to the spectrum obtained
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after 5 revolutions (20 measurements) corresponds to a QoS of 0.03125. Thus, a higher
QoS value means a better SNR and a signal of higher quality.

5.2.2.8

Running Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

SNR measures “the ability to reproduce the spectrum from the same sample and the
same conditions” [1]. Thus, SNR is a measure of the signal quality. We compute the
SNR according to the formulas presented [1]:
SNR =

1
Nrms

(5.10)

using the root-mean-square Nrms of the spectral noise N(ν):
s
SNR =

1 n
× ∑ [N(νi )]2
n i=1

(5.11)

where n is the number of wavelengths in the spectrum. The spectral noise between two
spectra Ta and Tb of the same sample measured at different times is computed according
to the following equation:
Ta (ν)
N(ν) = 1 −
(5.12)
Tb (ν)
With the running SNR, we compute the SNR over an interval of a given number of
points of the two output spectra. We shift this interval one point at the time, to cover
the whole spectral interval.
We present in Section 5.4.1 how to extend our proposed “Mixed-Criticality Design
Optimization” algorithm (see Section 3.2.2) to take into account soft real-time applications. We evaluate this extension using the MESUR application, presented in Section 5.2.1, and a modified version of the CIRIS controller, described in Section 5.2.2.
Section 5.4.1 also presents the results of our experimental evaluation.

5.3

Communication-Level Partitioning

The Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV) was planned to replace the Space Shuttle. Orion was part of the Constellation Program, implementing the Vision for Space
Exploration [5] plan announced in 2004. The Orion project was awarded to Lockheed
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The Orion MPCV consists of four major systems; 1) launch abort system (LAS), 2) Crew Module (CM), 3) service
module (SM), and 4) Spacecraft Adapter (SA). The following section provides a production status of the EFT-1
configuration. Figure 4 shows the major elements of the Orion MPCV.
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Martin in 2006. The Constellation Program was cancelled in 2010 due to budget constraints, however Orion was reformulated as the Orion Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle
(MPCV) [121].
Initially, Orion CEV was planned for lunar return missions, travel to the International
Space Station (ISS) and be extensible for future Mars missions. Accordingly, the requirements for Orion CEV were: transport two to four people to the moon and zero
up to six to the ISS, land anywhere on the moon, provide continuous habitat for up
to 6 months and enable “any time” return [152]. Compared to Orion CEV the design
requirements, the Orion MPCV does not have major changes. However, Orion MPCV
will be used also for Beyond Earth Orbit (BEO) missions [121]. See [152] for a more
detailed description of the Orion CEV design requirements, and [121] for the project
status of the Orion MPCV in 2013.
Orion MPCV has no major design changes, compared to Orion CEV. Orion consists of
four major elements, displayed in Fig. 5.14: a launch abort system (LAS), a crew module (CM), a service module (SM) and a spacecraft adapter (SCA). The LAS provides
safety-critical functionality to the crew in case of malfunctioning on the pad or during
ascent, by detaching the CM from the SM and the launch vehicle [152]. The CM is a
reusable component that holds four people, can transport pressurized and unpressurized
cargo, can dock with other vehicles and can perform re-entry and landing [152]. The
SM contains life support systems, and delivers propulsion and power to the CM and is
discarded before re-entry. In addition, SM can also transport scientific payload. In 2013
NASA announced that the European Space Agency (ESA) will provide a European SM
(ESM) to be integrated with the crew adapter module and SCA [121]. Fig. 5.15 shows
the location of the ESM on Orion.
The Orion case study used in this chapter is derived from [126], based on the Orion
Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV), 606E baseline [126]. In this case study we have
45 network nodes (ESes and NSes) and 187 messages (with the parameters generated
based on the messages presented in [126]). The topology for this case study is shown
in Fig. 5.18.

5.4
5.4.1

Evaluation
Processor-Level Partitioning

In Chapter 3 we proposed design optimization strategies for mixed-criticality applications, aiming at minimizing the worst-case response times and the development costs.
In the following, we propose a new cost function (Eq. 5.13) for our proposed “MixedCriticality Design Optimization” (MCDO) algorithm presented in Section 3.2.2. This
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new cost function captures, besides the schedulability of hard real-time applications,
also the quality of service of the soft real-time applications. For this setup we consider two applications, the MESUR application presented in Section 5.2.1 as the hard
real-time application, and the CIRIS application (Section 5.2.2) as the soft real-time
application. These application also differ in their criticality levels. MESUR is mixedcriticality, containing high-criticality and low-criticality tasks, while CIRIS is a noncritical application.
In Section 5.2.2.7 we presented how the number of the acquired and processed interferograms affects the signal to noise performance of the instrument, which is a measure
of the quality of service (QoS). In Section 5.2.2, CIRIS was implemented on a dedicated processor. Here, we assume that CIRIS shares the processor with the MESUR
application. Given a fixed assignment of tasks to partitions, we are interested to find
the sequence and size of partition slots such that all MESUR tasks are schedulable and
the QoS for CIRIS is maximized.
The MCDO algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.2 can be modified to search for the
solution in which the hard real-time applications are schedulable, and the soft real-time
applications have their quality of service maximized. This can be achieved by changing
the cost function (Eq. 3.2 in Section 3.2.2) to the following:

Cost(ψ) =

c1 = ∑Ai ∈Γ max(0, Ri − Di ) ifc1 > 0
c2 = − ∑A j ∈ΓQoS QoS(A j )
ifc1 = 0

(5.13)

If at least one hard real-time application Ai from the set Γ is not schedulable, there
exists one Ri greater than the deadline Di , and therefore the term c1 will be positive.
The term c1 in the equation above is the same in Eq. 3.2, and drives the search towards
schedulable solutions. If all the hard real-time applications in Γ are schedulable, this
means that each Ri is smaller than Di , and the term c1 = 0. In this case, we use c2
as the cost function, since when the hard real-time applications are schedulable, we
are interested to maximize the QoS for the soft real-time applications, denoted with
ΓQoS . We denote with QoS(A j ) the quality of service function for application A j . This
function is specific for each application. In case of the CIRIS application, this function
is defined in Eq. 5.9.
In the following, we will show several partition table configurations visited by MCDO,
including the final solution, and their effect on the soft real-time CIRIS application.
Fig 5.16 presents the partition tables as Gantt charts, with the green partitions corresponding to CIRIS. Section 5.2.1 and Table 5.1 present the MESUR tasks. We refer
with MESUR-HC to the set of high-criticality tasks (Set 1 in Table 5.1). The MESURHC tasks are assigned to the red partition slices in Fig. 5.16. The set of low-criticality
MESUR tasks (Set 2 in Table 5.1), is denoted with MESUR-LC and is assigned to the
blue slices in Fig. 5.16.
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(a) Initial solution. All the hard real-time tasks are schedulable, but CIRIS processes
only 4 out of 5 interferograms.

(b) The MESUR-HC tasks are schedulable. The CIRIS QoS increases to 0.837, but the
MESUR-LC “Camera task” is not schedulable.

(c) All the MESUR tasks are schedulable, but the CIRIS QoS drops to 0.493.

(d) Although the CIRIS processes all interferograms, there are 2 MESUR-HC and 1
MESUR-LC tasks missing their deadlines.

(e) Final solution, all the tasks are schedulable.

Figure 5.16: Partition table configurations
Table 5.5 summarizes the impact of the partition tables on the applications considered.
The first column, named “Partition table”, indicates the partition table configuration
used, and corresponds to the partition tables from Fig 5.16. Column 2 presents the size
of the major frame for each configuration, while Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the sum
of partition slice sizes assigned to the CIRIS, MESUR-HC and MESUR-LC tasks, respectively. Column 6 and 7 present the number of successfully acquired and processed
interferograms and the value of the QoS function (Eq. 5.9 in Section 5.2.2.6) for the
CIRIS application. Columns 8 and 9 show the number of schedulable MESUR-HC and
MESUR-LC tasks.
The MCDO algorithm, presented in Section 3.2.2 starts from an initial solution which
considers that all the tasks in the system are hard real-time. In this extension, we modify
the initial solution algorithm to divide the processor time based on the priority of the
applications. Moreover, we have added another design transformation, “resize major
frame”, which modifies the Major Frame size. This new move, increases or decreases
the size of the major frame, proportionally adjusting the size of the partition slices. See
Section 3.2.2 for the design transformations used by MCDO.

Partition
table
a
b
c
d
e

Major Frame
size (ms)
125
120
200
120
100

Total partition slice size (ms)
CIRIS MESUR-HC MESUR-LC
34
75
16
20
80
20
10
160
30
40
60
20
12
64
24

CIRIS
No. of interferograms
128
92
79
160
160

Table 5.5: Partition table configuration

QoS
0.800
0.575
0.493
1.000
1.000

MESUR Sched. task
MESUR-HC MESUR-LC
4/4
3 /3
4/4
2 /3
4/4
3 /3
2/4
2 /3
4/4
3 /3
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Fig. 5.16a presents the initial solution, computed according to the changes presented
previously. The initial solution starts with a TMF = 125 ms, given by the designer.
Thus, the MESUR-HC tasks, composed of high-criticality hard real-time tasks, have
their processor time assigned first. Since the MESUR-HC tasks have a processor utilization of 0.6, the tasks are assigned to a partition 75 ms long. Then, the MESUR-LC
tasks, which are low-criticality hard real-time, have their processor time assigned. The
MESUR-LC, with a utilization of only 0.125, are assigned to a partition 16 ms long.
The rest of the processor time (34 ms) is assigned to the CIRIS tasks, which are noncritical soft real-time. This configuration is presented in Table 5.5, labelled as “a”. In
this case, all the hard real-time tasks are schedulable, but CIRIS has a QoS of only 0.8.
The second partition table, shown in Fig. 5.16b and described in Table 5.5 as the “b”
configuration, has a TMF = 120 ms. The MESUR-HC tasks are assigned to a partition
composed of two partition slices, summing 80 ms processor time. The MESUR-LC
partition is increased to 20 ms, but the CIRIS partition is reduced to 20 ms. In this
configuration, all the high criticality tasks are schedulable, and the QoS for the CIRIS
application increased to 0.837, but the low-criticality “Camera task” is not schedulable
anymore. Considering the hard real-time tasks, this solution is worse than the initial
solution.
Fig. 5.16c presents the “c” partition table from Table 5.5. This partition table has
a size of 200 ms, and the processor time is distributed among the tasks as follows.
MESUR-HC is assigned to two partition slices representing 160 ms of processing time.
MESUR-LC is assigned to two partition slices totaling 30 ms, while CIRIS is assigned
to a partition slice of 10 ms. In this configuration all the MESUR tasks are schedulable,
but for the CIRIS application, only 79 interferograms (out of 160) are acquired and
processed. The QoS for CIRIS is 0.493 in this case. With regards to the CIRIS tasks,
this partition table is worse than the initial solution.
The “d” partition table from Table 5.5 is shown in Fig. 5.16d. CIRIS processes all the
interferograms, resulting in a QoS of 1, which corresponds to a high-quality signal (see
Section 5.2.2.7 for a discussion on the impact of the number of processed interferograms on the quality of the signal). In this case, not all the hard real-time tasks are
schedulable. The MESUR-HC “Control task” and “Radio task”, and the MESUR-LC
“Camera task” miss their deadline. This is the worst solution found so far.
The final solution is presented in Fig. 5.16e, labelled with “e” in Table 5.5. In this
case, the TMF = 100 ms, and the MESUR-HC tasks are assigned to two partition slices
summing 64 ms of processor time; the MESUR-LC tasks are assigned to two slices
summing 24 ms, while the CIRIS tasks have 12 ms of processor time. In this case, all
the hard real-time tasks are schedulable, and CIRIS processes all the interferograms,
resulting in a high-quality result (QoS of 1).
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This example demonstrates that our MCDO algorithm, presented in Section 3.2.2, is in
fact an extensible framework that, with minor changes, can optimize systems according
to different objectives. Thus, MCDO can be applied to a wide variety systems and
design optimization problems.

5.4.2

Communication-Level Partitioning

The Design Optimization of TTEthernet-based Systems (DOTTS) strategy is presented
in Section 4.2, Chapter 4. DOTTS is a Tabu Search-based metaheuristic that given
the topology of the network and the set of messages, returns the packing of messages
into frames, the assignment of frames to virtual links, the routing of virtual links, the
bandwidth for each RC virtual link and the schedules for the TT frames. DOTTS is a
flexible framework, that can be extended and modified to optimize different aspects of
TTEthernet-based systems. In Section 5.4.2.1 we describe how we can modify DOTTS
to perform topology selection in a TTEthernet-based system, and in Section 5.4.2.2 we
show how to modify DOTTS to take into consideration best-effort traffic.

5.4.2.1

Topology Selection

In Chapter 4, we considered that the topology of the TTEthernet network is given. But
designing the network topology for a system is not an easy task: it depends on the
number of end systems, network switches and links, on the network traffic, but also on
constraints like cost and SWaP (size, weight and power) of the system. In this section
we show how DOTTS can be used to optimize the network topology of a TTEthernetbased system. Given an initial topology of the system, which can contain redundant
links and network switches, and the set of messages in the system, we want to find
an implementation that reduces the cost of the network implementation, such that all
messages are schedulable. In this section, we compute the cost of the system as the
number of network switches and links in the system:

Cost(ϒ) = ∑ dli + ∑ NS j
i

(5.14)

j

We propose an iterative algorithm to solve this design problem, based on DOTTS. The
algorithm is presented in Fig. 5.17. Starting with an initial topology (line 1 in Fig. 5.17),
given by the system engineer, we run DOTTS to obtain a schedulable implementation
?
(line 2). We denote with N S the subset of NSes that, based on the embedded system
engineer’s decision, are fixed in the topology of the network and may not be removed.
Similarly, DL ? is the subset of dataflow links that may not be removed. We denote with
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TopologySelection(GC◦ , M T T ∪ M RC )
Current ← G ◦
1 G
C
C
Current
2 ϒ
← DOTTS(GC◦ , M T T ∪ M RC )
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

while termination condition not reached do
GCNew ← GCCurrent \ {NSi ∨ dl j |NSi ∈ N S Current \ N S ? , dl j ∈ DL Current \ DL ? }
ϒNew ← DOTTS(GCNew , M T T ∪ M RC )
if Cost(ϒNew ) < Cost(ϒCurrent ) then
GCCurrent ← GCNew
ϒCurrent ← ϒNew
end if
end while
return < GCCurrent , ϒCurrent >

Figure 5.17: Topology Selection with DOTTS

ϒ the tuple < Φm , K , MF , RV L , B , S > obtained by running the DOTTS algorithm,
where Φm is the fragmenting of messages, K is the packing of messages into frames,
MF is the assignment of frames to virtual links, RV L is the routing of virtual links, B is
the bandwidth allocation for the RC virtual links, and S is the set of schedules for the
TT frames (see Section 4.2).
Next, we iteratively (1) modify the current network topology (line 4), by removing a
Current
?
network switch NSi ∈ N S
\ N S or a dataflow link dl j ∈ DL Current \ DL ? . We
Current
denote with N S
and DL Current the set of NSes and dataflow links in GCCurrent .
Then (2) we rerun DOTTS with the new topology GCNew to find a new schedulable implementation ϒNew (line 5). In case the cost of the new implementation ϒNew is smaller
than of the current implementation ϒCurrent , in terms of the Eq. 5.14, we continue the
search with the new topology (lines 6–9). The proposed topology selection algorithm
can be applied iteratively, until a stopping condition is met. Our condition was a cost
budget on the cost of the system, but this can be easily changed, allowing to tackle
different optimization problems.
We evaluated the algorithm from Fig. 5.17 using the real-life case study Orion CEV,
described in Section 5.3. The experimental results for this evaluation are presented in
Table 5.6. For each topology, the number of ESes and messages is the same (columns
2 and 5). Column 3 presents the number of NSes, and Column 4 presents the cost of
the system, in term of Eq. 5.14. Columns 6 and 7 show the number of resulting frame
instances obtained after running DOTTS and the percentage of schedulable messages.
The initial network topology, shown in Fig. 5.18, is marked in Table 5.6 with “orion 1”.
The Orion CEV case study has 31 ESes and 187 messages, with parameters generated
based on the messages presented in [126].
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Figure 5.18: Network topology of the Orion CEV, derived from [126]

Table 5.6: Topology selection experimental results
Topology

ES

NS

Cost

Messages

orion 1
orion 2
orion 3

31

14
13
12

124
115
106

187

Frame
Instances
6250
7240
8804

Sched.%
100
100
100

The initial topology “orion 1” has 14 NSes, with a cost of 124 (see Eq. 5.14). Running DOTTS, we obtain a schedulable implementation with 6,250 frame instances. In
the first iteration of the algorithm from Fig. 5.17, the algorithm removes NS8 , and the
connecting dataflow links, depicted with dotted lines. The results of the benchmark
corresponding to the topology “orion 2” are presented in Table 5.6. DOTTS finds a
schedulable implementation in this case as well. In the second iteration, the algorithm
removes both NS7 and NS8 from the initial topology. In this case too, labelled with
“orion 3” in Fig. 5.6, DOTTS is able to find a successful implementation, thus delivering a solution with a cheaper implementation (cost of 106), compared to the initial
topology “orion 1”, which has a cost of 124.
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Optimization for Best-Effort Traffic

Although backward compatibility with Ethernet traffic is one of TTEthernet’s strong
points, there is no research that we are aware of that optimizes BE traffic in TTEthernet
networks. Throughout Chapter 4 we focused on hard real-time traffic transported via
TT and RC frames. In this section, we turn our attention to best-effort traffic, which
has no real-time or quality of service guarantees.
DOTTS is a flexible framework. We have shown in Section 5.4.2.1 how DOTTS can
be used to optimize the topology of a TTEthernet network. DOTTS that can be used
to optimize different aspects of a TTEthernet network, by changing its cost function.
In this section, we want to modify DOTTS to obtain schedulable implementations that
maximize the available bandwidth for the BE traffic. We do this by changing the cost
function used by DOTTS from Eq. 4.1 to the following:



ifc1 > 0, fi ∈ MT T ∪ MRC
c1 = ∑i max(0, R fi − fi .deadline)
Cost = c2 = ∑i max(0, BWReq (dl j ) − BWAvail (dl j )) ifc1 = 0 and c2 > 0, dl j ∈ DL


c3 = ∑i (BWReq (dl j ) − BWAvail (dl j ))
ifc1 = 0 and c2 = 0, dl j ∈ DL

(5.15)

Once all the TT and RC frames are schedulable, i.e., each R fi is smaller than the deadline fi .deadline, and as such, c1 = 0, DOTTS will search for a solution that satisfies
the bandwidth requirements of the BE frames. If at least one dataflow link dl j ∈ DL
exists, where the BWReq (dl j ) bandwidth required by the BE frames routed via dl j is
larger than the available bandwidth BWAvail (dl j ), the BE traffic has insufficient bandwidth, i.e., c2 > 0, and DOTTS will use c2 as the value of the cost function. The
available bandwidth BWAvail (dl j ) is computed for each dataflow link, by subtracting
from the dataflow link’s maximum bandwidth, the bandwidth required by the TT and
RC frames. In case all the dataflow links have sufficient available bandwidth to satisfy
the BE traffic, c2 is 0, and the value of the cost function will be c3 . This cost function will drive DOTTS towards solutions that maximize the available bandwidth for
BE frames.
In TTEthernet networks, BE traffic can be either statically routed, or be routed via address learning in the switches. For this optimization, we assume that the BE traffic is
statically routed. We evaluated this approach using the Orion CEV case study, more
specifically, the topology “orion 3” obtained Table 5.6 and shown in Fig. 5.18 (without
NS7 , NS8 and the dash-dotted links) . For BE traffic, we added messages with bandwidth requirements that vary between 96 kbps (the average internet radio stream) and
10 Mbps (the read/write speed of DVD at 1x speed). The results are presented in Table 5.7. We have 4 benchmarks, denoted with “be 1” to “be 4”. The number of BE
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Table 5.7: Optimization of BE traffic experimental results
Benchmark
be 1
be 2
be 3
be 4

ES

31

NS

12

TT and RC
Messages
187

BE
Messages
41
63
83
101

Frame
Instances
8588
8500
8824
8810

BW%BE
100
100
100
100

messages (see Column 5) increase from 41 in benchmark “be 1”, to 101 in benchmark
“be 4”. Columns 2, 3 and 4 present the number of ESes, NSes and TT and RC frames
in the “orion” benchmark, using the “orion 3” topology. Column 6 presents the number
of frame instances, and column 7 shows BW%BW , the percentage of BE messages that
have their bandwidth requirements met.
As the results in Table 5.7 show, DOTTS can be used also to optimize a TTEthernet
network to take into account BE traffic. Even though the BE traffic is increasing,
DOTTS is able to find solutions such that all the TT and RC frames meet their real-time
constraints and the BE frames have their bandwidth requirements met. Furthermore,
this evaluation shows that our proposed metaheuristic is flexible, and that we can tackle
different optimization problems by changing the cost function.

C HAPTER

6
Conclusions and
Future Work

This chapter discusses the conclusions of this thesis and presents future work ideas in
the context of mixed-criticality real-time embedded systems.

6.1

Conclusions

In this thesis we have proposed methods and tools for mixed-criticality distributed realtime embedded systems. Mixed-criticality systems integrate on the same platform applications of different criticality levels. In such cases, the certification standards require
that the applications of different SILs are developed and certified according to the highest level, dramatically increasing the certification costs. The other option is to provide
separation mechanisms such that the applications of different criticality levels are isolated, so they cannot influence each other.
In this thesis, we consider that the platform enforces separation by implementing partitioning mechanisms similar to Integrated Modular Avionics [3]. At the communication network level we consider that the network implements the TTEthernet protocol, which provides both temporal and spatial partitioning. Chapter 2 presented our
platform model, describing in detail partitioning at the processor and communication
network level. Regarding the application model, we consider that each application is
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composed of tasks that communicate using messages. The application model has been
presented in Chapter 2.
The methods we have proposed in this thesis focus on the early life cycle phases of
the system, where the impact of design decisions is greatest. We have highlighted in
Section 1.3 the need for methods and tools to support the system engineers in taking
design decisions. We have proposed several design optimization strategies that we have
implemented as design space exploration tools.
To summarize our design optimization strategies at the processor-level:
• We have proposed an optimization approach that, for a given architecture and a
fixed mapping of tasks to PEs, determines the sequence and size of the partition
slices within the Major Frame on each PE. We have implemented this optimization as a Simulated Annealing metaheuristic. The experimental evaluations have
shown that optimizing the partitioning is necessary to obtain schedulable implementations.
• We have discussed in Section 3.1.2 how partitioning constrains the way tasks
use the PEs, introducing overheads. We have shown that by simultaneously optimizing the mapping and partitioning, the overheads are minimized, increasing
thus the chance to find schedulable implementations. We have proposed a Tabu
Search-based optimization strategy for this simultaneous optimization problems.
• For situations where the simultaneous optimization of mapping and partitioning
does not find schedulable solutions, we have proposed an alternative to performing a costly upgrade of the architecture. Our approach elevates tasks to higher
SILs to allow partition sharing, reducing the partitioning overheads at the expense of increasing the development and certification costs. We have presented
this approach in Section 3.1.3. We have proposed a development cost model
that captures the development costs associated to a given SIL (presented in Section 2.1.3). We have implemented this optimization approach as a Tabu Search
metaheuristic.
• In Section 3.1.4 we have proposed another method to reduce the development
costs. Safety-standards allow a task of higher SIL to be “decomposed”, using
redundancy to increase dependability, as several redundant tasks of lower SILs.
We have extended our model to take into account task decomposition and we described decomposition in Section 2.1.2. We have proposed a Tabu Search-based
strategy to optimize the task decomposition, mapping, partitioning and partition
sharing such that the timing requirements are satisfied and the development costs
are minimized.
• We have shown in Section 5.4.1 how to extend the MCDO algorithm from Section 3.2.2 to consider also soft real-time applications, in the context of realistic
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space applications. We have proposed a cost function that captures, besides the
schedulability of hard real-time applications, also the quality of service of the
soft real-time applications. The experimental evaluation has shown that MCDO
is an extensible framework, which, with minor changes, can tackle multiple design optimization problems.
• We have proposed a response time analysis to calculate the worst-case response
times of tasks scheduled using fixed-priority preemptive scheduling (FPS) policy. The response time analysis extends the analysis from [136] to consider the
influence of time-partitions on the schedulability of the FPS tasks. Compared
to the analysis proposed by Audsley and Wellings [30] for partitioned PEs, our
analysis dos not assume that the start time of partition slices within a major frame
are periodic. This analysis was presented in Section 3.5.
To summarize our design optimization strategies at the communication network-level:
• In Section 4.1 we have proposed three optimization strategies to improve the
schedulability of messages. In Section 4.1.2 we have shown that optimizing the
fragmenting and packing of messages into frames can improve the schedulability of messages. In Section 4.1.3 we have proposed to optimize the routing of
virtual links as an approach to increase the number of schedulable messages. In
Section 4.1.4 we have shown that considering the RC traffic when scheduling the
TT frames can greatly increase the schedulability of the RC frames. We have implemented the three strategies as Tabu Search optimizations. The experimental
evaluations have proven that all the three approaches improve the schedulability
of messages.
• Section 4.2 describes the DOTTS optimization strategy that includes the approaches described in Section 4.1. We have implemented the strategy using a
Tabu Search metaheuristic. Given the network topology and the set of TT and
RC messages, this strategy optimizes the fragmenting and packing of messages,
the routing of virtual links and the schedules for the TT frames, such that the TT
and RC frames are schedulable, and the end-to-end delay of the RC frames is
minimized. The experimental evaluations have confirmed that the simultaneous
optimization of fragmenting and packing, routing and scheduling is consistently
better than any of the separate optimizations, and that this simultaneous optimization is necessary to find schedulable solutions.
• We have proposed in Section 5.4.2.1 a method to perform topology selection
using DOTTS, to reduce the cost associated with the network implementation.
Given the set of messages and an initial network topology we want to find a
network implementation that reduces the number of network switches and links,
such that all messages are schedulable. We have evaluated our proposed topology selection method using a realistic space application, i.e., the Orion Crew
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Exploration Vehicle. The experimental evaluations have shown that DOTTS can
be used for topology selection and that our method reduces the cost.

• We have shown in Section 5.4.2.2 how to extend the DOTTS optimization from
Section 4.2 to consider also best-effort messages. We have proposed an alternative cost function that captures, besides the schedulability of the TT and RC
frames, also the bandwidth requirements of the BE frames. The experimental
evaluations have shown that DOTTS is in fact an extensible framework and can
tackle different optimization problems with minor changes.

6.2

Future Work

In this section we present research challenges to be considered for future work.
• In this thesis we treat separately the optimizations at processor-level and at the
communication network-level, and it is not trivial to integrate them. We have proposed in [164] an iterative method for a joint optimization of tasks and messages.
At the system level, we will look into joint tasks and messages optimization.
• Partitioned architectures provide protection mechanisms to ensure that one application does not affect the performance of another application, in the safety
domain. In some cases, systems have to be certified not only for safety, but
also for security. As future work, the model provided in Chapter 2 and the optimization strategies proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 can be extended to take
into account security models with different security levels. For example, Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) [26, 49] is a security architecture
that ensure secure integration of applications of different security levels and controlled information flow. MILS implements separation mechanisms similar to
IMA (described in Section 2.2), but focusing on security. We already did a first
step in this direction, by extending our model at the processor level to consider
a separation requirements graph that specifies which tasks are not allowed to
share partitions (see Section 2.1.4). Such a separation graph will also be needed
at the communication network-level, to make sure our algorithms do not pack
messages of different security levels into the same frame.
At the processor-level:
• The strategies proposed in Chapter 3 optimize the task decomposition, partitioning, partition sharing and mapping considering the architecture fixed. These
strategies can be extended to also perform architecture selection. Given a library
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of PEs, with different costs and capabilities, the optimization will return an architecture implementation that satisfies all the timing constraints and minimizes
costs. Such an architecture implementations consists of: the set of chosen PEs,
the mapping of tasks, the task decomposition, the partitioning and the partition
sharing.
• We have shown in Section 5.4.1 how to extend the strategies from Chapter 3 to
consider also soft real-time tasks. Our optimization strategies can be extended to
take into account other constraints too, such as power consumption.
At the communication network-level:
• The optimization strategies proposed in Chapter 4 focus on design issues at the
cluster level. But a TTEthernet network can consist of different clusters that
have different time bases. For future work, our optimizations can be extended to
consider multi-cluster networks. Since the clusters have different time bases, TT
frames are transmitted between two clusters as RC frames. Thus, the extension
will also have to take into account the conversion of TT frames into RC frames
and vice versa.
• Due to legacy, safety or modularity constraints, or due to components having different communication requirements, the network of some systems contains subnetworks implementing different protocols interconnected using gateways. For
example, a vehicle will have different networks for the body control, for the infotainment system or for the power train unit. Examples of protocols used in vehicular networks are the Controller Area Network (CAN) [4] and FlexRay [10].
A direction for future research is to extended the optimizations from Chapter 4
to consider networks composed of heterogeneous clusters, implementing TTEthernet and different communication protocols.
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